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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
"Being Japanese" in a Foreign Place: 
Cultural Identities of Japanese in Hong Kong 
Submitted by Ayako Sone 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Anthropology 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in July 2002 
This research seeks to understand the senses of cultural identity held 
by Japanese living in Hong Kong. Japanese people are said to have a strong 
sense of identity as Japanese and to stress their distinctiveness for 
non-Japanese. Living in a foreign place, Japanese people in Hong Kong 
constantly ask themselves who they are, but rather than agreeing to one 
uniform model of Japaneseness, people conceive of and express 
Japaneseness in many different ways depending on gender, age, occupation, 
social status and so on; they perform their Japaneseness in different ways, 
depending on the different social situations they may be in. Not only against 
Hong Kong Chinese but also against Japanese, Japanese people may gauge 
how much they retain their Japaneseness, and thus how much they may 
legitimately claim themselves as Japanese. 
Hong Kong is a place where, because of globalization, the popularity 
of Japanese culture thrives but at the same time a lurking anger toward 
Japan because of World War II also remains. Based on interviews and 
observations,丨 inquire in this thesis as to what makes Japanese people 
uphold their Japanese identity in Hong Kong, and as to what are the contents 
of Japanese identity and how it reflects each of their own personal situations 
as well as Japanese culture and social structure in Hong Kong. The project 
will help us understand how discourses of identity of Japanese in Hong Kong 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Today, people, goods, and information move beyond national borders 
in an ever-increasing amount and with ever-increasing speed, thanks to the 
developments of transportation and communication and the expansion of the 
global economy. Consequently, people from different parts of the world live 
and work side by side, enjoy the same music and browse the same 
information on the internet, especially in large cities throughout the world. On 
the one hand, differences in some aspects of our lives may seem to 
evaporate in the face of this wave of globalization. However, on the other 
hand, we are reminded of our cultural origin which can't be altogether swept 
away in this globalizing world and which still divides the world into "self" and 
"other." 
In this research, I investigate Japanese cultural identity among 
Japanese overseas in Hong Kong. I concentrate on their cultural identity in 
which people discuss about who they are with regard to their cultural 
experience, which may or may not be consistent with their national identity as 
Japanese. On the national identity level, people claim themselves as 
Japanese without hesitation because of their passport. However, when the 
same people are asked whether they are culturally Japanese and, if so, what 
makes them culturally Japanese, some people start wondering on what basis 
they can assert their Japaneseness. Japan is considered to be "one country 
with one people and one culture" among many Japanese, and because of 
this belief, one's national identity and cultural identity tend to be discussed as 
if they were the same thing, but it is important to think of them separately. 
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Issues of identity arise most strongly when a person finds "others" 
who are different from oneself. What is distinctive about Japanese is the 
degree of consciousness and emphasis they put on their cultural identity as 
Japanese vis-a-vis others. Especially, those who have more chances to 
confront foreigners are said to often more strongly feel their Japaneseness 
as opposed to the "otherness" of foreigners and are eager to explain the 
perceived difference in terms of their different cultural origin. For example, 
Ben-Ari wrote that Japanese business elites in Singapore invoked attributes 
such as "the lack of 'teamwork； ‘interdependence，，'cooperation； or ‘loyalty， 
of Singaporeans" to explain "the uniqueness of Japanese culture" (2000:47). 
In this research I examine Japanese nationals who were born and 
grew up in Japan but now live in Hong Kong. According to the latest 
demographic data available issued by the Consulate General of Japan in 
Hong Kong (Oct. 1，2000, see Appendix 1), currently 22,924 Japanese 
nationals live in Hong Kong. They came to Hong Kong for a variety of 
reasons: for business, for study, for marriage and so on. This research does 
not intend to wrap them up in a single label "Japanese" and discuss them as 
if they consist of one entity without any diversity. Clearly, Japanese people 
vary according to their age, gender, education level, family background and 
so on. Thus, each individual has his/her own context in which to forge his/her 
own identity and, in this research in seeking their different senses of 
Japanese cultural identity, I pay attention to their different socio-economic 
status, values, past experience and other variables of my informants as much 
as possible in addition to the larger social context that they are in. As Kondo 
argues (1990:307) "Identities on the individual level resist closure and reveal 
complicated, shifting, multiple facets. And selves were never separable from 
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context",丨 try to examine the process of identification of Japanese in a 
number of different contexts. 
Specifically, I focus in Chapter 2 on the working experience of 
Japanese in Hong Kong. Some Japanese are sent to Hong Kong by the 
employers in Japan while some Japanese come to Hong Kong and look for a 
job independently to work as a "local-hire." In Chapter 3’ I examine various 
ways of life among Japanese in Hong Kong. Some Japanese are eager to 
explore Hong Kong while others try to maintain a life style exactly like the one 
they had in Japan. I investigate marriage and family in Chapter 4. I look at 
the differences between Japanese with a Japanese spouse and Japanese 
with a Hong Kong Chinese spouse. By looking into Japanese cultural identity 
from different angles, we can examine the underlying values which are widely 
shared among Japanese in Hong Kong, and shape or limit their thoughts of 
"who culturally they think they are." 
Hong Kong As a Site for Research 
In Hong Kong, many products made in Japan are available: 
Japanese supermarkets selling every kind of Japanese grocery, Japanese 
video shops where you can borrow the latest Japanese TV programs, 
Japanese schools, countless Japanese restaurants and izakayas^ with 
Japanese chefs and beauty salons with Japanese hairdressers, and so on. 
Furthermore, two different Japanese weekly community newspapers are 
published in Hong Kong, and many Japanese-speaking Chinese clerks serve 
Japanese at the tourist areas such as Tsim Sha Tsui. Having said that, the 
1 Japanese-style bar 
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abundance of products made in Japan does not indicate the unconditional 
good will of Hong Kong people toward Japan or that Hong Kong must be a 
very easy place for Japanese to settle down without feeling any cultural gap. 
Hong Kong's terrible experience under the Japanese occupation during 
World War II still sporadically arises in mass media and shows that the bitter 
memory has not been overcome by Hong Kong. Conflicting images toward 
Japan are thus observed in Hong Kong, and because of this Hong Kong is 
interchangeably felt as either familiar or unfamiliar (or even hostile) by 
Japanese in Hong Kong. To examine this point further, let me provide a brief 
historical trace of the presence of the Japanese in Hong Kong. 
The Consulate General of Japan in Hong Kong was established in 
1873, and after that time, a number of trading companies, shipping 
companies, banks and other shops started business in Hong Kong as well 
(Tsuda 1999). The number of Japanese in Hong Kong was just five in 1873， 
and 163 in 1886，and increased to around 3,500 around the time of the 
Manchuria incident in 1931 before World War II (Kani ed. 1984，Tsuda 1999). 
However, the Manchuria incident invoked the anti-Japanese movement in 
Hong Kong and made the commercial expansion of the Japanese community 
more difficult than ever. More and more Japanese in Hong Kong gradually 
withdrew from Hong Kong and the Japanese population decreased to as 
small as 1,600 in 1937 (Kani ed. 1984). 
From the of December, 1941, Japan militarily occupied Hong 
Kong. During this period, Hong Kong was strategically highly important for 
Japan as a relay point for distributing goods within the Great East Asia 
Co-Prosperity Sphere as well as a crucial base for its war in China (Tsuda 
1999). At first, the Japanese occupation was viewed positively by many in 
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Hong Kong; as Welsh quoted from the Hong Kong News edited during the 
Japanese occupation "Thanks to Japan, we are now a free people, and the 
shapers of our own destiny. The question of colour is dead" (1997:421). 
However, such hopes on the part of Hong Kong Chinese were totally crushed 
during the three-year-and-eight-month occupation. Japan had already 
invaded Canton Province before it attacked Hong Kong so that many 
refugees had fled from China to Hong Kong when Japan began its 
occupation (the population in Hong Kong had swollen from 850,000 in 1931 
to as many as 1,600,000 just before World War II: Kani ed. 1984:293). 
However, due to a perceived lack of resources in Hong Kong, Japan sought 
to reduce the population of Hong Kong to 600,000, and many Chinese were 
compulsorily repatriated with or without money and, as a consequence, 
starved to death (Tsuda 1999:143). As Welsh reports: 
It was the Chinese population who suffered most in the taking of 
Hong Kong. Dr Li Shu-fan, who was attempting to run a hospital in 
Kowloon, estimated that he had to treat at least ten thousand victims 
of rape: many were bayonetted in the streets. Others were disposed 
of...(1997:417). 
Japan finally announced its surrender on the 14th of August, 1945 and the 
British once again came back to govern Hong Kong. 
At about the time when the San Francisco Peace Treaty was signed 
in 1951, the trade between Hong Kong and Japan began to pick up again. 
Under the British colonial government and its laissez-faire policy, Hong Kong 
developed into the shipping centre of Asia and attracted multinational 
companies to set up their Asian headquarters there; Japanese were involved 
in this process as well. In the 1950s, the amount of trade of Hong Kong with 
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Japan occupied no more than 4.7% of the total. However, this increased to 
12.0% in the 1960s, and 16% in the 1970s (Kani ed. 1984). With 96 
members and 16 companies, "Nihonjin Kurabif (the "Japanese Club", a 
meeting place for Japanese in Hong Kong) was organized in 1955. The 
membership grew to 1,971 members and 251 companies by 1980 (Kani ed. 
1984) and 3,137 members and 509 companies by 2000. 
Along with Japanese private companies making inroads into the 
Hong Kong market, the popularity of Hong Kong among Japanese as a 
tourist destination increased, reaching a peak in 1996，a year before Hong 
Kong was handed back to China (see Appendix 2). Hong Kong's colonial 
atmosphere of "East meets West," Chinese cuisine, cheap shopping and the 
surge of popularity of Hong Kong movies in Japan since the 1970s (Cheung 
and Kawaguchi 2000) propelled the attractive image of Hong Kong among 
Japanese. Beginning in the 1990s, another new boom emerged in Japan with 
regard to Hong Kong, especially among female university graduates: to seek 
independent employment in Hong Kong. Hong Kong was viewed as a 
gender-equal and meritocratic society where women could pursue their 
career more equally and aggressively than in Japan. Usually these women 
worked in Japan for several years and, based on this working experience, 
came to Hong Kong and looked for a job. This phenomenon attracted both 
Japanese and Hong Kong mass media. For example, books such as Shoku 
wa honkon ni ari ("Let's work in Hong Kong," Senyama 1994) were published 
in Japan; the Hong Kong South China Morning Post, an English-language 
newspaper, reported in August, 1994 that at least 1,000 Japanese people, 
mainly women, had recently come to Hong Kong seeking work (Pritchard 7 
August, 1994). This "let's go and work in Hong Kong" boom has cooled down 
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in the last several years as the Hong Kong economy has slowed down, but 
still a number of Japanese, upon leaving their jobs in Japan, are continuously 
coming to Hong Kong to look for their fortunes or to look for new lives for 
themselves. 
There is no "Japanese community" in Hong Kong in a geographical 
sense since Japanese live all over Hong Kong. However, institutions and 
organizations such as two Japanese elementary schools, one Japanese 
secondary school, the Japanese Club, the Japanese Chamber of Commerce 
and other organizations function as centres of the Japanese network. 
In Hong Kong, due to the influence of popular culture such as food, 
TV dramas and music, the popularity of Japan has been growing among 
Hong Kong Chinese. For example, Japanese food, which was once a luxury 
item available only among Japanese expatriates and rich local Chinese, 
became enjoyed more widely in the 1980s when Hong Kong experienced a 
huge economic surge. In the 1990s, first sushi, and second ramen 
(Japanese-style Chinese noodle) have become ordinary foods, especially 
among the younger generation (Hong Kong Post 5 March, 1999). Nowadays, 
there is always a long queue in front of sushi parlors and ramen shops in 
Hong Kong. To give another example, at first I was astonished at how much 
Hong Kong students watch Japanese dramas and movies (and I guess they 
were also astonished at how little I myself know about Japanese dramas and 
movies and the latest Japanese entertainment news is always covered 
without delay by the Cantonese local newspapers everyday). In this sense, 
Japan is a large part of Hong Kong popular culture. 
However, as opposed to such popularity of Japanese popular culture, 
a lingering anger as earlier noted, continues to be held by many in Hong 
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Kong towards Japan for its brutality during World War 11. The tension comes 
to the fore from time to time through the demonstrations against the 
Japanese government over the issues such as the military script^ or the visit 
to the YasukunP shrine by the Japanese Prime Minister. Among unsolved 
problems between Hong Kong and Japan is the right of possession of the 
Diaoyu Islands，over which both China and Japan have claimed possession. 
In 1996, a big demonstration was organized in Hong Kong against one 
Japanese right-wing group building a lighthouse on one of the Islands. The 
South China Morning Post reported: 
Japan Travel Bureau managing director Akira Moriyama said one of 
his groups was mobbed by activists...Protesters waving 
anti-Japanese pamphlets and shouting in Japanese stopped tourists 
and held banners to tour bus windows... (Delfino 1996 in Mathews 
2001) 
This demonstration was influenced by the current political climate in Hong 
Kong at that time, which was anticipating the handover to China one year 
later, and different groups tried to make use of this occasion to achieve their 
own political ambition. Nevertheless, aside from the politics between Hong 
Kong and China in the face of the handover, it showed "the unhealed war 
wounds China suffered at the hands of Japan" (Mathews 2001:156) which 
are still strongly remembered in Hong Kong. 
2 After they began their occupation, the Japanese military issued military script in place of 
currency and in 1943 they banned Hong Kong dollar bank notes and forced people to 
convert bank notes to the military scripts. Those who own the military scripts had sued the 
Japanese government for the compensation, but the court ruled that Japan was exempted 
from the compensation based on the San Francisco Peace Treaty. 
3 The Yasukuni shrine enshrines all the Japanese soldiers including those who were 
convicted as war criminals. In Japan as well there is a huge debate whether the Prime 
Minister should visit this shrine as the public figure and whether he should do so on the war 
memorial day or not. 
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Hong Kong is not merely a foreign place for Japanese. Rather, it is a 
place where many of them savor the power of globalization, which makes 
their new life in a foreign place less unfamiliar: in Hong Kong, Japanese 
people can in the material sense maintain a way of life closer to their way of 
life in Japan than, perhaps, in any other place outside of Japan. However, 
Hong Kong is also a place where Japanese realize historical and cultural 
differences, because of which they can't help but become conscious of their 
Japanese "self" vis-a-vis Hong Kong Chinese "others." Over some issues 
such as World War II，the interests of Japanese and Hong Kong Chinese run 
counter to each other and this difference so far seems not to be easily 
overcome by Japanese and Hong Kong Chinese simply eating the same food 
and listening to the same music. Because of this, Hong Kong is a particularly 
interesting place for an inquiry into Japanese cultural identity. In this thesis, I 
will discuss the point of contact between a particular cultural identity as 
Japanese and the impact of the globalization. Nowhere we can find one 
simple answer to the question of how to balance between "removing one's 
barrier to the world" and "preserving one's culture." For Japanese people who 
will appear in this thesis, this is especially an imperative question to which 
they are always looking for an answer. I will show how they tackle this 
question by examining how they look at their Japanese identity in the midst of 
their sojourn abroad. 
Literature Review 
Japanese Cultural Identity and Globalization 
In dealing with cultural identity of Japanese overseas, the influence 
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of globalization must not be ignored. First, this is because, as Ben-Ari 
discusses, "'Japanese culture' is based on the assumption of a culture 
common to a nation-state. This idea of the nation-state as the locus of 
identity is, in turn, a modern one which is the product [and a continual 
expression] of global processes over the last 200 years" (Ben-Ari 2000:54). 
Beyond this, both Hong Kong and Japan are crucial parts of the world 
economy, so much so that people in both places can't be analyzed without 
discussing the influence of globalization. 
Appadurai suggests that we use the five dimensions of globalization, 
namely, ethnoscapes, mediascapes, technoscapes, finanscapes and 
ideoscapes (1990) instead of a centre-periphery model to analyze the 
globalizing world: "The new global cultural economy has to be understood as 
a complex, overlapping, disjunctive order, which cannot any longer be 
understood in terms of existing centre-periphery models"(1990:296). Indeed, 
in the contemporary world, people, information, technology, money and ideas 
do not always flow from fixed centres to fixed peripheries anymore (or, for 
that matter, vice versa); a given place can interchangeably assume the role 
of both centre and periphery. Hall discusses how people's identity may be 
affected by such a world order: 
...globalization does have the effect of contesting and dislocating the 
centred and 'closed' identities of a national culture. It does have a 
pluralizing impact on identities, producing a variety of possibilities 
and new positions of identification, and making identities more 
positional, more political, more plural and diverse; less fixed, unified 
or trans-historical (1992:309). (Italics in original) 
Despite this decentralized nature of globalization, Befu and Stalker 
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(1996) argue that the centre-periphery model is nevertheless more suitable to 
analyze Japanese identity. Thanks to economic expansion, more and more 
Japanese people go abroad today for a variety of reasons and, in the 
meantime, they return to Japan; sometimes they physically go back to Japan, 
but more often they return to Japan in their minds through the consumption of 
Japanese products and mass media, ensuring that their sense of belonging 
remains rooted in Japan. Befu and Stalker writes that "The Japanese 
communities abroad are consistently oriented toward Tokyo, resulting in 
Japanese 'villages' abroad, whose residents make maintenance of cultural, 
economic, and political ties with the Tokyo center their foremost concern" 
(1996:118). 
Hannerz discusses that among those in the world today who move 
transnationally, some show "a willingness to become involved with the Other" 
while others are "locals at heart" who "would rather not have left home" 
(1990:241). Hannerz's point is useful in examining the way Japanese outside 
of Japan maintain or are bounded by Japanese cultural identity. For example, 
people like business elites who surely go back to Japan sooner or later are 
more eager to express their Japanese identity as an inseparable and 
indisputable part of themselves during their sojourn. However, those who 
willfully chose to leave Japan in pursuit of a better life for themselves are 
more ambivalent about their cultural identity. A group of people such as the 
aforementioned local-hires and cross-culturally married Japanese may want 
to displace the centre of their life from Japan, although they can't completely 
leave their Japaneseness behind. Rather, the centre of their life is diversified 
and their cultural identity also may oscillate according to the situation. Thus, 
the identification process in this global era is not a straightforward choice 
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between either multi-scapes or the centre-periphery; rather, both models can 
be equally useful for the analysis of identity in different contexts. 
Rushdie writes (1991:10) that "our physical alienation ...means that 
we will not be capable of reclaiming precisely the thing that was lost; that we 
wilL.create….imaginary homelands." To trace the process of the construction 
of identity as Japanese among Japanese overseas, it is important to explore 
how the image of Japan as their cultural home is constructed and 
reconstructed and how they express their Japanese identity in terms of being 
members of this imagined community of Japan. Now, in the information age, 
we cannot ignore the impact brought by the advanced technology upon our 
lives. All sorts of goods and information, which were once not available, are 
now available everywhere across borders and this may drastically change 
the way of life of overseas sojourners. For example, Japanese in Japan and 
Japanese in Hong Kong may watch the same TV programs'^ on the same 
day and eat the same food. Nevertheless, even with the availability and 
simultaneity of Japanese mass media and abundance of Japanese products, 
the Japanese identity of Japanese in Hong Kong can't avoid being 
challenged by a new environment to a degree. I will investigate the way 
Japanese relate to Japan, which is enabled particularly by the Hong Kong 
context, and how this mediation between them and their home is reflected on 
their sense of belonging and cultural identity. 
Structural Segregation: Inside and Outside 
During the Edo period (1603-1867) from 1639 to 1854, the Tokugawa 
4 In Hong Kong, NHK (the abbreviation of Nippon Hoso Kyokai or Japan Broadcasting 
Corporation) can be watched on cable and many estates with a substantial number of 
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shogunate banned its people to travel abroad and isolated itself from the 
world outside except for some restricted trade with Chinese, Koreans, Dutch 
on a specially designated island. This isolation policy was enforced due to 
the fear that the shogunate had concerning the influence of European 
Catholic missionaries and their converts whose belief threatened the 
authority of the shogunate (Reischauer and Jansen 1995:68). As a 
consequence, after over 200 years of structural isolation, people internalized 
this policy and they voluntarily avoided foreigners. For example, in 1859 after 
Japan discarded isolationism, a red-light district around Yokohama open port 
recruited prostitutes for foreigners, but few women dared to apply, since, 
foreigners were not only despised as barbarians but also a rumor circulated 
that foreigners ate female flesh (Takeshita 2000). 
However, even during the isolation period of the Tokugawa era, 
Japan was not utterly shut out from foreign influences. For example, areas of 
study such as European medicine and astronomy were ardently pursued in 
Japan at that time (Wilkinson 1991:50). After the isolation period, people 
again enthusiastically learned all sorts of ideas and technology, from 
agriculture to jurisprudence from foreign countries (the West: Europe and the 
US). This enthusiasm for learning was due to the Japanese fascination with 
the West as "the source of light, civilization, and above all high culture" as 
well as the practical concern to catch up with the West and protect Japan 
from foreign invaders (Wilkinson 1991:61). 
Now, at the beginning of the 21 st century, the Japanese economy has 
grown to be one of the biggest in the world and Japan is inseparably involved 
in the world economy as a whole, and in tandem with this economic 
Japanese residents are equipped with this facility. 
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development, on the one hand, "globalization" and "internationalization" have 
come to be widely discussed widely as another necessary step for Japan to 
take. However, on the other hand, both a sense of fear as well as curiosity 
toward foreign cultures are still observable among Japanese. For example, 
Japan is one of the largest tourist exporters, but at the same time foreigners 
in Japan are regarded as "an interconnected mix of negatives - the outside, 
the unknown, the threatening, the disruptive, the impure. In short, they are 
generally best avoided" (Henshall 1999:78). Hendry suggests, referring to 
Mary Douglas' argument, that the distinction between "uc/?//inside" and 
"soto/outside" is very strong in Japanese society, which is respectively 
associated with a classification between cleanliness and dirtiness, and 
furthermore, security and danger (1989). According to this, foreigners are 
categorized as "outside" while Japanese are "inside" in Japan and the former 
is separated from the latter less in a geographical sense than on a cognitive 
level. Having said that, not all the foreigners are equally foreign in the eyes of 
Japanese, but rather Japanese further differentiate foreigners. As Henshall 
describes: "The Japanese rank races and nations just as they rank most 
things. Those who come near the bottom have a particularly difficult 
time... .Among foreigners whites are first, then Chinese, then other Asians, 
then Arabs, then finally blacks" (1999:81). However, this doesn't mean that 
Japanese are generally belligerent to foreigners and shut themselves up 
among themselves. On the contrary, nowadays we can also observe 
Japanese fascination for foreigners. For example, the number of 
cross-cultural marriage between Japanese and non-Japanese has apparently 
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increased in the last couple of decades. 
While now in Japan more and more people willingly mingle with 
foreigners, based on the differentiation between Japanese and foreigners, 
the existence of in-between Japanese - Japanese with culturally distinctive 
experiences - such as returnees and children of cross-cultural marriage has 
begun attracting attention. Past research has discussed the difficult 
re-adaptation of expatriates and their families to Japanese society after 
several years of absence from Japan (Ebuchi 1994，Henshall 1999, White 
1988). Passin points out that "in spite of Japan's anxious concern for greater 
internationalization, it is ironic that international experience still remains for 
many a disadvantage rather than the advantage one would expect it to be" 
(1983:25). 
White (1988) examined the lives of returnees in companies, 
communities and schools in Japan. She wrote that it was not one's errant 
5 The vital statistics concerning marriage issued by the Ministry of Health, Labour and 
Welfare in Japan (http://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/saikin/hw/jinkou/suii00/maiT2.html). 
1970 1980 1990 1995 1998 1999 2000 
Total 1,029,405 774,702 722,138 791,888 784,595 762,028 798,138 
J-J(1) 1,023,859 767,441 696,512 764,161 754,959 730,128 761,875 
J-NJ(2) 5,546 12,181 25,626 27,727 29,636 31,900 36,263 
(1)J-J: Japanese-Japanese marriage 
(2)J-NJ: Japanese-Non Japanese marriage 
According to a recent news article (http://www.asahi.com), in 2000, one out of every 22 
couples who registered their marriage in Japan is a cross-cultural couple. In big cities such 
as Tokyo and Osaka, this proportion is higher: every one out of ten in Tokyo and every one 
out of twelve in Osaka. According to the article, among non-Japanese wives Chinese form 
the largest group followed by Filipinas and Koreans while among non-Japanese husbands 
Koreans are the largest group followed by Americans. In rural agricultural areas, 
cross-cultural marriage has been increased to solve the shortage of brides by importing 
brides from Asia, while cross-cultural marriage with Americans are conspicuous in 
prefectures with U.S. army bases. 
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behavior or one's atypical style of work but the "very fact of absence - from 
daily, face-to-face interaction - [which] seems to present the greatest 
obstacle to a returnee's acceptance and integration" (1988:26). To make the 
re-entry to Japanese society smooth, as she argues, Japanese overseas 
may use some strategies to minimize their exposure to a foreign culture to 
secure a place back in Japan during their sojourn. Befu and Stalker wrote 
about Japanese in the U.S. as follows: 
Their [Japanese business elites] performance while in the periphery, 
reflected in profit margin, is no doubt important, but maintaining 
contact with the Tokyo office, so that they are not forgotten, can be 
even more important. This may involve entertaining executives from 
the home office who are visiting the local plant, even at the expense 
of neglecting local affairs (1996:107). 
Ben-Ari found among Japanese business elites in Singapore that "expatriates 
must maintain the appearance — the demeanor, language and attire - of 
Japanese" (Ben-Ari 2000:48) for the same reason: to stay in Japanese 
society. Japanese overseas need to calculate the balance between their 
involvement in Japan and their exposure to other cultures, in order to 
compensate for their current ambiguous position outside of the Japanese 
social structure. 
On the one hand, while there are Japanese who are eager to keep 
themselves related to Japan from abroad, on the other hand, it is also true 
that a substantial number of Japanese have voluntarily left Japan and 
purposely put themselves in this ambiguous status of "not totally Japanese." 
In the past when Japan was less developed, Japanese migrants had 
ventured abroad in search of better economic opportunity (Japanese 
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migrants to the U.S., for example, are discussed in Hosokawa 1969). 
However, unlike such migrants, Japanese who now leave Japan and go 
abroad have a different motivation: pursuing another way of life for 
themselves which these Japanese think can't be realized in Japan. Some of 
these Japanese might leave their stable and well-paid job to seek what they 
think of as a more ideal living environment. Sakai (2000) researched 
Japanese in London and called locally-hired Japanese women in London 
“spiritual migrants，’，who have escaped from Japan seeking greater freedom 
in their lives, which they believe they can find in the West. However, even 
though these Japanese women that Sakai researched have left Japan in 
search of a life beyond Japan, they are still in some sense socially or 
emotionally stuck within their Japaneseness because of their work, which 
puts them in a close and frequent contact with other Japanese, or because of 
their relationship with families and friends in Japan. Because they left Japan 
independently, which is not a socially accepted behavior for women, they are 
only given marginal status in the Japanese community overseas (Ben-Ari and 
Yong 2000，Sakai 2000), and presumably in Japan as well. For example, as 
Sakai (2000) found in London and Ben-Ari and Yong (2000) found in 
Singapore respectively, locally-hired Japanese women are separated not 
only from local society but also from the Japanese expatriate community, 
which consists of Japanese business elites and therefore, in a larger sense, 
is "made up of nuclear families (ie. married couples and their children) 
evincing a neo-conservative life-style" in which "single working women find it 
difficult to find a place for themselves" (Ben-Ari and Yong 2000:110). 
Considering the circumstances such local-hired people are in, Sakai 
argued that: 
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...their attempt to gain new identities had seemed to be unsuccessful, 
since they were isolated both from the Japanese community and 
from British society ...Their identities were floating between two 
cultures... (2000:236) 
Refsing interviewed Japanese-Danish married couples in Denmark 
and found that all the Japanese she had met preferred to stay in Denmark. 
She argued in a more optimistic way, contrary to Sakai, that her Japanese 
interviewees "represent the more successful outcomes of the struggle to 
define a viable identity as a compromise between their culture of origin and 
their new, adopted culture" (1998:196). Depending on one's individual 
situation, the oscillation of one's identity may be seen as either the result of a 
poor adaptation to the new environment and a sense of the loss of home, or 
as a successful adaptation to a new environment that becomes home. 
However, in either case, it shows that they still cannot altogether transcend 
their Japaneseness to a different degree. 
Sugimoto (1993) discusses the "marginal man" who keeps a distance 
from any group and oscillates among several values. He argues that in Japan 
such a marginal man tends to be depicted as someone who has perpetually 
lost home and lives miserably in his loneliness. Indeed, this idea of 
marginality is consistent with the uchi/soto categorization; ac/7//mainstream 
vis-a-vis soto/marginal. As I will show in the following chapters, a view that 
associates uchi with mainstream is so pervasive among Japanese in Hong 
Kong that any words implying marginality have a negative connotation, such 
that a given person is already outside of the structure and can't go back to 
the mainstream of Japanese society again. I investigates how such Japanese 
overseas in a marginal position see themselves, and view their cultural 
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identity as Japanese or perhaps beyond Japanese. 
Ideological Oneness: The Belief in the Japanese Uniqueness 
There is a popular genre of books in Japan called Nihonjinron^ which 
enumerates "Japanese characteristics" and discusses how Japanese are 
uniquely different from others because of such characteristics. For example, 
in one book of Nihonjinron, it is claimed that "The individual Japanese is 
equivalent to the Japanese as a whole and we all feel and think in the same 
way. Such cultural oneness among the Japanese is very rare in the world" 
(Aida 1976:27). Befu points out that generally in such Nihonjinron "its 
assertions and generalizations have to do with the nature of Japanese 
culture in general, society in general, or national character in general. As 
such, little or no attention is given in writings of this genre to internal 
variation" (Befu 2001a:4). 
Yoshino argues that Nihonjinron is an expression of cultural 
nationalism among Japanese, which "aims to regenerate the national 
community by creating, preserving or strengthening a people's cultural 
identity when it is felt to be lacking, inadequate or threatened" (1992:1). As 
past research indicates (Befu 2001b, Ben-Ari 2000，Sakai 2000，Wong 1999， 
Yoshino 1992), business elites who have more chances to be in contact with 
foreigners are more inclined to Nihonjinron types of beliefs which expound on 
Japanese uniqueness. Mixing with foreigners, Japanese business elites look 
for the point of mutual understanding, which intends "to challenge the 
assumption that the Western ways are the 'universal' ways and to emphasize 
6 Literally, "nihonjin" means "Japanese people" and "ron" means "discussion" and "debate." 
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that the Japanese ways should equally be respected in the community of 
world cultures" (Yoshino 1992:180). To a degree, this is a legitimate claim for 
Japanese to make; however, it may have unintended results. Yoshino writes: 
If the attempt at "international understanding" is made through the 
actively conscious assertion of Japanese uniqueness or through the 
extreme version of cultural relativism, t h i unintended consequence 
of such an "internationalising" attempt can ironically be the 
enhancement of cultural nationalism because it fails to stress the 
commonality shared by different peoples (1992:180). 
Ben-Ari (2000), Wong (1999) and Sakai (2000) investigated 
Japanese overseas in particular areas, and their findings correlate with 
Yoshino's statement above, as their Japanese expatriate informants are also 
expressive of their Japanese uniqueness. In light of the expatriate status of 
these Japanese, their findings show that there is another economical and 
political aspect to their insistence on their cultural uniqueness. For example, 
usually an overseas branch of Japanese multinationals has a different 
management system for Japanese expatriates and for local employees. 
Because of these different career paths, local employees are limited in their 
access to the economical and political power inside the company, while the 
Japanese expatriates enjoy full access to such resources. In this regard, the 
uniqueness of Japanese culture is emphasized to legitimize the corporate 
structure in such a way that, as Wong argues, Japanese expatriates enhance 
their idea of "the stereotypes of the Japanese...as if Japanese were culturally 
programmed to be loyal, hardworking, and responsible workers before the 
local staff, in order to differentiate themselves from the local staff and thus 
provide grounds for their superiority over the latter and for their monopoly of 
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corporate power" (1999:191). 
Apart from such business elites who are fully integrated into the 
Japanese corporate system, there is another type of Japanese who seek and 
find a job in a foreign place, and who mainly take care of the business with 
Japanese: locally-hired Japanese. These people normally use their Japanese 
language skill and find a job which requires them to constantly keep in touch 
with other Japanese. In this sense, even though they are now leaving Japan, 
they are not released from the Japanese corporate structure and people 
inside it. Sakai wrote that Japanese locally-hired women who of their own 
volition had left Japan and settled down in London, eventually had to "work 
out strategies as Japanese: they emphasized their appearance as Japanese 
women; they worked as Japanese" (2000:233) to compete with the British 
and find their own niche in the London job market. Ben-Ari and Yong also 
found that Japanese women who independently moved to Singapore found 
jobs which exploited their cultural assets as Japanese such as language and 
business customs. In fact, especially for female office workers, "working as 
Japanese" includes not only the ability of the Japanese language and 
knowledge of Japanese business customs but also the "'traditional' female or 
'support' role" because of which "women are delicately but clearly excluded 
from the male centers of organizations" (Ben-Ari and Yong 2000:93). Against 
these women's own interests, this exploitation of their cultural assets as 
Japanese effectively reproduces in a new environment the social structure 
which they had sought to escape (Ben-Ari and Yong 2000, Sakai 2000, Wong 
1999). In this regard, these people realize their Japanese identity through 
their working experience in a foreign place as expatriates do, but, in a 
different way in a different circumstance. I will explore more the Japanese 
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insistence on and exploitation of cultural distinctiveness on the one hand and 
the accumulation of economical and political resources on the other hand in 
Chapter 2. 
Based on the literature I have reviewed so far, in this thesis I will 
explore how Japanese overseas in Hong Kong conceive themselves as 
Japanese and yet perhaps as more than Japanese in the world beyond 
Japan. Who do these people think they are and how do they formulate who 
they are as Japanese and yet as more than Japanese in a foreign world? 
Methodology 
I conducted my research from February through August of 2001. I 
have done interviews, joined activities targeted at Japanese and collected 
written sources about Japanese, particularly Japanese in Hong Kong. 
Interviews 
I interviewed a total of 42 Japanese (18 males and 24 females) 
currently living in Hong Kong. From my experience living in Hong Kong for 
more than a year before I started my research, I had some idea about the 
demography of Japanese in Hong Kong, and as I reviewed literature 
concerning Japanese overseas I realized that there are a group of people 
who had been paid less attention in previous research, such as locally-hired 
Japanese and cross-culturally married Japanese. Due to my interest in these 
groups of Japanese, throughout the research period I looked for prospective 
interviewees in view of their mode of employment and marital status as well 
as age and gender in order to include people with different backgrounds, 
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especially locally-hired and cross-culturally married Japanese. The 
occupation of my informants covers a wide range including office workers, 
the self-employed, housewives, academics, and journalists. Their length of 
living in Hong Kong varies; the shortest was 13 months at the time of the 
interview while the longest was more than 30 years. The age of interviewees 
ranged from the early twenties to sixty. 
I employed a snowball sampling method to find interviewees. The 
number of Japanese residents in Hong Kong exceeds 20,000 and it is 
practically impossible to get a comprehensive sampling of informants. And 
my sample gathered by the snowball method can't represent Japanese in 
Hong Kong as a whole. However, what I seek is as great a variety of 
Japanese as possible. This way I hope to be able to show the various 
processes by which Japanese in Hong Kong construct their identities as 
Japanese. 
I used my own social network I had built up in Hong Kong to locate 
prospective interviewees. At the same time I joined some activities targeted 
at Japanese to find interviewees from outside my network. In Hong Kong 
many kinds of gatherings and associations are organized mainly by 
Japanese for Japanese. Some of these gatherings are hobby clubs such as 
sports, music and Japanese chess while other gatherings are alumni groups 
or groups for people from a particular prefecture {kenjinkai,県人会 in 
Japanese). The existence of such associations and gatherings are well 
known among Japanese as a way to find more Japanese friends in a new 
environment. Information about these activities is available on the internet as 
well as in two Japanese community newspapers published in Hong Kong and 
at the Japanese Club. One informant said that he had already looked up 
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information about such clubs on the internet in Japan so that he could 
immediately contact a club of his interests and make Japanese friends upon 
his arrival in Hong Kong. 
Generally speaking, my own nationality as Japanese made access to 
such activities and interaction with other participants easier and smoother 
because 丨 could participate and be recognized as one of them, not a stranger. 
Some interviewees invited me to home parties with other Japanese or with 
the members of the hobby club to which he/she belongs. On these occasions, 
not only could I expand the possibility of finding interviewees from different 
sources, but 丨 also could conduct participant observation to see how a 
particular group of people get together, what they enjoy together, what they 
talk about and so on. Also, one of my interviewees invited me to a regular 
lunch gathering with her friends (a mixture of Japanese wives of Japanese 
husbands and Hong Kong Chinese husbands, almost all of whom are 
mothers of students in the same Japanese elementary school) so that I could 
observe how they interact with each other, what they are interested in, and 
what kind of information they exchange. 
My interviews were semi-structured and basically individual except in 
some cases in which interviewees preferred to have an interview together 
with the go-betweens or their friends. Each interview lasted anywhere from 
45 minutes to two hours. Before the interview, I sent out e-mail about my 
background and the purpose of the interview to all the informants who have a 
e-mail account. I also mentioned that the interview would be recorded. 
Being notified of the recording, some interviewees suggested to me 
that they preferred a questionnaire. Compared to the number of samples I 
could have gotten by distributing questionnaires, the number of interviews I 
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could conduct was inevitably limited because of its time-consuming nature. 
Distributing a structured questionnaire to a sample group of people (whose 
representativeness may, however, be difficult to statistically prove) may yield 
data which can't be obtained by face-to-face interviews, and may be 丨ess 
influenced by the researcher's background. However, what I am seeking is 
not simply to find out whether the people I interviewed think they are 
Japanese or not — of course they do. Rather I seek to find out the ways in 
which they describe their Japanese identity. I believe that this approach, 
using semi-structured interviews, is one of the best ways to get at how 
Japanese in Hong Kong construct their senses of Japanese identity. Also, 
from the beginning, except comments which contain personal information 
which can reveal the identity of interviewees, I intended to quote what my 
interviewees said directly in my thesis; therefore tape-recording was crucial. 
In fact, some interviewees at first did not want the interview to be recorded, 
and told me that the microphone made them nervous. In these cases, I 
explained to them the purpose of the recording again and promised that I will 
be the only one who will listen to the recorded tape; I also assured them that I 
will not use any information which has any possibility of revealing their 
identity. To my surprise, my offer of an interview was never turned down 
because of the tape-recording problem. 
I basically asked all the interviewees questions such as why they 
came to Hong Kong, what their current occupation is and how they found it, 
where they lived, how they liked or didn't like Hong Kong, how many 
Japanese/non-Japanese friends they had and so on - although questions 
often differed from one person to another. In this way, I could "keep the 
conversation focused on a topic, while giving the informant room to define the 
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content of the discussion" (Bernard 1995:211). 
I couldn't find a direct translation of the word "cultural identity" in 
Japanese and I tried not to use this word. Instead, I asked questions such as 
"When do you most feel Japanese? What does being Japanese mean to 
you?". These might sound abstract, but in my interviews I have had no 
problem getting people to talk about Japaneseness in relation to their 
experiences or their thinking and behavior by asking such questions. Partly, 
this may be because interviewees had already known what I wanted to hear 
from them, so that they consciously discuss their Japanese identity in their 
narration. However, apart from this, it is also because "being Japanese in a 
foreign place" is obviously a big concern shaping their lives in Hong Kong. 
Written sources 
Along with interviews, I looked for written sources about Japanese in 
Hong Kong in mass media. Especially I closely examined the Hong Kong 
Posuto (Hong Kong Post) and the Shukan Hong Kong (Weekly Hong Kong), 
both of which are Japanese community newspapers published in Hong Kong. 
These papers are mainly targeted at Japanese in Hong Kong and are the 
main Japanese medium to exchanging information among Japanese. For 
example, the activities and gathering I mentioned above, such as kenjinkai 
and alumni groups are announced in these papers. 
I used these sources mainly to see what kind of information they 
provide, and what articles have been featured to examine the larger 
discourse - to trace the recent history of the Japanese community in Hong 
Kong and to see what kind of opinions are featured and how these correlate 
(or do not correlate) with what my informants told me. 
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Aside from using Japanese mass media, I used scholarly literature 
as well, relating to one or more of the following topics: 1) cultural identity, 2) 
Japan and Japanese, 3) globalization, 4) expatriates, and 5) gender issues 
and international marriage. Scholarly literature enables me to understand and 
analyze my interview findings from a broader perspective, and it also enables 
me to see what scholars have already discovered in these vital areas. I hope 
that my own research will add a tiny bit to what they have already discovered. 
Identity and Impression Management 
Goffman (1969) quotes Park as saying that "everyone is always and 
everywhere, more or less consciously, playing a role" (Goffman 1969:19). He 
argues that we always perform a role representing "the conception we have 
formed of ourselves - the role we are striving to live up to"(19) and thus we 
expect observers of performances to "take seriously the impression that is 
fostered before them" (17). In view of Goffman's argument, what I observed 
in this research as the manifestation of Japanese cultural identity is part of 
my informants' presentations of themselves to me, which are carefully 
organized to effectively establish certain kinds of self presentations. 
Goffman explains that "when the individual presents himself before 
others, his performance will tend to incorporate and exemplify the officially 
accredited values of the society" (35). In the light of his argument, what I 
have observed among my informants as cultural identity is their performance, 
which is not simply the individual invention of each of my informants but is 
also a construction charged with widely shared and accepted values and 
ways of thinking.丨 am also expected to share such values in decoding their 
performance and comprehending the messages they try to convey to me 
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through such performances. To analyze what is expected to be shared 
among us and how people mobilize such values to construct their 
performance, Bourdieu's idea of capital is useful. 
Bourdieu argues that power relationships are played out in a field in 
which "in its functioning, creates a belief on the part of participants in the 
legitimacy and value of the capital which is at stake" (Jenkins 1992: 85) 
(Italics in original). People in a field commonly believe in the value of certain 
kind of capital, and according to what kind of capital and how much of it one 
has, power relationship between individuals is decided. Bourdieu divided 
capital with which people are competing with each other into four categories; 
"economic capital, social capital (various kinds of valued relations with 
significant others), cultural capital (primarily legitimate knowledge of one kind 
or another) and symbolic capital (prestige and social honour)" (Jenkins 
1992:85). These concepts of capital can help us to examine people's 
identification process and their performance: what performance they play out 
in order to express their identity in mind. 
Except for economic capital, what is recognized as capital differs 
greatly even among people from the same culture. For example in the case 
of Japanese in Hong Kong, speaking Cantonese may be considered as 
worthless cultural capital by some Japanese, while among other Japanese it 
may serve as an indispensable asset to show how deeply they are committed 
to Hong Kong. Or an extensive network among Japanese overseas may be 
pursued by some Japanese who think that they can make use of it even after 
they return to Japan, while others refuse to do so, asking why they have to 
associate with Japanese, especially in a foreign setting. 
Nevertheless, because of the common Japanese background in 
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which they have all grown up, Japanese do tend to know in common what 
capital can be recognized as worth pursuing depending on the situation and 
whom they interact with. Because of this, they are constantly accumulating 
capital, and sometimes show off or hide such capital in different situations to 
manipulate their image vis-a-vis others. Japanese who can speak Cantonese 
probably don't speak it proudly in front of other Japanese who don't like Hong 
Kong, and the latter may not dare to discuss what they don't like about Hong 
Kong with the former. While Japanese single women who want a Japanese 
husband in the future may carefully manage their impressions aimed at 
Japanese men, other Japanese may not be concerned about how Japanese 
look at them at all. 
Considering that people can manipulate the impressions they set 
forth and during the interviews I am the inevitable target of this manipulation 
as well as, inevitably, engaged in a degree of manipulation myself, in the 
following section I discuss myself, to convey how my position could affect 
and be reflected in this research. 
Reflexivity of The Researcher 
Geertz argues that all ethnographies should be "thick description", in 
which anthropologists are faced with "a multiplicity of complex conceptual 
structures, many of them superimposed upon or knotted into one another, 
which are at once strange, irregular, and inexplicit, and which he 
anthropologist] must contrive somehow first to grasp and then to render" 
(1973:10). This thick description is what anthropologists are striving for; 
however, at the same time, we always must remember that anthropologists 
are also culturally and socially constructed human beings themselves and 
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can't ever be completely free from their own biases when they go into their 
fieldsites. 
Clifford argues that the referent of ethnography is "not a represented 
'world'; now it is specific instances of discourse" (1986:14). What 
anthropologists report in their ethnographies is not the whole true picture of 
their object, but no more than "partial truth", partial in relation to the 
researchers' background and the power relationship between them and their 
informants. As Clifford says "There is no longer any place of overview...from 
which to map human ways of life, no Archimedian point from which to 
represent the world" (1986:22). Because of this necessity for reflexibility, I 
should clarify my own standpoint which probably has affected my relationship 
with informants and my analysis of data throughout this research. 
Furthermore, while I tried (and am still trying) to be as objective as possible in 
conducting this research, ultimately I am also one of more than 20,000 
Japanese in Hong Kong living in this more or less "foreign" environment. 
As a university student, I studied law in a well-known private 
university in Tokyo. At this time, I had a chance to participate in a student 
conference with students from Southeast Asian countries and my interest 
towards the world outside Japan grew. After I graduated, I worked for one of 
the big zaibatsu (Japanese conglomerate) companies, but quit after less than 
a year. I was hired as an executive trainee, but from the beginning I felt I was 
welcomed only as a female, not as an executive trainee as were the males. 
There were many days I just sat in front of my desk having nothing to do 
except some errands such as making copies fo「my seniors, which made me 
feel miserable. Finally, I decided to go back to school once again and study 
anthropology to pursue my original interest in the world outside Japan. After I 
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quit my job，a professor whom I had always consulted strongly encouraged 
me to study in Hong Kong, since he knew that my interests originated from 
my experience in Asia. In the meantime after several months of 
unemployment, I found a job in a bank as a part-time worker and stayed 
there until just before I came to Hong Kong. During that period of 
unemployment and being a part-time worker, I came to realize that without 
any firm belonging to an organization, my situation in Japanese society was 
very precarious, given the way society was structured. A credit card company 
required my parents' authorization to issue me a new credit card and even 
after I got the credit card sometimes this was turned down because I was 
unemployed. I realized after I became a part-time worker how much benefits 
and status I had gotten before as a full-time worker in my previous company. 
This experience helped to shape my desire to move beyond Japan. 
During the research period, my particular background, such as my 
working experience in a Japanese company both as a full-time and part-time 
worker, made my informants feel that they could explain to me their 
experience; they often said to me; "As you know..." or "You might have had a 
similar experience..." My current position, as a student with no relation to any 
kind of Japanese company, made my informants feel free to tell me about 
their corporate life in detail. However, at the same time, I often thought that I 
had to be a bit subtle and reticent in telling my informants about my own 
veins. For example, many informants were curious to know why I chose to 
study in Hong Kong. If I was asked I told them my story such as the one 
written above. However, although I enjoy my school life with my Hong Kong 
Chinese friends, and I am glad that I made the right decision to come to 
Hong Kong, not all of my informants have a good impression towards Hong 
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Kong and its people and, in this regard, there was always the possibility that 
they might not tell me their honest feelings if I talked about myself too much, 
because they were afraid that I wouldn't agree with them. Of course I never 
lied to them, but I was careful about what to tell them about myself and how 
to tell it. 
I don't know how my position eventually affected what my informants 
told me, but my point of view has been inevitably affected by my own 
personal experiences. And finally, I also have to add that this research itself 
has had a great influence on my views. As I indicated earlier, I was deeply 
disappointed in Japanese society when I came to Hong Kong. At first, I 
enjoyed studying anthropology in Hong Kong partly because by doing this I 
could detach myself from Japan. However,丨 decided to do this research, and 
this has been a great challenge as well as an opportunity for me to look back 
on my past and face what I escaped from as well as my own possible future. 
Listening to different life stories and finding different ways of being Japanese 
and also considering the fact that this research couldn't have been done 
without a lot of kind support and encouragement from the Japanese I 
interviewed, my view of Japan and being Japanese has been undeniably 
changed and expanded. In this thesis, admitting that there is my own bias 
stemming from my own background, I pursue thick description as far as I can 
to see things from the same point as my informants and understand what 
being Japanese means to them. 
The Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis consists of five chapters. In Chapter 1, I explain the aim 
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of this research and why I choose Hong Kong as my field site. I review the 
literature relevant to this research and also discuss the methodology I used 
to conduct this research. 
In Chapter 2，I focus on Japanese working in Hong Kong. Many 
Japanese in Hong Kong have a full-time job, and their work occupies a very 
big part of their life. Their senses of identity are influenced not only by what 
they are doing and who they are working with during office hours but also by 
on what employment conditions they came to Hong Kong and what kind of 
position they have in the office as well as what they expect from their work. 
Japanese working in Hong Kong can be roughly divided into two groups: 
business elites sent to Hong Kong from the headquarters in Japan and 
local-hires who independently came and found a job in Hong Kong. This 
difference in the mode of recruitment is important not only because this 
suggests a remarkable social and economic difference between them 
between these two groups but also because this difference brings rather 
complex relationships among Japanese into the Japanese community in 
which people's experience in Hong Kong can be influenced by their 
relationship not only with Hong Kong Chinese but also with other Japanese. I 
asked my informants about why they came to Hong Kong, how they found 
their current job, their job responsibilities, the human relationships in their 
office, and so on. In this chapter, I examine how cultural identity as Japanese 
is formulated and expressed in relation to one's working experience, status, 
and working environment. 
In Chapter 3’ I look at lifestyle - how Japanese establish a new life in 
Hong Kong. While work is definitely an important part of my informants' lives, 
the degree of their devotion to their work varies greatly. While some of them 
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came to Hong Kong primarily for their jobs, others chose Hong Kong in order 
to live more fulfilling private lives as well as working lives. For this reason, in 
Chapter 3 I shed light on the private life of Japanese in Hong Kong. Some 
Japanese regard Hong Kong as a working place only and spend their private 
time eating Japanese food, meeting Japanese friends, watching Japanese 
TV dramas, reading Japanese books and so on. In Japan, going out with 
Japanese friends, reading Japanese newspapers and eating Japanese food 
are all taken for granted parts of their daily life. However, in Hong Kong, 
choices concerning these aspects reflect where they want to position 
themselves between Hong Kong and Japan. On the other hand, some 
Japanese aggressively explore what they call "Hong Kong local life" by going 
out with Hong Kong local friends, learning Cantonese and walking around 
local neighborhoods. I asked my informants questions such as what they do 
and whom they are with over weekends, what their hobby is, where they live, 
how often they go back to Japan and so on. I thereby investigated how their 
lifestyle is chosen and established in view of who they think they are 
culturally. 
In Chapter 4, I look at marriage and family: Japanese women with 
Japanese spouses and Japanese women with Hong Kong Chinese spouses. 
While I concentrated mainly on those who came to work in Hong Kong in the 
previous two chapters, in this chapter I focus on those whose primary reason 
to be in Hong Kong is their family. Instead of paid work outside their homes, 
their families are the foremost, and sometimes only concern for these women, 
and in fact they spend a large part of their time on taking care of their families. 
Naturally, their living experience in Hong Kong is different from working 
people, and accordingly, they forge their identity from a different point of view. 
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Japanese women with Japanese spouses mostly came to Hong Kong for 
their husband's business, with the prospect of going back to Japan after 
several years. On the contrary, Japanese with Hong Kong Chinese spouses, 
whether they met their spouse in Japan or in foreign countries, generally 
came to Hong Kong with the resolution that they will leave their home in 
Japan and establish a new one in Hong Kong. Depending on the background 
of their spouses and their future prospect of whether they will go back to 
Japan or not, these Japanese differ in their perspective on how they want to 
plan their life while they are in Hong Kong: either on a shorter-term basis or 
on a longer-term basis.丨 asked about what they did and are doing to adapt to 
their new life in Hong Kong, their friendships in Hong Kong, the language 
their family uses, their children's schooling and so on, to investigate how 
these Japanese have come to identify themselves in relation to their family 
situation. 
In Chapter 5, as my conclusion, I discuss how Japanese identity is 
negotiated and constructed throughout each chapter of this thesis. I also 
analyze how the process of the identification is related to globalization and 
also discuss the future of Japanese identity. 
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Chapter 2. Working in Hong Kong 
According to the statistics from the Consulate General of Japan, 
10,878 out of 22，924 Japanese in Hong Kong are now working there (see 
Appendix 1). Cohen defines everyone who resides abroad temporarily for the 
purpose of business, mission, teaching and leisure as "expatriate" (1977). 
But judging from the past research and my fieldwork it is evident that this is 
too broad as a categorization, at least to apply to Japanese working abroad. 
Thus, in this research, I divide Japanese working in Hong Kong into two 
groups with respect to whether they are business elites sent from Japan to 
Hong Kong by the decision of their companies, or on the other hand, 
independently came and found a job in Hong Kong. 
The first group consists of business elites {chuuzai-in,馬主在員 in 
Japanese) who were originally hired by a company in Japan and sent to work 
abroad for a period by their headquarters in Japan. These business elites 
usually come to occupy the upper rank in their branches overseas. In most 
cases, they have little power to control the length of their transfer as well as 
where they are transferred to, but in return they are normally provided many 
fringe benefits by their companies, such as a housing allowance, insurance, 
air tickets from and back to Japan, tuition fees for school-age children and so 
on. They are also guaranteed a place inside their company once they are 
recalled to Japan. In this research, I use the term "expatriate"^ to refer to 
1 Although the English term "expatriate" suggests "1. to drive (a person) from his native land; 
to exile 2. to withdraw (oneself) from one's native land; to「enounce the rights of citizenship 
where one was born, and become a citizen of another country" (Webster's New Twentieth 
Century Dictionary, Second Edition), the Japanese meaning of "chuuzar simply means "stay 
long in the dispatched place" and doesn't imply "one leaving voluntarily from one's native 
country" as the term "expatriate" does in English. In this thesis, it is only used to refer to 
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only these business elites. 
The second group consists of people, local-hires or genchi-saiyou (現 
地採用）in Japanese, who are hired by Japanese or non-Japanese 
companies in Hong Kong to work specifically in Hong Kong. The "local-hire" 
status means that they are employed by their local offices, not the 
headquarters, so that if their employer is a Japanese multinational, they are 
not entitled to ask for transfer from Hong Kong to Japan inside the same 
company upon returning to Japan. Unlike expatriates, who are rotated on a 
rather arbitrary decision made by the company, local-hires have control over 
how long they want to stay in Hong Kong, as long as the visa issue is cleared. 
The conditions of the employment contract of local-hires differ a great deal 
from one company to another However, in general, for local-hires as 
compared to expatriates in the same company, the former receive less salary 
and benefits than the latter For example, Appendix 4 shows a comparison of 
apartment rents between those with a housing allowance and those without 
one (Weekly Hong Kong 14 October, 1999). In Hong Kong, where apartment 
rents are extraordinarily high, the presence of a housing allowance makes a 
huge difference between “ the haves and the have-nots." Although those with 
a housing allowance may comprise not only expatriates but also local-hires,^ 
it is accurate to say that there is no expatriate without any housing allowance. 
This expatriate/local-hire categorization is not arbitrarily made by me 
for this research's sake, but is in fact so widely used among Japanese in 
business elites who are transferred to a foreign country for several years by their 
headquarters. 
2 Locally-hired informants said that Japanese companies usually pay a housing allowance to 
them, but the amount of the allowance differs depending on one's personal situation. For 
instance, marital status, spouse's salary and so on are to be considered. It is generally 
smaller than that given to expatriates. 
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Hong Kong that I assume all Japanese in Hong Kong have heard of it.3 This 
categorization is important for the analysis of Japanese in Hong Kong 
because it not only reflects one's status in the office, but also it is an 
hierarchy charged with social evaluation toward Japanese living and working 
in a foreign country. And in fact this categorization among Japanese 
influences not only their working experience but also their private time. This 
categorization is mostly not visible at first glance but is revealed by looking 
into the way they look at and interact with each other. To give one example, 
when I talked with one locally-hired informant about a year-end party in her 
company, she said, "Yes, I guess my company holds a year-end party. But 
I'm not sure, because I don't get any notice of this kind of party....I think the 
Japanese circulate e-mail among t h e m s e l v e s " (日本人同士—回 
々 L、力、?I was confused because I was supposed to interview a 
Japanese woman, and I tried to guess what she meant by the above 
comment. I asked her, “Do you mean that expatriates circulate e-mail only 
among themselves?"(駐在員力：£hl"。T 二 t T、才力、）and she said "Yes." When 
she talks about human relationships in her company, she seems to use the 
word "Japanese" only to refer to Japanese expatriates in her company, 
excluding Japanese local-hires - they are not "Japanese" anymore. As the 
above conversation indicated, Japanese expatriates and Japanese 
local-hires are demarcated not only according to their status in the office, but 
whether one is expatriate or local-hire gives a great impact on how he/she 
experiences his/her life in a foreign place. 
In this chapter, I investigate the processes of how Japanese in Hong 
3 For example, N. Saho (http://journal.msn.co.jp/worldreport.asp?id=010302saho&vf=1) has 
written an article on the internet about this categorization. 
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Kong come to identify themselves in relation to their working experience by 
asking about their job description, their career both in Hong Kong and in 
Japan, their human relationships in their office and their future prospects. 
The issue of identity emerges when people find "others" to differentiate 
themselves from. What Japanese working in Hong Kong told me suggests 
that they have various kinds of human relationships in their working life, such 
as Japanese/non-Japanese, boss/subordinate, company workers/clients, 
man/woman and so on, and on different occasions, different "others" have 
various influences on their identification process. As I discuss later, many 
Japanese are conscious of their Japanese origin to a surprising degree and 
are eager to explain what they think about their Japanese origin or 
"Japaneseness" in relation to their working life in a foreign place. 
Along with this exploration of the identification process, the 
expatriate/local-hire categorization is further examined to see the importance 
of this division in Japanese society. Past research shows that this 
categorization is observed not only in Hong Kong but also in other countries 
where a substantial number of Japanese reside (Ben-Ari 2000，Sakai 2000), 
and this seems not only synchronically but also diachronically true in the 
Japanese communities overseas. Nomura writes (2000:258) that in 
Singapore before World War II Japanese residents were already divided into 
two groups, named "the downtown gang" {shitamachi-zoku 下町族）and "the 
Gudang gang" (gudan-zoku 夕、夕、、：^族，Gudang being the name of the area 
Japanese expatriates congregated to live in). The former were those who 
individually worked in Singapore and kept close contact with the local people, 
while the latter group came to Singapore through their Japanese companies 
and, except their maids in their household, had no relationship with the local 
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community at all, and focused on Japan. In this chapter, we will see the same 
pattern. In this chapter, common features across the Japanese communities 
overseas will also be examined to explore what underlies this categorization 
and what makes it so important for the lives of Japanese overseas. 
1. Expatriates 
As the Japanese economy grew to become one of the biggest in the 
world, and as Japanese companies expanded their business worldwide, 
Hong Kong became a major foothold for them to make inroads into markets 
of other Asian countries. For Hong Kong, Japan has been one of the major 
contributors to its economy (see Appendix 3). For example, at its peak in 
1997, the number of members of the Hong Kong Japanese Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry reached 792 (Tsuda 1999). Although after 1997 this 
number has declined, still as of 2001，623 companies register their 
membership. 
It has been typically the case with Japanese companies to send their 
own personnel from Japan to occupy management positions in overseas 
branches rather than letting local people manage branches on their own. 
Japanese expatriates studied in past research (Befu and Stalker 1996, Sakai 
2000，White 1988) appeared to struggle to keep constant interaction with 
their bosses and colleagues in Japan during their stint abroad, instead of 
minding local affairs of their posted place, and are eager to be recalled to 
Japan as soon as possible. Protected by life-time employment system, most 
4 The number comes from the homepage of the Hong Kong Japanese Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry (http://www.hkjcci.com.hk/english/eng_top.html). To become a full 
member of this, one has to be a "wholly owned Japanese Company or Japanese Joint 
Venture Company engaged in business in Hong Kong." 
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expatriates are elite white-collar workers whose career advancement is 
supposed to be made exclusively in one company. And this system, in return, 
implants a strong sense of belonging to a company among its employers. To 
climb up the career ladder inside this structure, not only the length of 
employment but also "active presence and participation in the social network” 
(White 1988:105) is important in order to be recognized as a member of the 
group by other members. Active presence in the office is usually checked 
and confirmed with each other by "sticking together, hammering out problems 
over drinks 一 and getting promotions" (Schwartz 1988 in Befu and Stalker 
1996). Therefore Japanese expatriates, who can't join everyday socialization 
in and outside of the office in Japan, have to make an extra effort to ensure 
that they are still reckoned as an active member of the group by their bosses 
and colleagues in Japan. Because of this, for those who work for Japanese 
multinationals, Japan is always the center of their upward mobility while the 
stint outside of Japan is seen as peripheral. 
This, again, is the portrait of expatriates given in previous research. 
However, unlike this research, my expatriate informants said that they 
preferred to stay in Hong Kong as long as possible rather than going back to 
Japan. As one expatriate said: 
I prefer to be in Hong Kong not because of the kind of work I'm now 
doing but because of the current position I occupy in this office. If I go 
back to Japan now, I will probably become a department head or 
branch manager, but here I'm general manager….Now the Japanese 
economy is so bad and too many people are crammed in the upper 
level of the hierarchy inside the company. The shape of the structure 
is like an inverted triangle…..In Hong Kong, we Japanese are always 
on the top and Hong Kong Chinese are at the bottom. That's why I 
enjoy staying and working abroad. 
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Another informant says: 
Now people think that there is no position back in Japan. When the 
Japanese economy was in good shape, there were many general 
positions in the headquarters in Japan. But now companies try to 
slash the number of jobs in order to downsize. In the past, if f had 
returned from abroad, the Human Resource department would have 
told me, "Okay, you have just come back from an overseas branch 
and you are ** years old, so now your position is here," giving me a 
good position in the company, but now I will not be treated in such a 
way. 
The prolonged recession in Japan has resulted in restructuring in many 
organizations. When business was thriving in Japan, Japanese expatriates 
could have expected more upon their return, but, when organizations are 
laying off employees and reorganizing themselves, expatriates may direct 
their efforts at the prolongation of their privileged sojourn in Hong Kong rather 
than aggressively pursuing a chance to make their way back to Japan as 
soon as possible. 
Japanese expatriates seem to be well aware that they are in Hong 
Kong to represent their companies and, in return, their living standards are 
kept relatively high by their companies. In the next section, I examine how 
and what kind of identity these Japanese expatriates construct through their 
working experience as expatriates in Hong Kong. In particular, I look at how 
their position as expatriates affects their interaction with other employees — 
Hong Kong Chinese and Japanese local-hires - and their lives in and outside 
of the office. 
"Innate" Cultural Differences: Working with Hong Kong People 
In our interviews, Japanese expatriates often showed their strong 
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sense of responsibility and obligation as expatriates who represent the 
interest of their companies. One informant explained this as follows: 
I think what Japanese expatriates are required to do is to have 
loyalty toward the company. You are sent from Japan to Hong Kong 
to do business in order to make a profit for the company as a whole. 
Both expatriates and locally-hired staff should do their work perfectly, 
but the difference between us is that expatriates have to see things 
from the point of view of the company as a whole, while Hong Kong 
Chinese may want to take every business chance if it can be 
profitable for the Hong Kong branch alone. For example, we 
expatriates sometimes let business chances go for the benefit of the 
company from the longer-term point of view. This is how we 
expatriates have to think.^ 
They work with a strong sense of responsibility toward their headquarters in 
Japan. Ben-Ari analyzes the significance of an expatriate in foreign branches 
from the point of view of Japanese expatriates in Singapore, and argues that, 
Japanese expatriates think that they “are sent from the center to provide 
knowledge and techniques, while 'peripherals' are more static in that they 
usually stay in their place to receive learning and expertise" (2000:42). 
Indeed, these Japanese think that more than transmitting technical skills, 
expatriates are transferred to work as a promoter of their corporate culture as 
^ From the point of view of locally-hired Japanese, this situation becomes very frustrating. 
One locally-hired Japanese told me one episode: 
I once was a sales person in a trading company specializing in steel in Hong Kong. 
In Hong Kong, you have to discount a lot to get a deal. So the headquarters prefers 
to sell more to Japanese or American/European customers. My customers ordered 
several hundred tons of steel but the Japanese manufacturer kept us waiting for an 
year and a half. Then finally I was told by the headquarters not to sell any 
more……We could have bought steel from Korea or China to sell more in Hong Kong 
but the parent-child relationship between the manufacturer and my company 
prevented this kind of deal. The manufacturer was afraid that once Hong Kong 
customers were satisfied with cheaper product from Korea or China, they wouldn't 
buy Japanese products anymore. This Hong Kong branch had been in the red for 
more than 20 years. But still the manufacturer keep sending money to us. 
Geographically and financially, Hong Kong branch is worth being kept despite ail the 
deficit. 
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well as, more broadly, a mediator between Japanese culture and the local 
culture to convey the uniqueness of Japanese culture (2000:45-47). In the 
Hong Kong context, it seems to be strongly emphasized among Japanese 
expatriates that Japanese have to be posted to the management position to 
get the overseas branches to work in the same way their Japanese 
companies in Japan do. But this tends to be recognized as extremely difficult 
in Japanese eyes. One expatriate said: 
Among Japanese, we have something in common. But I still doubt 
whether Hong Kong Chinese staff really understand what I'm saying, 
even though they can speak Japanese....! still can't trust them 
entirely. They are competent, but I want to oversee how they are 
doing their job.... Say, if I tell them "Do this in this way", they may not 
be able to understand why they have to do as I tell them. This kind of 
thing happens quite often. I tell them that this is the Japanese way. I 
know that I shouldn't push them too much to accept the Japanese 
way in Hong Kong, but I want them to work in the Japanese way. 
Another informant says: 
Probably Hong Kong Chinese staff are not satisfied with the 
decisions and orders we Japanese make. I understand it. But I 
sometimes have to say to them that "Our company is Japanese and 
our clients are also Japanese, so you have to do this and that." I 
want to avoid such a way of instruction very much, but, sometimes I 
really have to say it. 
Although Japanese expatriates in Hong Kong also may think that they are 
mediating between two cultures, the way they deal with the cultural issue 
sometimes results in emphasizing the difference between two cultures; same 
expatriates said from the point that the difference between Japanese and 
Hong Kong ways of thinking is so essential that it can't be overcome in any 
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way. By essentializing the possession of the understanding of Japanese 
culture as the innate characteristic of Japanese, which in turn denies the 
possibilities of Hong Kong Chinese achieving this understanding, the cultural 
boundary is clearly drawn between Japanese expatriates and Hong Kong 
Chinese. This point of view of Japanese expatriates, in effect, consolidates 
the structural inequality between Hong Kong Chinese and Japanese. 
One example of this structural inequality is that, as other research 
about overseas branches of the Japanese multinationals illustrates (Wong 
1999:159, Sakai 2000:90), different personnel policies - one for Japanese 
expatriates and the other for local staff - exist side by side inside the same 
company. Inside Japanese multinationals, the number of Hong Kong Chinese 
staff may exceed that of Japanese expatriates, but Japanese expatriates 
almost exclusively hold management positions while Hong Kong Chinese 
staff have no prospect of climbing up the career ladder as Japanese do 
under this system. Sakai calls this situation "segregated management under 
the guise of 'localization'" (Sakai 2000:95). 
In the Hong Kong context, career advancement is considered to be 
achieved by people developing their own skills and changing jobs, while in 
Japan a white-collar career is supposed to be pursued with one company, 
under the seniority system and lifetime employment in exchange for the 
employees' loyalty toward the company until the retirement. This, again, is 
the case limited to white-collar workers in first-rate companies in Japan. 
However, among my informants, many liked to explain that this difference in 
the pursuit of one's career stems from an innate difference between Hong 
Kong Chinese and Japanese. Once when I interviewed a Japanese 
expatriate in whose company the employment contract of all Hong Kong 
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Chinese staff are renewed every year, I commented that the status of Hong 
Kong Chinese seems to be very unstable. He answered as follows: 
Their work ethic is quite different from ours. We would give them the 
same status as ours if they could have loyalty toward the company. 
But they won't. We are racially different. 
Another informant said: 
Hong Kong Chinese don't stick to one job. They are always ready to 
quit if something unpleasant happens.... In Japanese culture, we get 
used to being scolded in front of others. We are one of the few races 
in the world who can grow by being scolded. 
The career advancement and other benefits Japanese expatriates get from 
their companies are considered to be in exchange for their life time loyalty, 
and this is seen by the expatriates to be "the Japanese way of life," which the 
Hong Kong Chinese can't accept because of their innate differences from 
Japanese. Thus, the unequal treatment which is engendered by this 
separation between the two groups is justified. 
In addition, unlike locally-hired Japanese who are in a more equal 
position with Hong Kong Chinese in the company, expatriates seem not to be 
able (or not to be willing) to go beyond the boss/subordinate relationship to 
build personal relationships with Hong Kong Chinese. Of course, one's 
personality or age also makes a difference in how far one can develop a 
network outside the Japanese business community. However, while 
locally-hired Japanese expand their human networks through the introduction 
by Hong Kong Chinese colleagues in their companies to a range of Hong 
Kong Chinese people, expatriates are less likely to enjoy such a casual 
relationship with Hong Kong Chinese staff. Some expatriates told me that 
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they occasionally go out for recreation with Hong Kong Chinese staff, but this 
is a way to smooth out the relationship as boss and subordinate, and to help 
business. As one male expatriate informant in his thirties who from time to 
time goes out with Hong Kong Chinese staff said: 
I don't want to call what I am doing strategic, but maybe it is. I think if 
you work in Hong Kong, you have to maintain a good relationship 
with Hong Kong Chinese. Hong Kong Chinese probably don't like to 
work with someone they can't get along with at all, and also without a 
good relationship we can't make them work for us. 
Thus, the image of expatriates toward Hong Kong Chinese staff, or in a 
larger sense, toward Hong Kong Chinese as a whole, seems to be largely 
shaped by their working experience with Hong Kong Chinese as their 
subordinates. In this sense, the structural inequality created by the personnel 
system can be internalized in expatriates through their working experience -
the Japanese are always the boss while Hong Kong Chinese are their 
subordinates. Although expatriates are rotated after several years, the 
structure remains intact and is reproduced again by other expatriates. Having 
said that, while similar comments to the above generally were heard among 
my male informants in their thirties or above, and therefore, in a higher 
position in their companies, there are also some expatriate informants who 
said that they had a friendly relationship with Hong Kong Chinese staff. One 
female expatriate-turned-to-local-hire informant in her early thirties said: 
I was the first female expatriate sent to Hong Kong by my 
ex-company. So my Hong Kong Chinese colleagues were very 
interested in me and took care of me a lot. My colleagues in the 
current company are not bad, but in the ex-company Hong Kong 
Chinese staff were really friendly. We went out together on weekends. 
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And I used to share a bigger apartment with my roommate (another 
expatriate in the same company) when I was an expatriate, and both 
of us quite often invited our colleagues to our place....When I was an 
expatriate, I didn't have any friends outside the office, but I was quite 
happy. I didn't feel lonely at all because of my colleagues. 
Thus, depending on one's age, gender, position, and the size of one's 
company, the kind of the interaction a given expatriate has with Hong Kong 
Chinese staff may be different, and among my informants, female younger 
expatriates tend to enjoy more casual relationship with Hong Kong Chinese 
staff. Also some informants are good at (and confident in) their English or 
Mandarin, and this may also influence how close they can be to Hong Kong 
Chinese staff. 
Sakai wrote that as the number of the Japanese in London and the 
recognition of the economic power of Japan have increased, it has become 
"easier [for the Japanese expatriates] to insist on their own ways of working" 
(2000:87), while Befu argues (2001 a:68) that because of Japanese economic 
achievement "Some of the worst culprits of this ethnocentrism are business 
expatriates stationed abroad, who readily disparage locals for everything that 
is not like Japan.... Whatever is not Japanese-like in the local culture is the 
reason for the economic backwardness of the country of assignment." In 
Hong Kong as well, although the number of Japanese multinationals in Hong 
Kong has decreased and the Japanese economy itself has been in 
stagnation, many Japanese expatriates seemed to think that the presence of 
the Japanese economy is still big enough to enable them to expound on its 
unique culture and way of business. 
Having said that, not all Japanese expatriates anticipate the 
prospects for the Japanese economy or for their own companies to be bright 
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in the future. The younger expatriates especially are eager to make use of 
their transfer in Hong Kong to acquire new skills to prepare themselves for 
harder times in the future Japan. One informant in his early thirties said: 
I don't mind going back to Japan, and anyway I can't choose where 
to work. I am always trying to catch up with the latest trend of 
business so that I am not going to be left out whether I am in Hong 
Kong or in Japan. All I want from the company is to let me know 
when I am going back to Japan as soon as possible once the 
decision is made, so that I can prepare myself to make use of 100 
percent of my ability in Japan....In Hong Kong I can learn about the 
area of my business a lot and gain various experience ....I can study 
a lot. 
While some expatriates expect that they can work for the same company 
until their retirement and are concerned about whether they can find a good 
position in the company once they return to Japan, others are more uncertain 
of their future as company men and use this transfer to become less 
dependent on the company. 
In fact, some expatriate informants started their own business or quit 
their company upon the ordered repatriation from the company. One male 
informant who had started his own business while he had been an expatriate 
said: 
My ex-company threatened to fire me when they knew that I had 
secretly started my own business a year before. (When his secret 
business was revealed) I chose to quit the company and continue 
with my own business. From the beginning I didn't think I would work 
for the company until my retirement. One prefers lifetime employment 
if it guarantees a high salary. If your salary is not good, there is no 
point of working for the same company for all your life. I prefer to do 
something on my own rather than work for any company. I was fed 
up with the life of a company employee. I couldrVt do anything I 
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wanted to do. 
Another female informant in her early thirties started to look for a job when 
her company ordered her to return to Japan. Here is her explanation as to 
why she quit her company and chose to remain in Hong Kong as a local-hire. 
I came to Hong Kong as an expatriate together with three other 
colleagues (two male and one female) from Japan. After one year, 
the other girl and I were asked to return to Japan. According to the 
company's regulation, the normal expatriate duration is three years 
and therefore I asked the Human Resource Department back in 
Japan for an explanation. They said that I am not an expatriate but a 
expatriate trainee. So I asked them, why didn't they request that all 
four of us return but did not get a response. I continued to ask them 
"Is it because we are women?" and they remained silent. I couldn't 
accept the fact that I had to go back because I am a woman and quit 
the company. 
I also interviewed a person who quit the same company with the above 
informant, and she said, "By quitting the company, I wanted to let my 
company know that I am a woman and I am free: the company can't totally 
control us." 
Thus, some expatriates expect that they will work for the same 
company until retirement and, at least seemingly, obediently accept the way 
their companies control their lives. However, there is also another type of 
expatriate, especially those of the younger generation, that resist this 
corporate culture and some have actually found another way of life in Hong 
Kong. They are less inclined to differentiate themselves as Japanese from 
Hong Kong Chinese in terms of their different work ethics, but may still point 
out different business customs between Japanese and Hong Kong Chinese. 
In the past, backed by the strength of the Japanese economy, the 
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"Japanese way" of business, such as "team-work", "life-time employment" 
and "the seniority system", was deemed as the alternative mode丨 to the 
Western one in Japanese people's eyes as well as praised by others. On the 
micro level, expatriates have been dispatched to many parts of the world to 
realize the Japanese way of business and the goal of their company and in 
return they receive benefits which further help convince them to be loyal to 
the company. Although this structure is still considered to be suitable for 
Japanese by many Japanese expatriates in Hong Kong, it is doubtful whether 
this system can remain intact against the strong demand of restructuring of 
organizations both from inside and outside of Japan. While the Japanese 
economy and its way of business may not, in the long run, provide these men 
with the future they hope for, it remains to be seen whether and how the 
meaning of Japanese identity for these Japanese expatriates will change in 
tandem with the viability of the Japanese economy and the restructured 
company organization in which the workers and their companies may be 
forced to forge a new kind of relationship with each other. 
As a Representative of Japanese Community 
"Loyalty towards one's company" and "team-work" have been widely 
known as the characteristics of the Japanese way of business. However, 
what I found in Hong Kong is that those characteristics discussed as 
representing the Japanese as a whole are now evoked vis-a-vis not only 
Hong Kong Chinese but also Japanese local-hires by Japanese expatriates 
to gauge the level of "Japaneseness" of a given person. 
Japanese expatriates I interviewed are mostly aware that the time 
when Japan was praised as "No.1" is gone, and "the Japanese way" of doing 
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business is now sometimes criticized as a cause of the problems of the 
Japanese economy. However, at the same time, these expatriates said that 
they could still accept this "Japanese way" as a way of working, which, from 
their point of view, is a decisive difference between them and locally-hired 
Japanese. One expatriate in this forties said: 
In Japan, I will adapt to Japanese society once again. I'm probably 
now in a disguise in Hong Kong, but my true self will come to the 
surface again once I return to Japan....Back in Japan, I will again 
worry about how people think about me, work with others together as 
a team and try to conform to management. But I know here in Hong 
Kong there are Japanese who don't like it and drop out from Japan. 
Another in his early thirties told me: 
I guess locally-hired Japanese in Hong Kong came here to escape 
from constraints in Japan....There are a lot of unspoken rules in 
Japan that you have to follow, which are not necessarily in 
accordance with the world outside Japan. But in Japan, you are 
hedged by these rules. In Western companies and in Hong Kong, 
people are independent so you have to do your work all by yourself. 
But in Japan, team-work is preferred even when the kind of work 
doesn't suit it. It's both the strength and the weakness of Japanese 
companies. I'm a typical Japanese so I can stand this situation and 
like to work in a team. 
Expatriates defend themselves and the structure surrounding them against 
possible criticism by ascertaining their stronger Japaneseness, while 
local-hires are separated from expatriates as "fugitives from the Japanese 
system.” Some Japanese expatriates actually pointed out that the Japanese 
system has to be changed to compete in the world market, but at the same 
time, particularly in the context of Japanese expatriates in Hong Kong, the 
"Japanese way" and "being Japanese" are regarded as their raison d'etre for 
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them to be and work in Hong Kong. And also, presumably, "being Japanese 
and understanding the Japanese way of business" guarantees their life both 
abroad and, hopefully, back in Japan. 
The expatriates, as representatives of "Japanese culture," are 
implicitly recognized by Japanese organizations in Hong Kong. Organizations 
such as "the Hong Kong Japanese Club" and "the Hong Kong Japanese 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry” don't overtly say that they cater to 
expatriates only, but their structures reflect their expatriate-oriented nature. 
For example, some of my informants said that there is a hierarchy 
among Japanese companies in Hong Kong - first come banks followed by 
insurance firms, trading companies, manufacturers and other companies. 
This is parallel with what I mentioned previously; Japanese companies are 
doing business with other Japanese companies, especially in the case of 
Japanese financial institutions. As Sakai illustrated with the example of the 
Japanese banks in London (2000), the expansion of Japanese companies in 
London has revolved around Japanese banks. This parallels the 
development of the Japanese economy as a whole in the half century after 
World War II, which has been sustained by the keiretsu system, in which 
companies form a group around the main bank and help each other within 
the group. On the list of the 29 board members of the Japanese Club in Hong 
Kong, 14 are from banks, insurance firms or trading companies, with the 
president from the branch of the biggest Japanese bank at the head of the 
list. 
Many of my younger informants dismiss the Japanese Club as an 
"association for older people." However, Hong Kong's Chief Executive Tung 
Chee-hwa, the former Chief of Administration Anson Chan and the Japanese 
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Consulate General are its honorary member, and in this respect the 
Japanese club can't be regarded as a purely private organization, but 
assumes a public role - it may be seen as representing the Japanese 
community as a whole. No Japanese local-hires, to my knowledge, are given 
a membership through their companies even though their companies are 
corporate members, while expatriates are usually given membership upon 
arrival. Between an individual member belonging to a member corporation 
and an individual member who isn't supported in his/her application to the 
club by a member corporation, the annual fee differs.® In addition, to become 
a member, the endorsement of two existing members is required. As this 
series of procedure shows, while the Japanese Club may be seen as 
representative of the Japanese community, not every Japanese is welcomed 
on an equal basis. 
Individually，Japanese expatriates claim their legitimacy as 
representatives of "Japanese culture" on the basis of their position as 
expatriate representatives from their headquarters in Japan. Given their high 
position inside their well-reputed companies, they are automatically admitted 
as members of the entity publicly representing the Japanese community in 
Hong Kong. 
We have looked at how Japanese expatriates formulate their 
Japanese identity and how their perspective affects and is affected by their 
6 
Type of Membership Entrance Fee Monthly Membership Fee 
Individual Member 200 HKD 150 HKD 
Sponsered by a Corporation 
Individual 400 HKD 280 HKD 
In addition to this, an Individual Member is required to pay a deposit of 1,000 HKD upon 
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working environment. Let me now turn to locally-hired Japanese. 
2. Locally-Hired Japanese 
In the 1990s before the handover, Hong Kong was a popular 
destination not only for Japanese tourists but also job-seekers. Books and 
articles proclaiming "let's work in Hong Kong" were abundant and tours were 
organized during which participants visited companies they might possibly 
work at, went to residential area such as Tai Koo Shing/ and engaged in 
discussions with Japanese already in Hong Kong. This "let's work in Hong 
Kong" boom cooled down as the handover came and went and the Hong 
Kong economy worsened, but the supply of Japanese people seeking to 
work as local-hires has been consistent, while the demand for Japanese in 
the Hong Kong job market has also been consistent, although it may not be 
quite as large as before. 
25 of my informants (12 males, 13 females) are now working or once 
worked as local-hires in Hong Kong. Among them, 20 are university 
graduates. Sakai points out that the motivation of Japanese who currently 
prefer to work abroad are today not economic, unlike those of older 
Japanese immigrants who ventured abroad after World War II when Japan 
was economically extremely poor (2000:214). Some of my informants 
changed jobs after their expatriate contract had expired, so that they could 
remain in Hong Kong, losing their higher salary and other fringe benefits they 
had received from their ex-companies. They moved out from their upscale 
assumption of membership. 
太古城 : the name of one residential district which is famous among Japanese in Hong 
Kong 
as a "Japanese village" because of the number of Japanese living there and all the 
facilities catering to them. 
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apartments in middle to upper class areas provided by their ex-companies to 
smaller apartments in cheaper areas affordable within their new incomes. 
Some of them used to work for prestigious companies in Japan but threw 
away these positions and chose to come to Hong Kong to work as local-hires 
to test their ability in a foreign country as well as to experience living abroad. 
Although their salary might initially be lower than their previous salary, 
some Japanese decided to work as local-hires in Hong Kong because they 
though that it would be more rewarding in the long run. As Japan has 
undergone its prolonged economic woes, this led them to doubt the prospect 
of their companies and their future as company men in Japan. They started 
wondering whether their status in Japan was worth clinging to, and decided 
to try something new outside of Japan. 
The bad Japanese economic situation seems to have influenced the 
men and women I interviewed differently. In men's cases, many chose to 
work in Hong Kong from dissatisfaction with corporate life in Japan; the 
economically gloomy situation in Japan was a chance to rethink their working 
lives. One male local-hire who graduated from a famous university and 
entered a first-rate company in Japan explained the background of his 
decision to move to Hong Kong as follows: 
When I entered the company in 1991, life-time employment was said 
not to be feasible anymore; nor was the national pension system. I 
didn't see any reason to stick to one company. Also,丨 could perfectly 
predict what I would earn in the future. In Japan, I was working in the 
personnel department and totally understood the pay structure. I 
found out that what my hard-working senior was getting was only a 
little more than another stupid senior. I didn't think I could stand this 
office-worker's life anymore! I came to Hong Kong in 1993 to become 
an office worker as well, but at least I thought there was a chance in 
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Hong Kong to be rewarded as much as I worked, irrespective of my 
age. 
For women, their motivation to leave Japan is slightly different. The Equal 
Employment Opportunity Law was passed in 1986，but it has been 
implemented, in effect, only in part, resulting in "a dual-track job escalator" for 
women - a career track (sogoshoku f念合職）where women will compete with 
male colleagues for promotion, or a clerical track {ippanshoku —般職)， 
largely for women only (Henshall 1999:23). Ogasawara (1998) wrote of how 
office ladies in Japan subtly resist a corporate culture that practices gender 
discrimination while at the same time being incorporated into that structure. 
My informants perhaps earlier resembled these Japanese office ladies 
Ogasawara described. However, at some point, they decided to leave Japan 
and seek new opportunity rather than work in a Japanese environment in 
which gender discrimination remained common; others became uncertain as 
to whether their job would remain secure in the future. One female local-hire 
told me: 
When I was working in Japan I told my boss that I wanted to work 
abroad, and he said that it's too dangerous for women. I entered the 
company one year after the Equal Employment Opportunity Law had 
been passed; my colleagues were not familiar with the presence of 
women in the workplace. Some of them treated me nicely but others 
didn't trust the ability of women at alL …Then, restructuring (caused 
by the economic downturn) startecL …My company was relatively 
small in our industry, so it could be merged into one of the bigger 
companies at any time. If the merger should really take place,丨 didn't 
know what would happen to me. It would be better for me to do what 
I truly wanted to do and learn something that may help my career in 
the future, rather than keep my current job. Otherwise I might get 
fired. 
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Another person who had been once on a clerical track in Japan said: 
I enjoyed my work very much. I was young, and was treated very 
nicely, and my work load wasn't heavy. But after five or six years, I 
started wondering. The work was still very easy and I got older and 
older. I realized that I had not learned anything. I couldn't expect any 
promotion or a pay raise. I was the type of worker who was most 
likely to be fired in the midst of the on-going restructuring. I thought 
that I should start thinking about how to protect myself. 
Compared to male informants, these women expressed the anxiety they had 
felt in Japan more strongly. This reflects their precarious position inside the 
company, which was the product of the gender discriminating structure of 
Japanese society, and could be worsened by the recession. Kelsky argues: 
...internationalist exodus is an unprecedented form of empowerment 
for the Japanese women who are able and willing to employ 
it...women in dead-end clerical "office lady，，(〇L) positions are 
uniquely enabled to turn their marginalization from the centers of 
corporate power into opportunities to gain professional training and 
experience abroad. (1999:233) 
Many Japanese female locally-hired informants are now quite satisfied with 
their Hong Kong working environment, with neither career/clerical track 
discrimination nor male/female discrimination. Many of my female informants 
referred to the meritocracy of Hong Kong, which is, in their eyes, equivalent 
to a gender-equal working environment. 
Ability as Japanese 
As for working environment, all but two of my informants work at 
Japanese companies or deal with Japanese clients in non-Japanese 
companies. When I asked these Japanese whether they want to try 
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something not related to Japan, they unanimously answered "no" because 
"being Japanese," they maintained, is a weapon to get a job in Hong Kong. 
They found more business opportunities in Hong Kong than in Japan — a 
chance to work with foreigners, a chance to do more responsible jobs, a 
chance to talk with executives from Japan and so on, and they think that all 
of these opportunities arose because they are Japanese in a foreign place. 
One male local-hire informant said: 
If I worked in Japan, I would be only one of many Japanese 
employees. In the current company (a Hong Kong local company), 
out of 300 employees, I'm one of only two Japanese…..I can do 
business with people in a very high position whom I couldn't meet if I 
were in Japan. It's very exciting. Hong Kong gives me a lot of 
opportunities. 
The above informant is working in a company, which has a substantial 
number of Japanese clients so that it hired him to do business with Japanese 
clients. He continued: 
Only Japanese companies (among companies from countries whose 
first language is not English) are allocated a Japanese person as a 
salesperson in my company....The French speak French as a mother 
tongue but they speak English very well, too. Japanese can't speak 
English so well. And also Japanese companies apply a different 
business system from European or American companies……Japan 
needs special treatment. The number of Japanese clients is huge. 
Thus, it's convenient (for a non-Japanese company to hire 
Japanese). 
As for job-hunting, locally-hired Japanese see their strength in Hong Kong 
not only in their ability in the Japanese language, but more, their 
understanding of Japanese culture, which, in the eyes of many Japanese, is 
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too subtle to be fully appreciated by non-Japanese even if they speak 
Japanese. One female local-hire informant said: 
Japanese companies trust you because you are Japanese. They 
believe that it's easier to work with Japanese. I don't know whether 
such a feeling is also shared among Americans, but anyway 
Japanese really do feel this way. When you work with a Japanese 
company in Hong Kong or in Japan, different manners of introducing 
yourself-"I 'm **(Japanese name)" in Japanese, "I'm **(English 
name)" in English or "I'm **(English name)" in Japanese - lead to a 
different result.® There may be Japanese clients who have an 
internationalized mind and don't care about these things, but these 
things do quite often matter to Japanese clients. "Being Japanese", 
"speaking Japanese," and "knowing Japanese culture" are taken for 
granted by Japanese, but these are the talents that Japanese 
multinational companies are looking for in Hong Kong. 
Another male local-hire informant said: 
Other than language, Japanese people have their own business 
customs, which Hong Kong Chinese can never understand. For 
example ''aun no kokyuu"^— I should notice what clients want me to 
do without being told. Hong Kong Chinese can't understand, and just 
do what they are told to do. I have to act as a mediator between 
Japanese clients and Hong Kong Chinese staff. It's my duty - the 
raison d'etre of Japanese in Hong Kong. 
As these comments illustrate, these local-hires think that they can more 
effectively communicate with Japanese clients than can non-Japanese 
because of shared cultural background as well as their ability in the 
8 While Japanese people seldom have English names, many Hong Kong Chinese people 
adapt an English name such as Anson Chan Fang 〇n-sang(陳方安生)and Leon Lai Ming 
(黎明)• If a given person has an English name, he/she quite commonly uses his/her English 
name to introduce him/herself in Hong Kong. 
9 A-un no kokyuu (阿畔①呼吸）："a-un" is literally "inspiration and expiration" and "kokyuu" is 
breath in Japanese, “aun no kokyuu" is to guess other's situation or feeling without any 
verbal communication. 
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Japanese language. Befu discusses (2001 a:83) “the importance of 
language...in creating...a sense of 'community' among those who speak the 
same language” and maintains that "this sense of community promotes 
exclusiveness when the language is spoken natively only by the ethnic group. 
Japanese is a case in point." However, my informants also maintain that their 
nationality as Japanese, which is recognizable from their personal name and 
their fluency in Japanese, can earn extra trust from Japanese clients which 
may not be achieved by Japanese-speaking non-Japanese. Thus, "the 
understanding of Japanese culture" seems to suggest not only one's 
knowledge of the Japanese language or previous experience of working with 
Japanese; first of all one has to be Japanese so that other Japanese can 
empathize with one. Locally-hired Japanese hold a strong sense of 
Japaneseness because they can provide service in accordance with 
Japanese business customs, and also because they can generate a sense of 
security or trust with other Japanese in a foreign place. One female local-hire 
informant who has been in Hong Kong more than eight years told me: 
When I pay sales visits to Japanese companies in Hong Kong, I 
notice that the smaller the size of the company, the stronger the 
demand for a Japanese-speaking or Japanese employee....In the 
bigger companies, Hong Kong Chinese tend to handle the personnel 
and general affairs because inside such a company the internal 
structure has been already well organized. But smaller companies 
have a less organized structure and they are more eager to hire 
Japanese. I finally can understand why. Expatriates who have just 
arrived in Hong Kong feel very anxious about many things. In such a 
situation, a Japanese assistant is seen to be able to be more 
considerate to them, helping to alleviate their uneasiness, and 
working in a way they expect even without verbal instructions from 
them. 
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Locally-hired Japanese utilize their Japanese identity which they think 
enables them to work with Japanese to secure their position in the Hong 
Kong job market. The demand for these Japanese is sustained by other 
Japanese in Hong Kong, who believe in an essential cultural difference 
between Hong Kong Chinese and Japanese which can't be overcome in any 
way. Although the Japanese economy is now not in good shape, its presence 
is still big enough in Hong Kong for these Japanese to find employment 
through their Japaneseness. 
Marginalized Japanese 
Differentiation of Local-hires From Expatriates 
Only a few researchers have investigated locally-hired Japanese 
overseas. Ben-Ari and Yong (2000) and Sakai (2000) write about the 
marginalized situation of locally-hired Japanese women in Singapore and in 
London respectively, where these women feel distanced both from the local 
community and the Japanese expatriate community which mainly consists of 
expatriate families. 
In recent years, expatriates has been getting younger and more of 
them are single, since in terms of the moving cost and benefits it is much 
cheaper for Japanese companies to transfer singles instead of married 
employees. Especially among the younger generation, expatriates and 
locally-hired Japanese seem to have more chances to interact with each 
other and maintain a friendly relationship. They join the same sporting 
activities such as badminton or diving, and organize parties together. 
Nonetheless, the difference between expatriates and local-hires is still 
persistently recognized among Japanese. 
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On the one hand, the difference between expatriates and local-hires 
may be positively looked at and exploited by local-hires, who, since they are 
local-hires, are not obliged to be totally committed to their companies as 
expatriates are. Some local-hires in Japanese multinationals said that as 
local-hires, they have no obligation to serve their companies beyond office 
hours, such as going out for drinking after work or attending company 
recreational activities over the weekend, as expatriates must. They may think 
that the amount of benefit they receive from the company should be 
consistent with the amount of commitment they have towards the company, 
and therefore, as local-hires who receive less from their company, they 
naturally return less to the company. But on the other hand, in terms of their 
daily tasks, some local-hires, especially those working at Japanese 
companies, have ambiguous feelings toward their local-hire position and the 
gap between their remuneration and that of Japanese expatriates. One 
female informant in a Japanese company said: 
My position is newly created, so I dare not to ask whether it is 
Japanese expatriates' job or Japanese local-hires，job. Perhaps my 
position should actually be taken by an expatriate. If so, although I 
am satisfied with my job, I think that the company takes advantage of 
hiring me as a local-hire since my pay is much less. But, it's hard to 
define whether my job should be done by an expatriate or a local-hire. 
Perhaps my job can be done by a Japanese-speaking Hong Kong 
Chinese. If so, as a local-hire, my salary is quite high. 
Several researchers have pointed out the distinction between uchi 
(inside) and soto (outside) in Japanese society. As we saw in the previous 
section, expatriates may not so keenly wish to be repatriated to Japan; 
however, they maintain a strong sense of membership in their companies -
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they are surely the “uchi" members of their companies. As for local-hires, 
their sense of commitment seems to be attenuated compared to that of 
expatriates. In fact, among 25 local-hire informants, 14 of them have 
changed their companies since they came to Hong Kong. Kondo writes that 
“Uchi means belonging, but in choosing to belong, one also chooses to 
actively participate" (1990:153). In one sense, Japanese local-hires refuse to 
be uchi members of their companies, and they enjoy non-i/c/?/status through 
their freedom to choose what and when to participate. But at the same time, 
although many of them agree that local-hires can control their life more freely 
than expatriates, some local-hires think that the gap in salary between 
expatriates and themselves is too big in light of the kind of work that they are 
doing in comparison with Japanese expatriates. 
This differentiation of expatriates from local-hires is realized by my 
informants not only in terms of their position and treatment in their offices. By 
referring to this categorization, my informants also revealed that social 
tension exists among Japanese in Hong Kong, which they think is better 
explained in terms of differences between expatriates and local-hires. One 
male locally-hired informant who had studied Cantonese at a language 
school for two years said: 
When I meet my Japanese client and he comes to know that I'm a 
local-hire who can speak Cantonese, he becomes alert, because he 
thinks that I am pro-Hong Kong and anti-Japan. I can feel it. He 
seems to choose the topic of our conversation very carefully. But if I 
say to him something like "Don't you think that Hong Kong people are 
noisy and have bad manners?", the tension is relieved. In one sense, 
to keep good relations with expatriates is troublesome. 
Another female local-hire informant whose company had a relatively large 
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number of Japanese expatriates said: 
Japanese expatriates complain about Hong Kong Chinese, which 
reflects their own prejudice. Companies send expatriates abroad but 
they don't help expatriates to prepare for life in a different culture. 
Companies just tell expatriates "You work in Hong Kong from 
tomorrow." I majored in inter-cultural communication at the university, 
so if I bump into people from other societies I try to understand them. 
Expatriates never bother to do this. Their view is self-centered or 
Japan-centered 一 their imagined Japan. They don't realize the fact 
that even inside Japan there is diversity. 
Previously in the "Expatriate" section, I discussed how expatriates 
see local-hires as those who escaped from Japan and its social structure. 
However, while local-hires may be looked down upon as "dropouts" from 
Japanese society, at the same time, locally-hired Japanese also may seem to 
threaten the structure protecting Japanese expatriates during their sojourn — 
their sense of superiority as Japanese, their belief in a stable future as 
company men, the male-oriented business environment, and so on. For 
example, speaking fluent Cantonese or showing too much interest in Hong 
Kong on the part of locally-hired Japanese may be seen as questioning the 
assumed Japanese superiority over Hong Kong. 
In the next section, I investigate how local-hires actually look at 
Japan and Japanese, and how their perspective affects their sense of being 
Japanese. 
Gender Issues 
Generally Japanese companies are still seen to assume that men are 
bread-winners in the family while women are homemakers (Ogasawara 
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1998:59). Although there have been changes in Japanese laws and 
institutional structures in recent years that purport to make men and women 
equal in the workplace, these have not generally been fully implemented in 
companies. However, more and more women in Japan have come to look at 
their work as their way to achieve their own economic independence rather 
than a temporary job to wait for their marriage or to supplement their 
household income. And although there is a difference in the degree of 
devotion to the career pursuit among female locally-hired informants, all of 
them work for themselves to achieve economic independence and enjoy 
subsequent freedom in Hong Kong. 
However, the tensions between female workers like my informants 
and the corporate structure surrounding them seems to be remarkable, 
especially in the Japanese communities overseas. For example, although 
there are Japanese female expatriate company employees in Hong Kong 
and other countries, the number of Japanese female expatriates is still quite 
limited, while many expatriate wives choose to give up their own job and 
follow their husbands (Ben-Ari and Yong 2000:85, Nakano 1995:66). Many 
Japanese companies don't allow wives of expatriates to take up jobs in Hong 
Kong even though in Hong Kong a spouse-visa holder is allowed to work. 
Companies explain that this is because of taxation procedures (normally 
companies shoulder their expatriates' taxes during their stint in Hong Kong, 
thus it makes the procedure complicated if their spouses work at another 
company). However what locally-hired women told me implies that there is 
something more ideological that serves to prevent these wives from engaging 
in paid work, and this also influences the lives of locally-hired women, as I 
now explore. 
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Many informants felt that there are more female local-hires than male 
ones, but there is no statistical data to be found regarding the accurate 
number of male and female local-hires, with which I can endorse this 
impression. However, their impression of more women than men working in 
Hong Kong as local-hires may be in part cultivated by mass media. One 
Japanese writer living in Hong Kong wrote: 
Japanese mass media - from weekly magazines to TV programmes 
一 see this trend of job-hunting abroad as the same thing as the 
internationalization of Japan. They introduce Japanese working in 
Hong Kong with eye-catching titles such as "Women Working 
Abroad." ...Mass media always feature women because the media 
industry in Japan is male-oriented, and they are convinced that 
article on locally-hired women would attract more of their audience's 
attention. It is true that there are more and more male Japanese 
working in Hong Kong, but mass media does not accurately report 
the situation. (Fupakuchun 1995) 
Meanwhile, some of my female informants mentioned that if they 
were men, they would not have quit their jobs in Japan and come to Hong 
Kong, because if they were men, their companies would have appreciated 
their ability more and they would not have been frustrated by their treatment 
from male colleagues. They also said that if they were men, they would have 
thought that they should prioritize stability over challenge in their lives 
because they would need to support their families in the future, perhaps 
solely on their income. However, because they are women, they can escape 
from such responsibility in their lives in two senses: they can't pursue a 
career like male colleagues do in Japan, and they can afford to risk their jobs 
in Japan since they are free from financial obligation towards family. 
As I explained before, many female locally-hired Japanese are 
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satisfied with the gender-equal working environment in Hong Kong. As a 
Japanese local newspaper published in Hong Kong reported in 1994: 
As the recession has continued, there are few new employees in 
Japan who can get a job as they wish. Especially for women, 
job-hunting has been getting tougher and tougher. Although once the 
existence of "women on the executive track" (josei-sogoshoku 女性 
条t合職）attracted people's attention, they were really recruited for the 
sake of the appearance of their companies.... Now Japanese mass 
media is attracted by "women working in Hong Kong." The 
expectation of these females toward Hong Kong varies from 
"pursuing a career" to "the gender-equal working environment." 
(Hong Kong Post 15 April, 1994) 
As this article illustrates, "working in Hong Kong" was seen to be an 
alternative choice for those women who couldn't pursue a career as they had 
expected in the Japanese corporate structure. However, while the actual 
conditions of their employment in Hong Kong differ from one person to 
another and there are female local-hires who are quite satisfied with their 
working environment, some female local-hire informants told me that some 
Japanese companies in Hong Kong treat them not much different from the 
way Japanese companies in Japan do to female workers. One female 
local-hire informant who is the only female Japanese in her office told me: 
Japanese companies expect locally-hired Japanese, especially 
women, to be very "Japanese." They require locally-hired Japanese 
females to be considerate in a Japanese way 一 making sure that 
every expatriate can live and work comfortably. For example, if 
Japanese expatriates in ShenzherVo say, "I want to eat mochr 
(Japanese rice cake), then 丨 go get mochi in Sogo (Japanese 
department store) in Hong Kong because there is no Japanese 
⑴ A city in the People's Republic of China (PRC) along the border between the PRC and 
Hong Kong. 
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department store in Shenzhen. It's not my main work, but Japanese 
companies want someone who is willing to do this kind of job for 
them. Hong Kong Chinese staff never do such a thing, or maybe they 
do so only during office hours. But I go during my private time. 
Ben-Ari and Yong (2000) found the same situation in Singapore: women are 
involved in a supporting role for expatriates. They argued that “while many 
women expected the move abroad to involve new opportunities for 
advancement and careering, employment in Japanese firms (and the majority 
are so employed) signals a reversion to patterns found within Japan" (109). 
Similarly, some Japanese multinationals in Hong Kong bring with them 
expectations — that women are in the office to support men - based on 
gender roles still prevalent in Japanese society. Female workers are required 
to be "Japanese" in order to fulfill such expectations and support male 
colleagues. As Henshall argues, this “traditional relationship，，is not only the 
creation of men but of both genders "influenced by traditional attitudes 
towards gender roles - roles undoubtedly formulated largely by men, but 
internalized by women too，，(1999:25). Thus, the reason why some Japanese 
women take up this service work is not only because they are required to do 
so but also because they tend to do so more or less voluntarily. In fact, there 
are some women who came to Hong Kong without any job skill or language 
ability (which was possible before when Hong Kong economy was in a better 
shape in the early nineties), and for them a secretarial job in a Japanese 
multinational is virtually the only possible choice to sustain their life abroad. 
Also, some women want to go back to Japan to find a Japanese man to 
marry, and these people tend to assume this "Japanese woman” role more 
obediently to give a good impression to the Japanese men they meet in Hong 
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Kong. 
However, clearly not all female local-hires in Hong Kong act in the 
same way. The comment below is from a female locally-hired informant who 
has already married a Hong Kong Chinese husband. She said: 
Japanese expatriates in Japanese multinationals become more 
"Japanese" than they were in Japan.... There are a lot of Japanese 
expatriates with whom I have no idea of what to talk about. I have 
never worked in Japan before, but I guess office ladies in Japan are 
really kind to male colleagues. The other day, one man asked me 
"Did anything interesting happen to you recently?", so I told him 
"Because you ask the same question too often,丨 have nothing to tell 
you. By the way, have you ever told me an interesting story before?" 
He said, "You are so mean! I will never talk with you again!" and he 
ran away.…丨 think I probably should have said something like "Well, 
let me think" in a very soft voice. But instead, I ignore him and say 
"Come on, this is Hong Kong, not Japan, and I'm a local staff." 
Generally speaking, Hong Kong achieves a more gender-equal working 
environment than Japan. However, some Japanese multinationals in Hong 
Kong seemingly try to create the same kind of the gender relationship that 
Japanese women thought they had left behind in Japan. One female 
informant who had escaped from the constant sexual harassment in her 
previous office in Japan and come to Hong Kong in her late twenties told me: 
In a foreign country, what is most troublesome is dealing with 
Japanese men. It's the hardest part of your overseas life. Especially 
when some Japanese men are alone in a foreign place, somehow 
they miss Japanese girls very much. I still remember that one time 
one locally-hired girl was asked by one Japanese expatriate "You 
came here alone to Hong Kong to flirt around with boys, didn't you? 
(cif 5甘女一人"e来T：：二l?右々^i^)々^b•^oT>?)AyT?Lcfc)，，and he 
tried to molest her. She ran away. After I heard this story, I realized 
how I am looked at....Japanese expatriates seem to think "After all, 
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this locally-hired girl is not brought up in a good family, and that's why 
she comes as far as Hong Kong alone. So why don't I just have an 
affair with her? She must be very loose and fool around a lot with 
men.，， 
One interview article from a Japanese newspaper in Hong Kong also 
discusses the prejudice locally-hired females face in Hong Kong: 
Miss H, working in a Japanese bank, explained the different view of 
the world which causes the tension; "I think expatriates see us 
local-hires as ‘a group of people who regress as far as Hong 
Kong'"...Miss H thinks that locally-hired females are seen as 
"enigmatic" by expatriates sent by the Japanese headquarters. 
"Expatriates don't immerse themselves in Hong Kong. Their living 
environment is almost exactly the same as that in Japan. So they 
think that local-hires are much closer to Hong Kong. It seems all 
foreigners look enigmatic to them....And they include local-hires in 
this 'enigmatic foreigner' category" (Hong Kong Post Dec. 25,1992). 
These "locally-hired" women have left Japan purposely and, because of this 
are thought to be closer to foreigners; thus their existence threatens the 
Japanese sense of superiority. And because they are "female" local-hires, 
thus their resolution to leave Japan and find another way of life in a foreign 
place is in a sense attacking the basis of the Japanese business world, in 
which gender roles are strictly divided. In this sense, locally-hired female 
Japanese seem to be in a doubly marginalized position in the Japanese 
community in Hong Kong for their unaccommodating way of life: as 
local-hires in the Japanese community of expatriates and as Japanese 
female in the Japanese male-centered business sphere. But at the same 
time they are doubly threatening to the Japanese community, which still holds 
to lifetime commitment to the company and conservative gender roles. 
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When Will Be the Right Time to Go Back to Japan? 
Some of the locally-hired Japanese said that they had no intention of 
going back to Japan to find a job. One reason they mentioned is the structure 
of Japanese society, where job-hopping is still rare so that it is not easy for 
people who are over thirty to find a job again. Both male and female 
local-hires share this concern about the age barrier, but generally males 
seem to be a bit more optimistic about their potential return. One male 
local-hire informant in his late twenties working for a British company said: 
I will go back to Japan after staying abroad in my twenties. I will think 
about going back to Japan seriously when I am in my thirties. Upon 
returning to Japan, I want to work in a Western company. Otherwise, 
I would like to work at Japanese companies such as Sony or Kyocera 
which are multinational companies and whose organization is 
Western-style. 
In contrast, a female local-hire informant in her late thirties working for a 
Hong Kong local company was more pessimistic: 
I don't particularly want to go back to Japan. When you think about 
the job market in Japan, you have to realize your age. If you go back 
to Japan now, when the unemployment rate is said to be the highest 
in the post-war era, even if you say "I'm willing to do any kind of 
menial work, so please hire me", companies may still hire some one 
younger and more obedient than you. You can't easily find a job in 
Japan. 
Both male and female informants feel their re-adaptation to a Japanese 
working environment won't necessarily be easy, but male informants are 
more inclined to think there will be a way to make the best use of their 
overseas experiences. On the contrary, age is more strongly felt by females 
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as an obstacle for re-adaptation in Japan. In fact, I was warned by some 
female informants during my interviews that I (at the time of interviews 
twenty-six years old) had better go back to Japan before I turn thirty; 
otherwise I wouldn't be able to find any job anymore. All of these comments 
from local-hires don't necessarily correctly reflect the current situation in 
Japan in terms of gender roles. However, the image local-hires have toward 
Japanese society often comes from what they heard from those who had 
already gone back to Japan and how Japanese expatriates treat them in 
Hong Kong; in this sense, their views have some validity. Local-hires see 
expatriates as "typical Japanese" who more or 丨ess accurately represent 
current Japanese society. How locally-hired Japanese are seen by 
expatriates and whether the locally-hired Japanese can get along with 
expatriates are the criteria for locally-hired Japanese to predict their future 
prospects for going back to Japan. Even though they are employed as 
"Japanese" and are working and making use of their Japaneseness in Hong 
Kong, these locally-hired Japanese are sure of their "Japaneseness" in 
comparison with Hong Kong Chinese; they were born and grew up in Japan, 
are native Japanese speakers and understand Japanese culture. However, 
they may start asking themselves who they are as they compare themselves 
with Japanese expatriates and feel less "Japanese," or positively more than 
"Japanese," than these expatriates because in their working life they chose to 
leave Japanese corporate culture in their way of thinking if not the place of 
employment. 
Gonclusio 门 
In this chapter, I have looked at the working experience of Japanese 
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in Hong Kong to see how their experience shapes and is shaped by who they 
think they are culturally. The major difference in identification appears 
between expatriates and locally-hired Japanese. 
Expatriates emphasize their "Japaneseness," which supports their 
superior position inside the company and their future prospects of 
re-adaptation to Japan. They seek a chance to maintain a good relationship 
with Hong Kong Chinese staff, but in order to get Hong Kong Chinese to 
understand Japanese and not vice versa. Their sense of being representative 
Japanese is further sustained by the structure of the Japanese community. 
Among Japanese expatriates, a smaller version of the business world of 
Japan is transplanted and reproduced faithfully in Hong Kong, and is viewed 
by Japanese in Hong Kong as representing the Japanese community in 
Hong Kong. 
Locally-hired Japanese realize that stressing their Japaneseness 
enables them to survive in Hong Kong. However, their Japanese identity is 
not as stable as that of expatriates. Their Japaneseness is unquestionable in 
comparison with Hong Kong Chinese but they start questioning their 
Japaneseness within the Japanese community, where "Japaneseness" is 
equivalent to being an expatriate. In one way, one's Japaneseness is gauged 
by "how much you can get along with expatriates," and this also serves as 
criteria of whether or not one can go back and re-adapt oneself to Japan or 
not. 
I discussed the expatriate/local-hire categorization and explored how 
some expatriates regard themselves as representatives of Japanese as a 
whole in Hong Kong while local-hires tend to feel that they are marginalised 
Japanese. The division of labor of whether one is an expatriate or locally 
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hired affects their identification as Japanese. Also, this expatriate/local-hire 
categorization doesn't mean that every expatriate and local-hire naturally 
think and behave in the way I have explored so far, and in this sense, this 
categorization is artificial. However having said that, this categorization is 
prevailing among Japanese in Hong Kong, and partly the reason why the 
expatriate/local-hire categorization is so widely used among Japanese: 
because it works as a sort of buffer which helps make human relationships 
much smoother among Japanese. Again, the stereotypes of each category 
don't always reflect reality, but they can give some hints about what kind of 
person one is dealing with. The consciousness of "we Japanese" vis-a-vis 
others can be intensified in a foreign setting, but it makes people less and 
less tolerant towards internal diversity. The simple fact that each person has 
one's own background and views can be easily denied. The 
expatriate/local-hire categorization is one way to decrease the tension which 
"we Japanese" pressure may cause, not by accepting internal diversity 
between individuals, but by drawing a boundary between what is perceived 
as the core and the margin; by creating an artificial division between a "real" 
Japanese and "not quite real" Japanese. 
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Chapter 3. Ways of Living in Hong Kong 
In this chapter, I focus on the daily experiences of Japanese in Hong 
Kong outside of work, specifically concentrating on how Japanese spend 
their private time: for example what they do after work, where they go, and 
whom they spend time with. I look into different ways of living in Hong Kong 
among Japanese to inquire into how they came to choose a particular way of 
life with regard to their cultural identity, and what kind of values and thinking 
sustains their choices. I discuss three groups of Japanese in Hong Kong. The 
first group consists of Japanese who like to spend their private time, in some 
cases exclusively, with other Japanese in Hong Kong. Lack of language to 
communicate with non-Japanese is one reason for this, but at the same time 
they seem to purposely detach themselves from Hong Kong Chinese to 
maintain their Japanese identity. The second group consists of Japanese 
who are eager to explore Hong Kong and, to do this, prefer to keep 
themselves away from other Japanese in Hong Kong. Learning Cantonese, 
going out with Hong Kong Chinese friends, and walking around working-class 
areas are their favorite activities. The third group of Japanese consists of 
those who have lived in another country, or traveled for an extensive period, 
before they came to Hong Kong. They are not eagerly looking to immerse 
themselves into either the Japanese community or the Hong Kong 
community, but create a third community which transcends both of the 
previous two groups. I examine how among people in this group, their 
experience of previously living in another country has had a real influence on 
how they live in Hong Kong and their identity. 
Of course, not all Japanese clearly fit into one of three groups; many 
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Japanese may fit in the grey zone between them. This categorization also 
crosses the border between expatriates and local-hires; each of these three 
groups may include members of both. While I am going to use these 
categorizations to demonstrate the extent to which people identify 
themselves differently, I also paid attention to those who did not fit neatly to 
show oscillations and contradictions among these groups. 
1. Japanese-Oriented 
Missing Japan 
First I would like to focus on Japanese in Hong Kong who spend 
most of their free time with other Japanese. Some of them are expatriates 
and some are local-hires. In either case, most of them had wished to work 
abroad, but not necessarily in Hong Kong. Some had originally wanted to 
work in the U.S. or in Europe. In expatriates' cases, they could let the 
management know their preference for where they wanted to be transferred, 
but they didn't have the authority to finally decide where to be stationed. In 
local-hires' cases, it is up to themselves to decide where to go, but this 
doesn't mean that all local-hires always aimed at Hong Kong from the 
beginning. In fact, for some Japanese Hong Kong was only their second 
choice. This is because, practically speaking, some countries issue more 
working visas to Japanese than other countries, and, as my informants told 
me，in Singapore and Hong Kong Japanese can get a working visa relatively 
easily compared to the U.S. and European countries. Thus, some local-hires 
came to Hong Kong to at least have an experience of working abroad, while 
they compromised on the destination. 
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Regardless of whether one is an expatriate or a local-hire, Japanese 
in this group are generally satisfied with their current working environment in 
Hong Kong. As I explained in Chapter 2，both expatriates and local-hires 
think they assume more responsibility at work in Hong Kong and especially 
locally-hired women are now happy to be able to work equally with men. 
Japanese in this group also enjoy working in Hong Kong for they have more 
chances to use and improve their English in Hong Kong. 
Nevertheless, however, as for their private life, these Japanese tend 
to feel less satisfied than they do with their work. One reason may be that, 
since Japanese in this group are either transferred by their companies or 
chose Hong Kong for its working environment, they were prepared to change 
their working environment, but not their living environment. One male 
local-hire informant in his early thirties said: 
I think Japan abounds in leisure activities. For example, Japan has 
four seasons and in winter I can go skiing and snowboarding. In 
Hong Kong the weather is either hot or cold and either rainy or dry. 
On Sundays, I have nothing to do after I finish all my laundry. No 
place to go. Beaches are not clean. 
Another female expatriate-turned-to-local-hire informant in her twenties said; 
I used to have a lot of hobbies in Japan such as dnvi门g’ but in Hong 
Kong. I can't do anything I like to do. In Japan I went driving or 
snowboarding on weekends，neither of which I can do in Hong Kong. 
At first when 丨 came here, I was at a loss for what to do on weekends. 
I like movies too. but in Hong Kong I can't watch them in Japanese. I 
was left with nothing to do in Hong Kong. But luckily I have Japanese 
friends who also don't know how to spend their time on weekends. 
Because of them, I can survive in Hong Kong. I think the living 
environment in Japan is better for many reasons. I have many leisure 
activities and many friends. 
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Many of them like to spend their time mostly, or exclusively, with other 
Japanese, engaging in golf, tennis, karaoke, home parties and so on.丨 joined 
some home parties with other Japanese. In one party, 14 Japanese (seven 
expatriates, five local-hires, one self-employed, and I) and three Hong Kong 
Chinese got together at one expatriate's apartment. Two of three Hong Kong 
Chinese could speak Japanese. In the early afternoon, we played tennis, and 
then went to UNI and JUSCO^ for shopping. At home, we cooked and ate 
oden and okonomiyaki,^ and enjoyed ourselves talking, listening music, 
playing music instruments and so on. Some join with other Japanese in a 
dragon boat club, go to Chinese tea ceremony lessons, or take Tai Chi 
classes, which they think are especially worth trying in Hong Kong. However, 
while they intend to make use of this opportunity to live in Hong Kong, some 
of them are disappointed that they can't find anything to devote themselves 
to in Hong Kong. 
The reason that they prefer to be with Japanese is partly due to 
language. Few in this group have ever learned Cantonese in earnest. 
Generally, they have picked up some Cantonese sentences - enough to 
order food at a restaurant or take a taxi, and they mainly use English or, in 
some cases, Japanese for communication with Hong Kong Chinese in their 
offices. Among these Japanese people, those whose colleagues are mostly 
Hong Kong Chinese are especially frustrated during office hours, hearing 
their colleagues speak in Cantonese they don't understand. One male 
local-hire informant, who had been the only Japanese in his company fo「two 
years, said: 
I Japanese supermarket 
-Oden is fish dumplings, eggs, vegetables and other articles of food stewed in a soy soup. 
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I want to speak Japanese outside the office. I always feel lonely in 
the office because I am the only Japanese in the office and all my 
colleagues speak Cantonese. I have gotten used to this situation, but 
still I wonder what my colleagues are talking about in Cantonese. 
Sometimes my ear catches someone saying yat buhn yahn 
Japanese,日本人]” and I become suspicious of whether they are 
talking about me. 
Another female local-hire informant who had been in Hong Kong for three 
years said: 
Almost all of my colleagues are Hong Kong Chinese, so I listen to 
them speaking in Cantonese during office hours. When I am at home, 
I like to be released from Cantonese, so I watch NHK and talk with 
Japanese friends over the phone. 
Although they are well aware that their frustration partly comes from the 
language problem, they are still not much interested in studying Cantonese. 
First, few in this group are in a position which requires him/her to be fluent in 
Cantonese. Second, since Cantonese is only one dialect in southern China, 
my informants prefer to study Mandarin instead of Cantonese if they can 
afford to study one more foreign language, because they presume Mandarin 
has more potential to boost their career prospects in the future than does 
Cantonese.^ (The above two informants take a weekly Mandarin lesson, for 
example.) 
Of course, most of them can speak English enough to work with 
non-Japanese colleagues and clients, so it is possible that they can interact 
more with Hong Kong Chinese while speaking in English. However, these 
Okonomiyaki is a flat unsweetened cake fried with meet, vegetables and other ingredients. 
Because of its linkage with China, Mandarin is becoming more and more important to do 
business or to get a job in Hong Kong including Japanese multi-nationals aiming at the 
China market. 
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Japanese seem discouraged from speaking English in their private time. 
Their attitude may seem contradictory: on the one hand many of these 
Japanese like to polish their English, but on the other hand they would rather 
not use it outside the office. Partly this may be because they realize that they 
found that they couldn't relax in English and prefer to be in a Japanese 
environment outside of the office. But also it is also true that they give up 
brushing up on their English in Hong Kong, since English is the second 
language for Hong Kong Chinese as well. One informant said, "what I learn 
from conversation in English with Hong Kong Chinese is Hong Kong English, 
not authentic English. I think I had better not learn English from them." 
There are some of my informants who studied Cantonese before at 
language schools and now use Cantonese at work, but still like to be almost 
exclusively with Japanese during their private time. One female local-hire 
informant in her early thirties explained why: 
I did the language exchange before with Hong Kong Chinese who 
studied Japanese when I studied Cantonese at the language school. 
But 丨 found speaking a foreign language was exhausting. I wasn't 
very fluent in Cantonese, so I became fed up with explaining what I 
wanted to say in a foreign language. Eventually I only hung out with 
Japanese. 
She said that while she didn't regret that she had come to Hong Kong, she 
lost interest in Hong Kong. And, if she can find a job in Japan, she wants to 
go back to Japan immediately, for she worried that she was more and more 
similar to Hong Kong Chinese and gradually losing her "Japaneseness." 
I am going to discuss about how people pursue their Japanese 
identity more in detail in later. However, here I argue that, in addition to their 
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lack of language, their lack of interest in Hong Kong as a living place keeps 
the interaction of these Japanese with Hong Kong Chinese to a minimum 
level outside the office. 
In addition, the attitude and behavior of these Japanese people is 
consistent with their view of Japan in relation to Hong Kong and Asia, and 
ultimately to the world as a whole. In the following, I investigate what "being 
Japanese" and particularly "being Japanese in Hong Kong" means to them 
and how their identification is reflected on their patterns of life. 
Advantage of Being Japanese in Hong Kong 
Apart from Japanese economic influence on Hong Kong as I 
explained in Chapter 2’ the presence of Japanese popular culture is highly 
visible in Hong Kong. For example, a variety of music CDs of Japanese 
singers are on the shelves of the stores HMV, Japanese dramas are 
constantly broadcast on TV in Cantonese dubbing or with Chinese subtitles, 
and Japanese restaurants are everywhere on the street. It's beyond the 
scope of this research to discuss whether people in Hong Kong have come to 
admire Japan as a whole because of its popular culture. However, some 
Japanese in Hong Kong assume that the popularity of Japanese culture is 
one manifestation of the general superiority of Japan/Japanese to Hong 
Kong/Hong Kong Chinese. One female local-hire informant in her early 
thirties who had lived in Hong Kong for five years said: 
Generally speaking, Japanese are treated fairly nicely in Hong Kong. 
In terms of cultural level, information and people's appearance, the 
4 See Sze and Wong (2001) and Ogawa (2001) for more about Japanese popular culture in 
Hong Kong. 
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level of Japan is higher. Clothes and perfume made in Japan have 
better quality and Japanese TV programmes are more interesting. I 
think Hong Kong people admire Japan. It is very comfortable to live 
in Hong Kong as a Japanese.... And because Hong Kong is 
Westernized, if you speak English you are treated very nicely. I as a 
Japanese have never had any unpleasant experience in Hong 
Kong.... Everything goes fine if you smile and show you are 
Japanese. That's what I usually do. For example, at the immigration 
counter, the transaction is much faster for Japanese than for 
mainland Chinese. 
Another male informant in his early thirties who had been in Hong Kong for 
eight years said: 
If I keep staying in Hong Kong, the length of time I spend in Hong 
Kong is going to surpass that in Japan. But still I want to remain 
"Japanese." In Taiwan and Hong Kong, Japan is well-appreciated 
regardless of the past war deeds....I think "being Japanese" has 
never been disadvantageous to me in Hong Kong. I have never been 
looked down upon. On the contrary, Hong Kong Chinese come to us 
Japanese, because they are attracted by Japan. I have never felt 
ashamed of being Japanese in Hong Kong…..I really feel that Japan 
is the no.1 country in Asia. 
In Japan, popular cultures of other Asian countries are less available than 
those of American and European origins. This almost unilateral flow of 
popular culture from Japan to Asian countries may be construed as a sign of 
the superior nature of an exporter, which had been long believed in Japan 
with regard to its relation between Japan and the U.S. and European 
countries (which I discuss more in detail later in this section” 
A sense of superiority is further strengthened among my informants 
‘ F r o m as far back as the Meiji-era, Japan was striving to catch up with the West, which has 
long been seen as superior to Japan. As a recent example, Ohnuki-Tierney reports that 
McDonald，s in Japan made use of the image of the U.S. as "a model to emulate" for the 
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from a different perspective: etiquette and manners. Ben-Ari maintains that 
there is a "schema found around the 'developed' world" (2000:49) which 
divides societies around the world into either civilized or not. To be 
acknowledged as civilized, societies "must adopt certain standards of 
refinement and urbanity by which it is distinguished" (2000:49). He observed 
that Japanese expatriates in Singapore believe that "technological 
advancement and the cultivation of style, etiquette, and interpersonal 
behavior" (2000:49) must be universally complied with by "civilized" societies. 
Among Japanese in Hong Kong, some people also evaluate the level of 
"civilization" of Hong Kong with reference to etiquette and manners. One 
female informant said: 
I agree with my Japanese friends saying that it is rude of Hong Kong 
people not to flush the toilet after they use it. I won't be surprised if 
the same thing happens in a developing country like China. But Hong 
Kong is not a developing country anymore. But still they don't flush. 
My friends think there is something wrong with the human nature of 
Hong Kong people. 
Another female informant complained: 
The other day my Japanese basketball team had a match with a 
Hong Kong local team. Hong Kong Chinese have no habit of 
"throwing garbage away." They left water bottles around their bench 
when they were leaving. So I said to them "You should clean up first". 
I was really upset and wondered why they didn't clean up their own 
mess. 
According to what is seen as the global standard, the perceived lack of 
etiquette and manners observed among Hong Kong Chinese is considered 
expansion of its business in Japan (1997:180). 
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as the sign of their less civilized nature as compared to Japanese. 
As I have discussed, some Japanese in Hong Kong are convinced 
that they are culturally superior to or more civilized than Hong Kong Chinese, 
and therefore they are eager to draw the boundary clearly between two 
groups and to retain their Japaneseness. In the next section, I investigate 
what these Japanese actually do to keep themselves "Japanese." 
Pursuing Pure Japaneseness 
As I have explained, Japanese in this group consider some aspects 
of Hong Kong less civilized and in this regard try to maintain their 
Japaneseness; they are eager to draw a clear boundary between we 
"Japanese" and "Hong Kong Chinese" others and eager not to be 
accustomed to the way Hong Kong Chinese behave or treat them. One 
female local-hire informant said: 
I have many Japanese friends who always complain about Hong 
Kong people. I do, too. Maybe that's how I maintain my 
Japaneseness. 
She added that there was nothing she thought she should learn from Hong 
Kong Chinese and she couldn't understand those who said that they liked 
Hong Kong and Hong Kong Chinese so much. Another female local-hire 
informant explained: 
When I go out with Japanese expatriates, I carefully behave myself. 
If I don't pour tea for them, I will be seen as thoughtless. So, 
whenever I notice, I pour tea for them. And I am also careful about 
not being the first one to touch dishes. When 丨 go out with Hong 
Kong Chinese, they don't care who pours tea for you. Is this 
Japanese manner or female manner? I think I should change my 
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manner depending on whether I'm with Hong Kong Chinese or with 
Japanese. 
Japanese who have only Japanese friends or have more occasions to go out 
with other Japanese tend to be mindful of how they are looked at by other 
Japanese in light of how "Japanese" should be. Goffman argues that "To the 
degree that a performance highlights the common official values of the 
society in which it occurs, we may look upon it...as a ceremony - as an 
expressive rejuvenation and reaffirmation of the moral values of the 
community" (1969:35). In fact, these Japanese, by constantly performing 
their role charged with the values of Japanese society, are striving to present 
and prove their still-intact Japanese identity against the Hong Kong setting to 
other Japanese as well as to themselves. 
These Japanese may claim themselves as "short-time" sojourners in 
Hong Kong, who may acquire new experiences in Hong Kong but don't 
culturally seek to go beyond the scope of their Japanese identity and settle 
down to feel that they are a part of the local community. However, in spite of 
their strong and exclusive identification of themselves as Japanese, it seems 
not enough for them that they identify themselves as Japanese; they also 
seek to be regarded as such by other Japanese to be full members of 
Japanese society. Thus, Japanese cultural identity has to be intensively 
pursued for this group of Japanese people in Hong Kong for fear that their 
Japaneseness would be attenuated by exposing themselves to a foreign 
environment too much and they won't be recognized as "Japanese" anymore 
by other Japanese. 
What these Japanese said as "Japaneseness" indicated that in this 
Hong Kong context their image of Japaneseness is constructed through their 
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daily experiences and comparison between themselves and Hong Kong 
Chinese. For example, "we Japanese always apologize when we are wrong 
while Hong Kong Chinese don't,"; "we Japanese never belch in public while 
Hong Kong Chinese do,"; "we Japanese wait to get on a train until all 
passengers get off while Hong Kong Chinese don't," and so on. By 
stereotyping what Japanese do and what Hong Kong Chinese do in a 
particular situation, they prevent themselves from picking up “typical Hong 
Kong behavior" and instead consciously practice "typical Japanese behavior" 
which goes along with their image of how Japanese should be, and thus 
underpins their strong sense of being Japanese. Also, by stereotyping 
behaviors and discussing them together, Japanese in this group control each 
other as to whether they still maintain their Japaneseness — whether they are 
performing their Japanese role properly. 
This pursuit of "being Japanese" in the eyes of other Japanese is 
consistent with the fact that, irrespective of the expatriate/local-hire difference, 
all in this group seek to go back to Japan sooner or later or, in the case of 
single persons, seek a Japanese spouse. It's difficult to know whether they 
intended this from the beginning of their move to Hong Kong, or developed 
this sense while they were in Hong Kong. For example, one female local-hire 
informant had a Hong Kong Chinese boyfriend before. She looked back at 
her relationship with him and said: 
As for marriage, I think I want to marry someone who is able to live 
both in Japan and in Hong Kong.... I don't mind marrying a Hong 
Kong Chinese, but prefer that he can speak Japanese or is willing to 
learn it. I can communicate with him even though he doesn't speak 
Japanese, but my parents can't. That's what happened when I was 
with my Hong Kong Chinese boyfriend. My family came to Hong 
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Kong and met my boyfriend, but my family was not good at English 
and they couldn't communicate very well, which made me sad. 
She is the same person whom 丨 previously quoted saying that she 
complained about Hong Kong people with other Japanese friends to maintain 
her Japaneseness. Although because of the working environment she didn't 
particularly want to return to Japan now, at the same time she "wasn't 
attracted by Hong Kong at all." Since she came to Hong Kong, she has spent 
all her vacations to go back to Japan. Even though she said that she didn't 
mind marrying a Hong Kong Chinese, she still didn't want to give up any 
hope of returning to Japan or being Japanese in the circle of her Japanese 
friends. 
Nonetheless, some Japanese who are to go back to Japan are 
satisfied with their private life in Hong Kong. For example, in the case of one 
male expatriate, unlike his previous transfer to the Middle East where he 
went alone, now he came to Hong Kong with his family. He said, "As I can 
expand the world outside of work because of the presence of my family, I 
have grown more sense of affinity with Hong Kong." Compared to his life 
alone in the Middle East or his hectic schedule in Japan, he has more time in 
Hong Kong to spend with his family or on his hobbies, and in this regard he 
prefers to be in Hong Kong more than in Japan. 
Nonetheless, many Japanese in this group are afraid of the possible 
"contamination" of their Japanese identity from Hong Kong in light of their 
future return to Japan or marriage with Japanese. In Japanese society, 
"purity" is a highly important concept (Henshall 1999’ White 1988)，and in this 
regard, as Ben-Ari writes, "Overseas secondments pose threats to people's 
'Japaneseness' through overexpose to 'other' cultures" (2000:48). However, 
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while Japanese may be striving to preserve the purity of their Japanese 
identity, as we saw, "pure Japaneseness" is in fact not an absolute concept 
but is relatively defined in the context of Hong Kong. 
Purity is not only shown through behavioral manners but also through 
patterns of consumption. One informant told me that between two Japanese 
supermarkets JUSCO and UNI in Hong Kong, he always goes to UNI 
because it imports a variety of groceries from Japan. On the other hand, he 
thinks that JUSCO is already localized too much and not a Japanese 
supermarket any more because it sells more vegetables imported from 
countries other than Japan. 
Some informants differentiate between "Japanese restaurants", 
"Japanese restaurants with Hong Kong Chinese staff" and "Japanese-style 
restaurants." One Japanese community paper published in Hong Kong 
reports the difference between "washoku” (Japanese food 禾口食）and 
“nisshik�” (Japanese-style food 曰式）(Hong Kong Post 5 March, 1999). The 
boundary between the two is, according to one Japanese staff of a 
"washoku" restaurant quoted in this article; "washoku usually means foods 
served in a Japanese restaurant with a Japanese chef, while nisshikl refers 
to Japanese-style food served in restaurants without Japanese staff" (Hong 
Kong Post 5 March, 1999). In the same article, another Japanese restaurant 
staff suggested that “nisshikf，restaurants are not authentically Japanese. 
Some of my informants also said that “nisshiki" is ''nanchatte" (mimicry) and 
not genuinely "Japanese" anymore. When Japanese in this group go out 
together, they go to ''washoku" restaurants even though "washoku" 
restaurants generally cost much more than “nisshiki" ones. We can thus see 
that what can be legitimately called "Japanese" among Japanese in this 
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group is strictly regulated. 
What They Expected by Living Overseas 
The Japanese identity of this group also reflects their ambivalent 
feeling toward "being Japanese" in view of the Western world. 
For Japanese, the West, especially the U.S., has long been seen as 
what they have to catch up with since World War II, or maybe ever since 
Admiral Perry came and opened up Japan in 1853. Even after Japan began 
to economically threaten the U.S., the strong emphasis on English in 
education and the abundant American popular culture in Japan still make 
Japanese feel that the U.S. ultimately surpasses Japan. Sakai (2000) writes 
that Japanese in London have two conflicting views of the West - Japanese 
admire the West as culturally higher than Japan, although they have 
confidence in themselves for their greater economic success than that of 
European countries. Befu argues (2001 a:75) that due to the massive 
borrowing of technological, political, cultural and other elements from Europe 
and the U.S. since the nineteenth century, Japanese have shown "their 
feeling of inferiority to the West and their unswerving disposition to regard the 
West as their mentor." 
Some informants actually expressed that they probably would feel 
inferior if they went to the U.S. or Europe and were surrounded by white 
people, although they at first wanted or may still want to work in the U.S. or in 
Europe to be based in a native-English speaking country and learn a 
Western business culture. One male expatriate informant who at first had 
requested his company to transfer him to the U.S. said: 
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I can't cut myself from Japan. After all I'm Japanese. I will never be 
able to be a Westerner nor another kind of Asian....Japan now is not 
a good place to live in, that's true. But still I don't think 丨 can cut 
myself off from Japan.…丨 think from Westerners' point of view, 
Japanese and other Asians are only monkeys. 
In accordance with what we discussed in Chapter 2, living overseas 
is partly regarded by some people as a way to improve themselves: 
improvement to catch up with the global standard, which very much reflects a 
Western centric point of view. Improvement in their English skill and adopting 
the way of life in the West are seen as part of this process. In terms of 
language, Hong Kong is favorably acknowledged by Japanese in this group 
since English is widely used as an official language in Hong Kong and 
Japanese enjoy much more opportunity to use and improve their English 
than in Japan. As Sugimoto argues, in Japan "internationalization" and 
"fluency in English" are seen as more or less as the same thing (1993:176); 
via English, Japanese can feel that they are culturally closer to the West in 
Hong Kong than in Japan, and this side of Hong Kong is avidly explored by 
Japanese in this group. 
However, as I indicated, language as well as some other aspects of 
life including etiquette and manners also causes emotional conflicts in these 
people. Thus, for Japanese in this group, Hong Kong has both merits and 
demerits as a place of sojourn, and in fact, these merits and demerits are 
different sides of the same coin and are interchangeably conceived of as 
either merits or demerits. For example, the etiquette and manners of Hong 
Kong Chinese may be uncivilized in the eyes of Japanese in this group, but 
because of this they don't suffer a sense of inferiority in Hong Kong. They 
may not learn the way native speakers speak English in Hong Kong, but 
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because Hong Kong Chinese are also not native speakers of English, they 
may not be as depressed about their English ability as they would be in the 
U.S. or Great Britain. 
Although some Japanese now think that Hong Kong may be a better 
place for Japanese to live in than the West, there still lingers a sentiment 
among some that what they originally expected from living overseas is not 
fully realized in Hong Kong, and this results in an ambivalent feeling among 
some Japanese toward Japan and Japanese as well as toward Hong Kong 
and Hong Kong Chinese. As one female local-hire informant said: 
People come from various countries to Hong Kong. In Japan when I 
bump into a foreigner, I go "Oh, here comes a foreigner" but in Hong 
Kong the presence of foreigners is taken for granted. So at first I 
thought I would be able to meet a lot more people from different 
countries, but I actually haven't so far. I think in the end I have a drive 
inside myself that I want to speak Japanese, so eventually I'm 
surrounded by Japanese girls..• .With Japanese friends, all we do is 
cook Japanese dishes and eat at home. I expected that I would 
become more and more internationalized, but this hasn't happened. 
She complained that the bad public manners of Hong Kong Chinese annoyed 
her, and because of these manners and language, most of her friends in 
Hong Kong are Japanese. But in the middle of the interview, she got a phone 
call from her boyfriend and I found that he was American. Then, I asked her 
about any language problem between them, she answered, "The 
communication is much easier with him than with Japanese. Japanese think 
highly of non-verbal communication, but Americans express everything 
verbally." Furthermore, when I asked her where she lived, she explained that 
she chose the current apartment because few Japanese live in her 
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neighborhood. 
Many in this group chose Hong Kong mainly for the work opportunity, 
and with regard to its working environment they are generally satisfied. 
However, it seems that they did not attain a balance between what they 
expected in a foreign culture and their actual life. Their dream to work abroad 
came true but Hong Kong is considered less "foreign" than they expected. 
One way they found to cope with this disappointment is to turn back to the 
Japanese community which they think is superior to the Hong Kong Chinese 
community. 
In the following two sections, I will focus on those who intentionally 
keep themselves away from Japan/the Japanese community in Hong Kong. 
These sections will include those who are eager to know more about Hong 
Kong culture, those who once studied somewhere in mainland China, and 
those who once traveled abroad for quite a long period of time before they 
moved to Hong Kong. I explore the way of life they pursue in Hong Kong and 
how it reflects their thinking; the image of both Hong Kong and Japan seen 
through their lens is different from the one held by those we have seen in this 
section. As I will explain later, people in the following two sections are neither 
extremely anti-Japan/Japanese nor pro-Hong Kong/Hong Kong people, 
although sometimes they are seen as such by the Japanese we have 
examined in this section. 
2. Immersion in Hong Kong 
First, I would like to focus on Japanese who are eager to explore 
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Hong Kong and the way of life of its people. Some Japanese in this group 
aimed at Hong Kong as their destination from the beginning while the rest 
came to be interested in Hong Kong after they had lived in Hong Kong for 
some period of time. These informants are all local-hires, including 
expatriate-turn-to-local-hires and expatriate wife-turn-to-local-hires. 
One of their differences from people in the previous group is that all 
the Japanese in this group have studied Cantonese at language schools or 
by themselves 一 they have studied enough to watch Cantonese TV programs 
or read a Chinese newspaper Some studied out of necessity for work while 
others did so because of their interests in Cantonese, but generally they think 
their ability to speak Cantonese, as the comments below illustrate, enables 
them to have much closer relationships with Hong Kong people and 
understand their way of thinking, something which can't be enjoyed by 
Japanese-speaking Japanese, or even, perhaps, by English-speaking 
Japanese. One male expatriate-turn-to-local-hire informant studied 
Cantonese by himself out of necessity because of his work, and now has 
more Hong Kong local friends than Japanese. He said: 
Japanese expatriates normally come here with their families. I don't 
know any Japanese expatriates who are single and around my age 
[late twenties]....[Among his Chinese friends] some of them can 
speak Japanese or are now learning Japanese. But I speak 
Cantonese to them, thus they have no difficulty in communicating 
with me. If I didn't speak Cantonese, they might not ask me to go out 
as often as they do now. It may be impossible for me to have a long 
and friendly relationship with them. 
One female informant who is working at a Japanese company said: 
Hong Kong Chinese have two different worlds - one is the English 
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world and the other is the Cantonese one. Maybe this is because 
Hong Kong was once a colony. They say to the boss in English "Yes 
sir", but secretly complain a lot in Cantonese. They are very skillful. 
Locally-hired Japanese sometimes directly disagree with the boss 
and say, "I don't want to do this." Then, Hong Kong Chinese staff 
advise us in Cantonese "You shouldn't say such a thing. Why don't 
you say ‘yes’ for the time being?" 
Their attitude toward Hong Kong can be understood from other aspects of 
their life as well, for example, their choice of residence and their weekend 
activities. Some Japanese in this group live or lived in a working-class area 
such as Yuen Long or Sham Shui Po. Of course, the reason why they live in 
a certain district is partly financial (since they are local-hires), but at the same 
time they particularly chose such an area because they believe that they can 
understand Hong Kong local life much better this way. 
Some of these Japanese are also keen on exploring how Hong Kong 
Chinese think and how they behave by spending more time with Hong Kong 
Chinese. One informant said: 
Hong Kong people are said to be inconsiderate and have no 
manners, but it depends on the situation. I sometimes do what I 
should not do in a Hong Kong context. In that case, my husband [a 
Hong Kong Chinese] points this out and says, "You should not do 
this" and I go "Oh, dear! It's difficult"....It's very difficult to know how 
to be considerate in a Hong Kong way. It's very difficult to understand 
for foreigners. 
One informant who had studied at a university in Hong Kong before 
becoming a local-hire told me: 
When I was a student, I wanted Hong Kong Chinese friends more 
than Japanese friends. I came here to know more about Hong 
Kong. If you don't interact with Hong Kong people, you never know 
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what Hong Kong is like. At that time I wanted to spend time with 
Hong Kong locals rather than with Japanese to learn more from 
them. 
For these Japanese, efforts such as mastering Cantonese or understanding 
local customs are undertaken in order to live in Hong Kong not as Japanese 
but to be treated in the same way as Hong Kong Chinese. While people in 
the previous group seem to remain short-time sojourners at least in mind 
(irrespective of their actual length of sojourn in Hong Kong), those in this 
group try to achieve a state of mind where they can have understanding of 
and empathy with Hong Kong Chinese. 
In order to achieve a "local mind," these Japanese try to detach 
themselves from other Japanese, especially from people such as those in the 
previous group. During our interviews, they insisted that they should be 
differentiated from Japanese such as those in the previous group, because 
they are trying to understand and adapt themselves to Hong Kong. One 
informant said: 
I once studied at a university in Hong Kong so I am different [from 
other Japanese.] I studied at the local university and lived with 
local friends. 
Part of the reason why many of these people like living in a working-class 
area of Hong Kong is that they can thereby avoid being involved with 
Japanese such as those in the previous group who most likely live in a 
middle- to upper-middle-class area of Hong Kong. 
Although some people, like the informant above, are eager to draw 
the boundary between Japanese and Hong Kong Chinese and detach 
themselves from Japanese, others are looking for opportunities to make new 
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Japanese friends as well and are more subtle in explaining which group they 
want to belong to. One female local-hire informant who had been in Hong 
Kong for almost nine years explained how she categorized people around 
her: 
I divide people between “Japanese，，and "others." My Japanese 
friends are "others." If a given Japanese has only Japanese friends, 
he/she is "Japanese" in my eyes irrespective of whether he/she is an 
expatriate or a local-hire. These "Japanese" people join the dragon 
boat club with Japanese, go travel with Japanese, drink only with 
Japanese, and go eat at a Japanese restaurant with Japanese. 
"Others" have a variety of friends including Hong Kong Chinese, 
Chinese overseas, Singaporean, Europeans and so on. I don't see 
these Japanese who interact with a variety of people as "Japanese." 
Another male local-hire who has more Hong Kong Chinese friends, but also 
belongs to a hobby club with Japanese and Hong Kong Chinese 
members.seems to take up a role of bridging between the two groups: 
We get together once a week, and we go out to dinner together. 
Japanese people tend to accept to pay 200 or 300 HKD for one 
dinner, because our gathering is only once a week. However, from 
Hong Kong Chinese point of view, this is too expensive....! am a 
local-hire and receive an amount of salary which is not so different 
from Hong Kong Chinese. I pay 200 or 300 HKD, though reluctantly. 
But sometimes I say no to Japanese who want to go to a Japanese 
restaurant and, instead, find a reasonably cheap restaurant, because 
I want the Hong Kong Chinese to join us. 
While people in the previous group positively remember Japan as 
against Hong Kong and isolate themselves from the Hong Kong Chinese 
community at least in their private time, some Japanese in this group are 
more actively seeking another way of life in Hong Kong with Hong Kong 
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Chinese. This is partly because some of them had been already disillusioned 
by Japanese society when they came to Hong Kong: some of them had 
suffered from gender discrimination in their work in Japan, or had been fed 
up with the strictly regulated office worker's life in Japan. This is also 
because they are generally more enchanted by Hong Kong not only as a 
place to work but also as a place to live. Some of those who had given up on 
Japanese society said that they could control their own life as they like much 
more easily in Hong Kong. One female informant who once studied in Hong 
Kong and came back to Hong Kong again to work said: 
I felt I had little freedom in choosing my life in Japan. For example, 
men want their wives to stay at home and raise their children. A 
husband will probably ask his wife "Why do you bother to work?" 
Such a pattern of life is taken for granted. In fact, there are a lot of 
female workers in Japan who are independent and support 
themselves. But, socially it is still believed that women take care of 
the household while men work outside. Maybe Japanese overseas 
know the world outside Japan and understand other values than 
Japanese ones. I think Japanese in Japan can't understand what I 
am doing. They probably want to ask me "Why do you go abroad?" 
Or "Why not the U.S.?", because there still exists prejudice toward 
Asia. 
Another female local-hire informant said: 
Japan is not flexible in many aspects....If you don't go to an 
elementary school in Japan, you are not regarded as Japanese 
anymore. I was a returnee from France in the middle of my primary 
school education....Since my childhood, I have constantly felt 
pressure that I shouldn't be different from other Japanese....So, I 
tried to forget French as soon as possible...Here [Hong Kong] is not 
a nation, therefore Hong Kong people lack something other people 
normally have, which I admire most about Hong Kong. People are 
more free. There is no "absolutely right" in Hong Kong, although 
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there is "absolutely cheap." Every country has its own "absolutely 
right." But in Hong Kong, there is no such thing, which, I think, makes 
one's life easier. 
White writes that Japanese society is based on the idea of “uchf' 
(home, inside) and soto (outside). Uchi is what one belongs to, such as family, 
home, school or company. Being a member of an uchi group is "mandated 
not by a particular contract, behavior, or belief but by active presence and 
participation in the social network 一 a constant maintenance of the 
predictable obligations and interactions"(1988:105). Some Japanese in this 
group failed to fulfil such obligations or refused to do so in Japan. For 
example, the above informant told me that when she had worked for a 
company in Japan, she had once been surrounded by her male colleagues 
and severely criticized for seldom joining their weekend activities. She 
assumed that her male colleagues were hostile to her especially because 
she was one of few women who was as an executive trainee, graduated from 
a public university and was good at a foreign language. She was too 
conspicuous among her colleagues with regard to both her talents and her 
behavior. 
Some Japanese like the informant above remember Japan in terms 
of such pressure to assimilate with others, and how hard it was for them to be 
proper Japanese. One male local-hire informant looked back on his days 
working in Japan and said: 
Now I am enjoying being a stranger in Hong Kong. I don't feel any 
pressure to assimilate with others. It's very comfortable....The 
pressure for assimilation in Japan caused an emotional conflict in me. 
I was always troubled by some kind of stress in Japan. For example, 
I always had to compare myself with others, which kept me restless. 
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Japanese in the previous group intensify their Japanese identity by 
detaching themselves from Hong Kong in their private time as well as actively 
performing a "Japanese" role in front of other Japanese. On the other hand, 
Japanese in this group look for an alternative way of life in Hong Kong by 
seeking to empathize with Hong Kong Chinese. By doing so, they are also 
seeking to be emotionally released from Japanese society. However, this 
doesn't mean that they think that they can now completely stop being 
Japanese. For example, when I asked one female local-hire informant, who 
told me that she didn't like to go out with Japanese people in Hong Kong, 
whether she wanted to marry a Hong Kong Chinese, she said: 
I don't know how I feel about marrying a Hong Kong Chinese at this 
moment, but I don't think my husband has to be Japanese. But I 
sometimes feel that there are things that only Japanese can 
understand and communicate very well.... Well, I think there are 
some things which only Japanese share mentally, like aun no kokyuu. 
I can guess to some extent how my Japanese counterpart thinks and 
what he/she wants from me, which I can't do with Hong Kong 
Chinese. 
Thus, although some people in this group rather like to live away 
from Japan and Japanese in Hong Kong, at the same time, they still have an 
ambivalent feeling and can't entirely deny their Japaneseness inside 
themselves. And also their inseparable Japanese identity is realized as they 
make more efforts to understand Hong Kong. I will discuss more on this point 
in the following. 
Limitations in Becoming a Hong Kong Chinese 
My informants in this group learned Cantonese and now speak it 
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very fluently, to the extent that they have no difficulty in daily conversation or 
in watching Cantonese TV programmes. Some of them also ardently observe 
the way Hong Kong people think and behave. However, while making such 
efforts, these Japanese realize their limitation, a point beyond which they feel 
that they will never fully understand Hong Kong culture. The more they 
interact and know about Hong Kong, the more strongly they realize there will 
be no end to this exploration of Hong Kong culture. One female local-hire 
informant who had once studied in Hong Kong and came back again to work 
said: 
After all, Hong Kong Chinese see me as no one but Japanese. I'm 
good at Cantonese but there is still a wall I can't overcome.... I try 
hard, only to find that Hong Kong Chinese won't see me anyone but 
Japanese. Hong Kong Chinese are very nice and friendly. They take 
me out and help me a lot. But I think they help me because I'm 
Japanese. They are interested in me because I'm Japanese. 
First, language — both Cantonese and Japanese - prevents them from fully 
identifying with Hong Kong Chinese. Another female informant who had been 
in Hong Kong for five years said: 
Cantonese is very difficult. It is very colloquial and new vocabularies 
keep being invented; thus I always miss the most interesting part of 
the conversation....Hong Kong Chinese enjoy conversation by using 
a figure of speech which may be related to the newest topic. If you 
can't catch up, you interrupt their conversation. Hong Kong Chinese 
enjoy the world of Cantonese, so it will be very boring for them if they 
have to speak slowly or explain each punch line for the sake of 
foreigners like me. 
In the meantime, their ability in the Japanese language - the fact that they 
may think in Japanese, write in Japanese and read in Japanese - becomes 
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the focal point of their Japanese identity. Asked about what makes her 
conscious of her Japanese identity, the above informant continued: 
I can't abandon the Japanese language, and that's why I think I'm 
Japanese. It is in a sense very convenient that I can think in 
Japanese and read Japanese. All the world-famous books are 
translated into Japanese. I guess Hong Kong students have a harder 
time because the number of books translated in Chinese is very 
limited. Many books are only in English. 
Another informant, whom I quoted previously saying that Japanese society 
had caused a emotional conflict in him, chose the English-medium school in 
Hong Kong for his child's education, partly because he and his wife didn't 
want their child to be involved in the Japanese community in Hong Kong. But 
at the same time, he also wants his child to be a full-fledged Japanese and 
fluent in the language. He said: 
I want my child to study the Japanese language. He is, after ail, 
Japanese so it's shameful if he can't speak Japanese properly, no 
matter how fluently he speaks English. I want him to read Japanese 
books and study Japanese more. But I think he can't study both 
Japanese and English at the same time. So I want him to gradually 
study Japanese and read Japanese books. 
Secondly, some Japanese also came to be aware of their 
inescapable Japanese identity by the way they are treated by their Hong 
Kong Chinese friends. For example, Hong Kong Chinese suppose that the 
Japanese people should be knowledgeable or at least interested in Japanese 
popular culture. Indeed, some Japanese have had the experience of being 
asked for their comments on Japanese comic books they had never read or 
on Japanese TV dramas they had never watched. One informant said that 
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her local friend often lent her VCDs of the newest Japanese drama because 
her friend thought that she must be interested in them. Although they 
understand their friends lend them Japanese goods out of kindness and, in 
fact, they enjoy them to some extent, it also disappoints them. Through such 
exchanges, they realize that they can't stop being Japanese and thus one of 
"others" in the eyes of Hong Kong Chinese. 
Nonetheless, as my informants told me, apart from enjoying 
Japanese popular culture such as watching TV dramas as entertainment, 
they follow Japanese entertainment as a part of Hong Kong popular to 
understand more about Hong Kong: 
I check Japanese entertainment news. Hong Kong youngsters are 
interested in Japan very much so it is interesting to talk with them 
...Through what they say about Japan, I come to know what Hong 
Kong people like....I also came to be able to see Japan from a 
different angle....For example, from the point of view of Hong Kong 
where people still uphold the Confucian ideal, some social 
phenomenon in Japan are beyond their understanding. For example, 
in Japan, rojin-gari or oyaji-gari^ has been a social problem. I think 
Japanese society is confused. 
The third issue which divides Japanese from Hong Kong Chinese is 
the memory of World War II. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, Japan's occupation 
of Hong Kong is still lingering in Hong Kong and some informants 
occasionally have had chances to talk about this issue with their Hong Kong 
Chinese friends. One informant said: 
6 Literally, yojin" means "old people" and "oya / is the colloquial form of "old man", and "gari" 
means "hunting." This "hunting the old" - violence against older men done by a gang of 
young people to middle-aged or old persons - has become a social problem since the late 
1990s. 
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I speak Cantonese very fluently and also I keep telling my Hong 
Kong Chinese friends that I like Hong Kong very much and enjoy 
living here. This is true and therefore they treat me as one of them. 
They very frankly tell me what they think about Japan and the 
memory of war as if they forgot I am Japanese. It makes me 
confused. I like them frankly telling me what they are thinking, but if 
they go too far, I am tempted to stop them. I am tempted to say, "Wait, 
don't you remember that I am Japanese?" 
On these occasions such as discussing the war, some Japanese said that 
they couldn't evaluate Japan/Japanese from the same point of view as Hong 
Kong Chinese, which makes them realize that they are inevitably Japanese. 
Through the interaction with Hong Kong Chinese, these Japanese 
realize their own limitation that they can't overcome; they can't fully identify 
with Hong Kong Chinese. At the same time, this limitation in turn is perceived 
as what makes them Japanese. Their sense of otherness in a foreign place, 
their fluency in the Japanese language, and their still lingering emotional 
attachment to Japan have constantly reminded them of where they came 
from. 
Mingling with Hong Kong Chinese, the cultural identity of this group 
of Japanese is oscillating between trying to get closer to Hong Kong Chinese 
and finding their deep-rooted Japaneseness inside themselves. Meanwhile, 
their identity show complex aspects vis-a-vis other Japanese as well. For 
example, when Japanese in this group go back to Japan or they are with 
Japanese in Hong Kong like those in the previous group, their sense of being 
Japanese seem to be less convincing to them. The female informant who 
couldn't get along with her colleagues when she had worked in Japan said: 
The Japanese are said to be very sensitive to others' feelings. But I 
don't think it is always a good thing to do. Why can't we say just "no" 
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when we want to say "no"? I like to be direct to others and I want 
others to be direct to me, too. But, I know I should not expect this in 
Japanese society. According to Japanese culture,丨 have to be 
sensitive to others' feelings and I should not insist that they tell me 
what they are really thinking. And in fact, when I am with other 
Japanese, I sometimes notice myself being worried about what they 
are actually thinking. If I was a foreigner, I probably wouldn't bother to 
find out the true meaning of what they are saying. But I can't help 
worrying myself over these things. I wish they could be more frank 
with me. Then I would make more efforts to be nicer to them. 
Another male locally-hired informant said: 
I sometimes feel my position is similar to a bat. A bat is neither bird 
nor mammal. I'm Japanese but not an expatriate and I'm not Hong 
Kong Chinese....It is often said that once you leave Japan you will 
remember only the good parts of Japan, and I think many Japanese 
are actually like that. They tend to look at the bad aspects of Hong 
Kong and miss the good parts of Japan. But, in this regard, I can't get 
along with such Japanese. 
The Japanese in this group tend to regard Japanese who live or think like 
those in the previous group as mainstream or typical Japanese, while 
Japanese in this group see themselves as marginal in the Japanese 
community. As I explained earlier in this section, this group of Japanese 
intensely try to detach themselves from Japan/Japanese while adjusting 
themselves to the way of life in Hong Kong; therefore they don't think that 
they are one of those Japanese who can easily re-enter Japanese society 
and be accepted to become a uchi member again. And they think that they 
are a minority among Japanese in Hong Kong because they don't particularly 
miss Japan so much, and therefore they are not easily understood. 
Their feeling of marginality increases also in part because of their 
social position. I showed in Chapter 2 that expatriates tend to have a sense 
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of representing Japanese in Hong Kong, while local-hires are on the contrary 
inclined to feel their marginaiity: coming to Hong Kong independently isn't 
normal as Japanese. And, indeed, all informants in this group are local-hires. 
In addition, among Japanese in Hong Kong, most of men are (or are believed 
to be) expatriates sent by companies, while men like the informant above 
who are locally-hired may feel their marginality because of their gender as 
well as their social position. Having said that, there is a person like the male 
local-hire informant below who was more positively looking at his career in 
Hong Kong as a local-hire and thought of himself as a delegate from Japan 
to Hong Kong. He doesn't think his career path so far will prevent him from 
going back and work again in Japan. He said: 
The other day 丨 met one Japanese local-hire who was planning to 
return to Japan next year to get a "decent" job in Japan. I think 
working in Hong Kong is also decent, but I guess this person didn't 
think so. I am satisfied with the current job....But I want to go back to 
Japan in the future because I am Japanese. ...Hong Kong has its 
own merits, although I know some Japanese may not agree with me. 
I am now learning from Hong Kong and when I go back to Japan I 
expect to have a broader perspective and more flexible thinking than 
those who have never left Japan and find a job to make use of them. 
When Japanese in this group were in Japan, they had perhaps 
already felt a gap between themselves and other Japanese people. However, 
now that they are in Hong Kong, they find themselves not being able to 
entirely leave Japan culturally. In one sense, this explains why they can't fully 
identify with Hong Kong Chinese; according to the existing order of the world, 
"we are Japanese and they are Hong Kong Chinese." But, while 
"Japaneseness" is clearly recognized as an inseparable part of themselves, 
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this label is in different situations felt by some Japanese in this group as only 
very awkwardly representing who they think they culturally are. "Being 
Japanese" is seen to be incompatible with what they perceive as their 
"in-between" situation. In this sense, compared to those people in the 
previous group, their identification is more situational depending on where 
they are and whom they interact with, oscillating between Japan and Hong 
Kong. 
3. Beyond the Dichotomy of Japanese and Hong Kong Chinese 
In this section, my focus is on Japanese in Hong Kong who had 
spent a substantial length of time in a foreign country before they came to 
Hong Kong. This categorization doesn't mean that all the people who have 
stayed in another foreign country react differently from those for whom this is 
the first time to leave Japan. For example, among my informants some 
expatriates had been once transferred to another foreign country before and 
also some informants were returnees' children who followed their father to 
another country when they were school-age children, and they are not 
included in this category. Or, this is not saying that the characteristic of this 
group has never been observed among those for whom Hong Kong is the 
first foreign country to spend a substantial length of period. Nonetheless, 
those in this section had once left Japan to go somewhere else of their own 
will, either a long trip or an exchange programme, and they share 
characteristics not often observed among other Japanese. I discuss how they 
are different and distinctive in their identification in the following section. 
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Hong Kong in Comparison with China 
Among my informants, the most popular place of their previous 
sojourn was China: many of them while they were students. Although the 
living standard was much lower in China than in Japan, all of my informants 
nonetheless agreed that they enjoyed their lives at that time and some of 
them even applied for an extension of their exchange period. One female 
informant who went to study in Beijing two years after the Tianmen incident 
described her experience: 
Two thirds of Japanese students returned to Japan in the early phase 
because they couldn't stand the living standard there. It is true that 
we only had a thin stream of water from the shower and food tasted 
quite bad. But still, dormitories for exchange students were much 
better-equipped than those for local students…I got used to the way 
of life in China. I discovered that what we really need in order to 
survive is much less than I thought. 
As people in the previous group enthusiastically explore the local way of life 
in Hong Kong, those in this group also were once eager to get an experience 
of the local life in China. However in China, they felt the limitation of how 
much they could actually understand Chinese people and their way of 
thinking; this was an even greater problem than in Hong Kong since they 
were exchange students who were physically segregated from Chinese local 
students. Also, they were disappointed that they were only short-time 
sojourners in the society and were treated only as such. Nonetheless, their 
experience in China obviously affected their point of view, as we can observe 
from how they describe their impression when they visited Hong Kong for the 
first time. For example, two informants told me about the first time they came 
to Hong Kong via China. One female informant who studied in southern 
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China in the early nineties said: 
I went to Shanghai by ship, then went to Beijing and moved down 
from there to the south.... It was so obvious that the farther I went 
south, the more thriving the economy was....In the north, people 
were still innocent and warm-hearted. People had little money but 
worked hard. But in the south, a greater and greater variety of 
products were already available and the construction of infrastructure 
was booming everywhere. Also, what people were interested in at 
that time was different between the north and the south. For example, 
southern people I met on the train said "I want to study abroad", "I 
want to make money" and so on....At the end of this travel 丨 arrived in 
Hong Kong, and I thought "Capitalism is finally completed!" 
One male informant who studied in China in the late eighties said: 
Once I studied Putonghua in the northern part of China. From there, I 
went to Hong Kong. First, I spent two days on the train to Guangzhou 
：広州L…At that time, foreigners had to use a convertible note instead 
of local currency in China. I had already gotten used to Chinese 
people asking me "You Japanese, give me a convertible note", but in 
Guangzhou, nobody asked for a convertible note from me. When 
they saw a foreigner, they instead asked "Where are you going?" 
• • • •Then I traveled to Hong Kong by train. When I crossed the border 
at Lo Wu，7 I saw the luxurious apartments on the both side of the 
railway shining against the darkness of the night. Now they are 
already old but at that time they looked shining! In China it was very 
dark at night....When I arrived at Hung Horn station,® I was shocked. 
The platform was so clean, the bell for departure rang, and 
furthermore at the bus terminal I saw a double-decker bus, and 
inside the bus was air-conditioned! 
Generally, Japanese travel books about Hong Kong depict its colonial or 
cosmopolitan aspects, and as we saw in the previous section, some 
7 The border city on the side of Hong Kong. 
8 The final stop in Hong Kong of the train from China. 
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Japanese came to Hong Kong with an image of "East meets West." However, 
Japanese in this group started from somewhere in China and anticipated 
Hong Kong to be also a Chinese city they had already been familiar with in 
China. In this sense, their anticipation and reaction toward Hong Kong was 
very different from other Japanese. Hong Kong overwhelmed them as "a city 
in south China where capitalism thrives." But at the same time when they 
came to Hong Kong, this time, to work, some of them said that they were not 
particularly excited because Hong Kong is one of Chinese cities which they 
had been already familiar with. 
What these Japanese had experienced in China when they were 
students still seems to be influencing their life in Hong Kong as well. As they 
have lived in Hong Kong, they have come to notice more and more that 
actually Hong Kong has gone through a quite different history from China and 
has had a distinctive culture. For example, one female expatriate stationed in 
Hong Kong who sometimes goes back to Shanghai for business trips said: 
Where Hong Kong is different from mainland China is that in China I 
feel reluctant to go out with local Chinese staff because of our huge 
gap in salary…..But in Hong Kong I don't need to worry about this. 
Once in China a local staff person asked me to take her to an Italian 
restaurant. It was the first time for her to eat with a knife and a fork. 
Eventually she got very tense and was almost crying and said "I can't 
eat like this." She didn't know how to eat pasta with a fork, you know, 
reeling pasta around a fork. But in Hong Kong people have already 
known these things. I don't need to worry about whether I am going 
out with Hong Kong Chinese or Japanese. Going to a movie or a 
Japanese restaurant, I don't need to worry too much about their 
financial circumstance. I think we are very equal in this regard. 
The comment below illustrates one female informant experience in Hong 
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Kong - how her fluency in Mandarin she had acquired in China as an 
exchange student affected her life in Hong Kong afterwards: 
I am fluent in Mandarin so that I was sometimes mistaken for a 
mainland Chinese. When I started living in Hong Kong, I tried to 
speak more Cantonese but I couldn't help having a Mandarin accent. 
Before the handover, when I was walking slowly, I was often shouted 
at: "You country bumpkin!，，。Because of this experience, I could 
understand how mainland Chinese were looked down upon in Hong 
Kong. I could learn from it, which was good. 
As I explained, because these people have already lived in China, 
and tried to adapt themselves to a new environment there, when they come 
to Hong Kong and look at its society and people, Japan is not their only point 
of reference. For example, one informant who had studied in China and done 
business in China before she found a job in Hong Kong said: 
In Hong Kong, business negotiations are very quick. With Hong Kong 
Chinese, we all say what every one of us has to say, but we don't 
spend more time to talk further. In Beijing, we used to talk about 
many other things. In Hong Kong we don't and I didn't like that at 
first..」tried to adapt to a Hong Kong environment, but it took a long 
time. I guess it was partly because of the language, for Hong Kong 
people were not so fluent in Mandarin. But now I can communicate 
with Hong Kong Chinese very well from the heart. Perhaps the 
handover has had some influence, too. At first, I really thought "Hong 
Kong people are so cold-hearted. If I fall down on the street, they 
may step on me." 
Such a point of view is shared by those Japanese who have lived in 
Mainland Chinese are often a target of discrimination in Hong Kong. For example, Ling 
wrote "In the 1970's, the formation of a modern Hong Kong identity as distinct from mainland 
Chinese or Taiwanese, could be discerned in the media... .when the television character of a 
mainland immigrant 'A Can' [Ah Ghan] was ridiculed as a dumb and greedy country 
pumpkin....The pejorative stereotyping of Mainlanders evident in the 'A Can [Ah Ghan] 
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or traveled to another country other than China for an extensive period as 
well. What is widely shared between some China sojourners and travelers to 
other countries is that many of them were strongly enchanted by where they 
went, while they are more or less disappointed at Japanese society. I further 
explore this point in the following. 
Why Do They Want to Leave Japan? 
Many in this group had felt before they actually left Japan that what 
they wanted to do in their lives was seen to be strange or not normal in 
Japanese society. For example, some of my informants who majored in 
Chinese language in the university were asked "Why Chinese?" (although it 
is now a popular subject) when they were university students. One female 
informant was advised not to choose the department of Chinese language by 
her high school teacher, who recommended the French, instead, which is, 
the teacher said, more suitable for girls to study. She said: 
I am now in 80 percent discord with Japanese in Japan. But in fact, I 
had been already in discord with Japanese people before I came to 
Hong Kong. It can't be helped. When I was in Japan, many of my 
friends were Chinese, Taiwanese and Vietnamese. My surroundings 
were quite multinational although I was in Japan. What I was 
interested in was quite different from other Japanese. For example 
when I was a student, other Japanese liked to go to fancy 
restaurants and discos, but I didn't have enough money to hang 
around with them and anyway I couldn't have any interest in these 
things. I now have a few Japanese friends in Japan and they are 
unemployed. They are like me; they can't adapt themselves to 
Japanese society. It is very hard for me talk about Japan. 
syndrome' arose out of a new local consciousness (1997:60). 
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She had unpleasant working experiences in Japan, too, and now has no plan 
or desire to return to Japan nor is she seeking Japanese friends in Hong 
Kong. 
The informant below is a man who graduated from one of the top 
universities in Japan, worked for a company but quit after several years. 
Then he repeated a pattern of working as a part-time worker for a while in 
Japan and then going to live in a foreign country for several months. His 
choice is definitely unusual in comparison with the widely-accepted model of 
the life of Japanese middle-class men: graduating from a university and 
working for one company for life. He looked back on his past and said he had 
had many miserable experiences stemming from his precarious position as a 
part-time worker in Japanese society. He said: 
In some sense [when he gave up his full-time career in a Japanese 
company] I gave up public life. I was quite miserable for a few years 
after I quit my job, but this experience gave me the strength to 
survive wherever I go. I was already off the rail once in Japan, so, it 
doesn't matter to me if I lose my job again. I just happened to find 
this job in Hong Kong; otherwise I might still have no job. 
Nonetheless, apart from work, this person shows more ambivalent feelings 
toward Japan and Japanese. He said that he rather wanted to marry a 
Japanese because in a foreign language he thought he couldn't discuss 
intricate matters. He said: 
I don't want to work in Japan, but I want to go back to Japan 
someday. I have an ambivalent feeling toward Japan. Japan is my 
homeland and where 丨 grew up, so naturally I have an emotional 
attachment. 
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Also, there are also some informants who didn't come to Hong Kong to 
escape from Japan, but happen to be in Hong Kong for work. In their cases, 
although they are not interested in exploring the Japanese community in 
Hong Kong like the above informants, they more openly express their 
emotional attachment to Japan. One male former expatriate said: 
Whenever I arrive at the airport in Japan, I feel very relieved. At my 
parents' home, I am totally relaxed. I can sleep much better in Japan. 
I don't snore in Japan. I think I am always a bit nervous in Hong 
Kong....I was stationed by my ex-company in Hong Kong for 
business with China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. I didn't come here 
because I didn't like Japan. 
Except for one expatriate, all Japanese in this group have quit a company in 
Japan at least once, and are determined to develop their career outside of 
Japan. In terms of their way of life, some Japanese in this group said that 
they were now in Hong Kong because they were more comfortably living their 
lives in Hong Kong than in Japan, although, unlike the people in the previous 
section, people in this section don't pursue any particular identification with 
Hong Kong Chinese. Their Japanese identity doesn't seem to come from 
their identification with Japanese society or other Japanese but come from 
the fact that they grew up and spent a substantial length of their lives in 
Japan. 
Like other Japanese, Japanese in this group use their Japanese 
origin to earn their living in Hong Kong. For all but one Japanese person in 
this group, Japanese language ability is crucial for their business, such as 
being a translator, a Japanese language teacher or a sales executive for 
Japanese clients. As a result, as long as they use their Japaneseness, they 
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can't avoid being involved with other Japanese, whether they like it or not. In 
this regard too, they realize their Japaneseness, although, as they use the 
Japanese language and are interacting with other Japanese constantly, they 
don't seem to seek identification with other Japanese. One informant who 
has been in Hong Kong for six years said; 
I can make friends with those who speak at least two languages. For 
me, it may be difficult to make friends with those who only speak 
Japanese. Hmm, maybe it is not the number of languages which 
matters, but whether a given person has ever lived abroad. I think I 
can sympathize only with those who have experienced another 
culture. When I was in Japan [until 1995] people asked me "Why are 
you interested in China so much?" A girl who is interested in China 
was beyond the understanding of many people in Japan. They said 
"Why China? You are so weird"....I don't expect everyone to be 
interested in China. But I don't like people who just divide everything 
into "interesting"/ "boring" and "sensible"/ "senseless" only according 
to their Japanese standard. Perhaps such standards exists in other 
cultures as well, but anyway whether a given person is Japanese or 
non-Japanese, I avoid people who are concerned about such things. 
Another informant, who had at first turned down my request for interview for 
fear of ruining her good relationship with non-Japanese colleagues, told me: 
I can understand what it feels like to be a minority in society. I am 
also a minority in Hong Kong. In my office there are some 
non-Chinese workers [Indians and other south Asian people.] I guess 
their situation is much tougher than mine because of the 
discrimination in Hong Kong society. I can sympathize with these 
people more than with the majority group of Hong Kong Chinese. 
…To tell you the truth, I didn't want to accept your interview offer 
because you asked me to talk about my Japanese identity. I was 
afraid that perhaps you might expect me to generalize everything and 
talk about what I think about "typical Japanese" or "typical Hong 
Kong Chinese".... 
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Another informants explained that he doesn't live in the world of "either or" 
anymore: 
When I first traveled for a long time] I wanted to think that I was not 
an ordinary Japanese for one or two years after I had come back. At 
that time I lived in a world of dichotomy: Japan or the world outside of 
Japan, and I consciously tried to make myself one who belongs to 
the world outside Japan. But when I came back from my second long 
travel, such consciousness vanished....The first time people travel, 
they tend to be split between those who think "Japan is wonderful" 
and those who say "I hate Japan." Then they go to a third place, and 
they acquire a third point of view. People realize that everyone is 
different and stop pursuing themselves anymore as either Japanese 
or 门on-vJspsinese. 
Thus, in parallel with Appadurai's arguments of multiple centres in the world, 
namely ethnoscapes, mediascapes, technoscapes, finanscapes and 
ideoscapes, which indicate "certain fundamental disjunctures between 
economy, culture and politics" (1990:296)，Japanese in this group seem to 
feel more at home with the multiple centres inside themselves rather than 
oscillating between alternative choices between where they are and where 
they came from. Finally, although 丨 observed this tendency more among 
those who spent a substantial period of time in other countries, some people 
for whom Hong Kong is the first foreign country to live in also don't want to 
categorize themselves as either Japanese or non-Japanese. Multiple centres 
interchangeably become their point of reference according to what a 
particular experience means to them. As to their identity, although they think 
that they are Japanese, they believe in a diversity among Japanese rather 
than in Japanese cultural oneness. In all these sense, to some extent they 
transcend their Japanese identity. 
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Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have examined various ways of perceiving and 
expressing Japanese identity among Japanese in their ways of life in Hong 
Kong. Depending on social position，past experience, language ability, future 
prospects and so on, what it is to be Japanese and what makes a person 
Japanese (or not Japanese) are different for each person and each group I 
have discussed. 
For Japanese in the first group, their Japanese identity is taken for 
granted, as well as being something they keenly hold on to. They build their 
life in Hong Kong on a strong identification with Japan to protect their 
Japaneseness from the Hong Kong environment. For those in the second 
group, how they realize their Japanese identity is different in accordance with 
whether they compare themselves with Hong Kong Chinese or Japanese. 
Either way, however, Japanese identity is realized as what they can't fully 
escape from irrespective of whether they want to escape from or not, and no 
matter how keenly they want to get closer to Hong Kong Chinese. The third 
group of Japanese are the least expressive of their Japanese identity in light 
of their relationship with Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese. Like those in the 
second group, they may be consciously keeping themselves from Japan, but 
this is not to immerse themselves into the Hong Kong Chinese community 
and become culturally different from Japanese. Rather, this is because, 
although they think they are still Japanese, they don't believe in the cultural 
oneness of Japanese people and, to different degrees give up pursuing 
themselves as either Japanese or non-Japanese. 
In this chapter, I have not intended to praise one group of Japanese 
as the "ideal model of sojourner" while criticizing another group as a "bad 
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model", although it might sometimes sound as such. For example, to discuss 
expatriates in the first group in their contexts, expatriates and their families 
are transferred to Hong Kong regardless of their preference but have to go 
through an unanticipated change in their life entering a totally strange society, 
with little preparation. Language must be a very big obstacle, not just 
Cantonese but English too, and it is understandable if they feel great stress 
in such an environment and seek out other Japanese. 
Obviously language ability - English as well as Cantonese - is an 
important variable which has an influence on how people can build their life in 
Hong Kong. It is true that in Hong Kong Japanese are densely populated in 
some areas, and it is relatively easy for a newcomer without Cantonese or 
English to find a new circle of friends. Some Japanese study Cantonese or 
English but dare not to use it to expand their network. In this respect, 
although language ability will definitely be of great help if one wants to extend 
his/her relationship beyond the Japanese community, finally this seems to be 
a matter of one's own desire to expand or not expand one's relationship 
beyond those with other Japanese. 
Sometimes people may talk about what “typical Japanese" are like, 
and talk about their "Japaneseness" with regard to this model. However, 
while "typical Japanese" may exist in people's minds, no one is naturally a 
“typical Japanese.” Rather, many of the people 丨 interviewed become 
conscious of how “typical Japanese" should be vis-a-vis Hong Kong Chinese 
and perhaps other Japanese, and play their roles in order to be approved as 
“typical Japanese," especially in the eyes of other Japanese. Some of my 
informants talked about "what makes people Japanese," for example 
Japanese language, etiquette and manners and so on. However, such a set 
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of criteria is the product of on-going discourse among a particular group of 
Japanese in Hong Kong in a particular Hong Kong context, and can be 
different in different contexts. In this sense, the model of "typical Japanese" is 
neither universal nor unified. 
Finally, how much people are conscious of their Japanese identity 
varies from person to person with respect to where they are most likely going 
to be in the future. For example, the first group of Japanese ardently pursue 
their Japanese identity to secure their future return to Japan, while the third 
group of Japanese don't emphasize their Japanese identity when they talk 
about their life in Hong Kong although they may have different degrees of 
emotional attachment to Japan. Thus, among the first group of Japanese, 
"Japaneseness" is more narrowly defined as the ability to go back and adapt 
to Japanese society, while the second and the third group of Japanese look 
at their Japanese identity more as based on their personal history in Japan. 
Having said that, as we earlier saw, even the latter groups of people are not 
entirely freed from the model of "Japanese" in view of Japanese society, 
since most of them unavoidably keep in touch with other Japanese through 
business. In this sense, all of my informants feel that their Japanese identity 
is an inseparable part of themselves, depending on how much they want to 
be involved in Japanese society, and how they cultivate and perform their 
Japanese identity. In other words, many Japanese people seem to 
consciously or unconsciously realize the difference between "being 
Japanese" and "becoming Japanese within Japanese society" and differently 
perform either role according to who they think they are and what they want 
to achieve in their lives. 
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Chapter 4: With the Family in Hong Kong 
In this chapter, I focus on the lives of Japanese in Hong Kong in 
relation to their marriage and family. The focus is more on married women 
than on men. This is because those who came to Hong Kong primarily for 
work were already covered in Chapters 2 and 3 in which male informants 
were more predominant. However, some Japanese in Hong Kong are 
housewives who came to Hong Kong primarily for their families', or more 
narrowly, husbands' sake; almost two-thirds of my informants in this category 
didn't engage in any paid work at the time of the interviews. Thus, the fact 
that most of them wouldn't have come to Hong Kong without their husband, 
and have come to Hong Kong for the sake of the welfare of their families 
must influence the way they look at their life in Hong Kong and how they deal 
with it. 
In this chapter I am concerned with two types of family: those based 
on Japanese-Japanese marriage and those based on cross-cultural marriage, 
mostly between Hong Kong Chinese and Japanese. I asked informants about 
why they came to Hong Kong, about the relation with their spouses and 
children, about what they do every day, about their future plans, and so on. 
Whether a spouse is Japanese or Hong Kong Chinese obviously has a great 
impact on how a given person looks at his/her life in Hong Kong: whether to 
start one's new life in a foreign place from the point of view of a short-time 
sojourner, or to commit oneself to Hong Kong and try to somewhat distance 
themselves from Japan. I look into how the presence of families shape their 
lives and, in particular, the different types of marriage among my informants -
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Japanese-Japanese marriage and cross-cultural marriage - is manifested in 
their ways of life and frame their senses of cultural identity, in who they think 
they are. 
1. Japanese-Japanese Marriage 
Japanese women with Japanese spouses are, in my interviewees' 
cases, expatriate or ex-expatriates' wives who came to Hong Kong upon their 
husbands' transfer. They had not expected such a transfer beforehand: 
therefore they generally hadn't been particularly prepared for life abroad. 
When they have no children, these wives can concentrate solely on their 
adaptation to a new environment; however if they have any children, they 
tend to think that they have to prioritize their children's adaptation to Hong 
Kong as a part of their responsibility as a mother. 
Nakano (1995) conducted research on Japanese expatriate wives in 
Hong Kong and argued that these wives hold a feeling of uncertainty and 
temporality in Hong Kong (133). She found that Japanese expatriate wives 
were mostly discouraged from engaging in paid work and encouraged to 
concentrate on tending their households, because "The Japanese community 
in Hong Kong is controlled by the companies, which have imposed more 
conservative roles on wives and mothers than in Japan because the 
productivity of male workers depends on the fullest co-operation of their 
wives" (140). This statement can't be statistically proven; however, so far I 
myself have met only one Japanese expatriate wife who has a full-time job in 
Hong Kong, implying its truth. 
Japanese expatriate wives I have met usually perceive feeling of 
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uncertainty or temporality to different degrees (which I discuss more in detail 
later in this section). And difficulty in being a full-time housewife is 
experienced to different degrees among them depending on their age and 
their past working experience; how long they had engaged in paid work and 
how much they had committed themselves to it before they came to Hong 
Kong. For example, a woman in her fifties, who had only one year working 
experience when she came to Hong Kong almost thirty years ago, didn't 
hesitate to say that she was a kind of full-time housewife who was always 
obedient to her husband. She mentioned that her ways of life as a housewife 
wouldn't be understood by Hong Kong people who take it for granted that 
both a husband and a wife work equally. 
The only expatriate wife in her thirties with a full-time job I met had 
already asked her current boss in Japan to find a position in her company's 
Hong Kong branch when she learned that in her husband's company 
expatriate wives were not allowed to engage in paid work. Eventually, she 
became the first expatriate wife in her husband's company to work as a 
full-time office worker. She said: 
Originally expatriate wives were not supposed to work according to 
the rule of my husband's company, but both my husband and I didn't 
anticipate such a rule. And we agreed that this is such a stupid rule. 
Anyway, I had already found a job when I knew this rule, so I became 
the first test case of a working expatriate wife in my husband's 
company. When other expatriate wives came to know that I was 
working, they started to look for jobs and found part-time jobs as well. 
I think I had a good influence on them. 
Of course other than the decision of a company, personality, skill and age 
have an influence on whether a given expatriate wife can work in Hong Kong. 
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For example, the following informant, who is in her sixties now and used to 
be a teacher in Japan, quit her job four years ago, moved to Hong Kong, and 
became a housewife. She said: 
K is a bit embarrassing for me to be asked about what I am doing 
every day in Hong Kong. I take an English class twice a week and 
Putonghua class once a week. You know, I don't mind going out. 
She was loquacious when she talked about her teaching experience in Japan, 
but on the contrary she seemed not willing to talk about her life in Hong Kong. 
She said that she didn't like her noisy neighborhood in Hong Kong and 
couldn't get along with other Japanese expatriate wives who seem to have 
no problem with being full-time housewives. She may feel a great gap 
between the current environment surrounding her and the one she used to 
have in Japan. Tremayne studied expatriate wives of Shell and wrote that 
expatriate wives were "in a limbo state" (1984) where they experienced 
discontinuity in their life before and after their husbands' transfer. Contrary to 
their husbands, whose life maintains continuity to some extent through their 
work both before and after their transfer to Hong Kong, a person like the 
above informant is in a limbo state, struggling with a new identity as a 
housewife in a new environment. 
Full-time housewife informants said that their main source of friends 
were a group of other expatriate wives from the same company, from hobby 
clubs, or from a gathering with parents of their children's schoolmates in a 
Japanese school. Unlike the people in Chapters 2 and 3，who expand their 
relationship with Hong Kong Chinese through work, the network of these 
wives is generally limited among other Japanese in a similar situation. Befu 
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and Stalker (1996) found that the Japanese expatriate families who 
transferred to areas where not so many Japanese are concentrated are more 
eager to participate in the host-country community activities; however, 
contrary to this, "Active community participation is not very visible in regions 
where hundreds of Japanese firms are concentrated....They (Japanese) 
work together, socialize together, and patronize Japanese businesses — from 
food markets, to beauty salons, to real-estate agents, and even dentists -
that have quietly set up shop to support the circumscribed community. The 
children attend Japanese schools together" (1996:109). In Hong Kong which 
is about half the size of Tokyo prefecture, live more than 20,000 Japanese. 
They mix socially with each other in a well-established Japanese Club and a 
variety of activities are organized by Japanese for Japanese. In such 
circumstances, many Japanese don't force themselves into the local 
community unless they are interested in doing so. One expatriate told me 
what happened when he had organized a dinner to introduce local staff and 
their families in his company to his family members: 
In my neighborhood, there are some Japanese families. Through my 
wife or my children, we have made friends with these Japanese 
families....But I originally wanted my family to experience various 
things in Hong Kong. For example, several times I organized a dinner 
with my family and local staff and their families. But my children 
seemed not to be able to overcome a feeling that they didn't belong 
in this place. 
Lack of engagement with the local community，in return, makes some 
Japanese like my Japanese housewife informants feel that they do not 
belong to Hong Kong society at all but remain as strangers, no matter how 
long they actually live in Hong Kong. One housewife informant who had been 
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in Hong Kong for four years explained her situation as follows: 
Before I left Japan, my friends encouraged me to enjoy Hong Kong 
and make friends with a lot of local people. I think my friends 
misunderstood the situation. In fact, it's almost impossible for me to 
get to know local people. In Hong Kong, both men and women work 
and they are available only on weekends. But on weekends I am with 
my husband. Perhaps if I can find the same hobby with local people 
...Hmm, but we don't share the same interests. I don't have local 
friends. 
Apart from lack of chances to meet up with non-Japanese, their lack 
of confidence in their ability in foreign languages and their uncomfortable 
feeling with non-Japanese also contribute to keeping them away from 
non-Japanese. In fact, expatriate wives 丨 interviewed have all studied either 
English or Cantonese; however, unlike Japanese who are attracted by Hong 
Kong and are interested in exploring it more, these wives tend not to be keen 
on finding friends to practice their language skills very much. They study 
language more to make use of their time in a foreign country than to expand 
their network of friends outside of the Japanese community. As one wife of 
ex-expatriate Japanese said: 
I feel it more troublesome to make friends with foreigners. Part of the 
reasons is language. I feel more at home when I talk in Japanese, 
like this interview....! got to know an Indian woman who grew up in 
Japan. She speaks perfect Japanese, but still I feel we are different. 
Somehow I feel tired after I meet her..…For example my son was 
born and grew up in Hong Kong, but now he is in Japan and he is 
pure Japanese….But my Indian friend is ultimately Indian，although 
she may not be pure Indiarr …Maybe because she was educated at 
the Internationa丨 school in Japan, but I think her way of thinking is 
different from ours. 
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Another woman who had studied Cantonese before said: 
I can't explain everything in my mind in Cantonese. Among Japanese 
we share the same kind of sensibility, which enables us to 
understand each other without words. Because of this sensibility, we 
empathize with each other. With foreigners we have nothing in 
common, therefore I have to verbally communicate everything. I think 
it is very troublesome. 
As I have already indicated, the ability to speak Japanese is widely seen by 
Japanese in Hong Kong to be one of the requisites of what makes people 
Japanese. However, what the woman above suggests is that there is 
something more than the ability of language which is perceived to separate 
"Japanese" from Japanese-speaking non-Japanese. Yoshino quotes Kunihiro 
as arguing that "a Japanese person is considered to be closely associated 
with the 'Japanese people's peculiar view of language and mode of language 
usage, the unique patterns of cognition and perception, and the system of 
logic，，，(1992:12). This point of view that there is a way of thinking that can be 
only shared among Japanese is hold by Japanese working in Hong Kong 
(see Chapter 2). While in the office this view justifies the segregated 
management system between Hong Kong Chinese and Japanese, some 
Japanese housewives also hold this view, which seems to result from an 
isolated grouping among Japanese in the similar situation. Nonetheless, 
there are other Japanese expatriate wives who study Cantonese or/and 
English and expand their relationship with Hong Kong Chinese. For example, 
the working expatriate wife I previously quoted started to study Cantonese 
and English and now has a variety of friends irrespective of nationalities. 
Knowing that some Japanese in Hong Kong married Hong Kong 
Chinese, Japanese wives with Japanese husband who mentioned 
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communication problem with non-Japanese wonder what cross-cultural 
marriage is like. One housewife informant in her fifties with Japanese 
husband said: 
My husband and I are more responsive to each other than 
cross-culturally married couples. Cross-cultural marriage may have 
its own merits. Perhaps it may be interesting to marry a person from 
an unknown country. But I think it also engenders potential troubles 
as well....My cross-culturally married Japanese friend once said to 
me that next time she wanted to marry a Japanese man. She and her 
husband have a different opinion over their children's schooling. Of 
course every Japanese couple doesn't always get along well, but at 
least Japanese people are responsive to each other to some extent. 
I myself, who have a non-Japanese boyfriend, heard from another person 
that a Japanese expatriate's wife whom I had already interviewed worried 
about me, and suggested that I had better separate from him. 
Japanese identity is realized by this group of Japanese not only 
through their sense of we "Japanese" vis-a-vis Hong Kong Chinese "others," 
but also through their belief that Japan is their cultural home as well as 
physical home; it is the only place that they finally belong to. Generally 
speaking, expatriate wives more frequently go back and stay longer in Japan 
than other Japanese in Hong Kong: some expatriate wives may have elderly 
parents in Japan who have to be attended to, and some may have their own 
home/apartment or may leave their children in Japan for schooling. However, 
apart from such practical considerations，these Japanese wives seem to be 
more attracted to Japan for other reasons. It's difficult to tell whether from the 
beginning they reluctantly left Japan or whether they started missing Japan 
after they came to Hong Kong. However, it seems true to say that they have 
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a sense of being strangers in Hong Kong, and this intensifies their 
identification as Japanese more. One Japanese housewife informant who 
had been in Hong Kong for almost thirty years said: 
I am always conscious that I am Japanese. In my apartment, all my 
neighbours are Hong Kong Chinese. And outside of my apartment, 
people are all strangers to me, and I am always conscious of how 
people look at me. I carefully close the door or throw away a garbage 
bag, because I don't want local people to say "Look at that 
Japanese..." 
Another housewife informant said: 
I'm like a salmon. It's not only that I want to live in Japan. I think I am 
destined to go back to Japan. It's not a choice. I have no idea of 
settling down abroad. Hong Kong is my temporary residence only. 
Because of this sense of being a short-time sojourner in Hong Kong and 
feeling a clear difference between we "Japanese" and other "non-Japanese," 
the Japanese identity of these Japanese wives seem to be very intact at first 
glance. One informant said: 
My husband works in a very international environment, so he may 
question his identity. But if people live as I do [seldom interacting with 
non-Japanese] in a foreign place, the issue of identity doesn't come 
up. I always think that I am Japanese. I never wonder about my 
identity. I am Japanese and there is no question about it....I am 
different from those working in Hong Kong. I'm not like those who 
experience cultural friction. 
These people may not question their Japanese identity, but this doesn't 
necessarily mean that they simply take their Japanese identity for granted. In 
a foreign place, they are also eagerly looking for a way to remain being 
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Japanese as have the other Japanese in previous chapters. I investigate how 
they do so in the following section. 
Ways to Remain Being Japanese 
One of the ways that they maintain their Japanese identity is by the 
use of mass media. These people subscribe in Hong Kong not only to 
Japanese daily newspapers but also to Japanese magazines or Japanese 
community newspapers published in Hong Kong and circulate them among 
their friends. Of course one reason why they concentrate on Japanese mass 
media may be because they know only Japanese language. However, it is 
also true that by going through Japanese media, they expect that they can 
get extensive information about Japan which is not covered by non-Japanese 
mass media, and by feeling that they share the same information with 
Japanese in Japan as well as in Hong Kong they also look for a feeling of 
oneness with them. One informant said that she had heard that a returnee 
mother would be nicknamed “deha no kami ("CfiCO神)，，i and ostracized in 
the PTA in Japan. Such an anticipated reaction among Japanese in Japan 
toward returnees also creates eagerness among Japanese expatriates to 
catch up with daily news in Japan rather than becoming better-informed of 
Hong Kong. One informant, who studied Cantonese before and also reads a 
Chinese newspaper regularly, said: 
When I was in Japan, I seldom watched TV news nor read 
newspapers. Perhaps I was too busy. In Hong Kong I read the 
‘Literally "deha" means "in" and "kamr means "god." It sarcastically depicts a returnee who 
keeps talking about her experience in a foreign place. Such a returnee is urged not to show 
off her experience abroad and act distinct from others, but instead to conform to others. 
About the isolation of Japanese returnee wives in Japan, see White (1988:77). 
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Japanese newspaper in detail....Maybe because I have family in 
Japan, I want to know about Japan as much as possible. Therefore, 
we can find topics we are all interested in....I feel very bored on the 
non-delivery day of the Japanese newspaper. 
Another Japanese housewife said: 
I think reading a Japanese newspaper and watching NHK on TV is 
one of the expressions of my Japanese identity....! want to ask those 
who don't read a Japanese newspaper “Are you really Japanese?" 
Maybe a lot of Japanese in Hong Kong don't read a Japanese 
newspaper, and maybe I have too much time. I subscribe to a 
Japanese newspaper only for myself, because my husband reads 
another Japanese newspaper in his office.丨 know it costs a lot but it's 
the only entertainment in my life in Hong Kong. 
Their emphasis on their lives back in Japan rather than in Hong Kong 
is also reflected in their choice of schooling for their children. Ueno (1994) 
found that as the entrance examination gets more and more competitive in 
Japan, the number of male and female students in Japanese schools 
overseas becomes less and less equal, because parents send their sons 
back to Japan to prepare for their entrance examination while keeping their 
daughters with them. She quoted Cunningham as writing that "Japanese 
parents have a different view toward the schooling of their sons as compared 
to their daughters. Sons study to prepare for their future in a Japanese 
organization, but a daughter studies at the local school to get education as 
preparation for marriage" (1994:306). Sons study to get into a famous high 
school, university, and ultimately a first-rate company to succeed in Japanese 
society. On the other hand，daughters are expected to learn skills such as 
English with which they can earn money until they get married. This tendency 
of giving a different kind of education to sons and daughters in view of their 
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future prospects is also observed among Japanese parents in Hong Kong. 
In addition to their concerns over their children's future in Japanese 
society, my informants suggested that their own concerns over language, as 
well as their children's preference, had also influenced their decision on 
education for their children. Below is a conversation between two of my 
expatriate wife informants: 
A: I didn't think about enrolling my children at the international 
school ....My children at that time wanted Japanese friends. 
And for me, the international school was troublesome because of 
English....If my children had been educated in the international 
school in Hong Kong, they couldn't be pure Japanese anymore. 
Hmm, perhaps this is just an excuse for myself. My sons are now 
pure Japanese. 
B: I always looked at Japan, so perhaps my attitude influenced my 
children. I always grumbled that I wanted to go back to Japan. 
；Her children were educated in the Japanese school and，now 
that they are back in Japan, they have told her that they don't 
want to leave Japan anymore/ 
Children's education affects not only children themselves but also parents' 
daily experience. For example, if children go to the international school, 
parents have to be good at English to supervise the progress of their children 
and communicate with teachers. And also, as I indicated above, since the 
gathering of parents in the school may be a very important source of their 
social network，their network among Japanese will be limited by sending their 
children to the international school where few Japanese students study. 
As we have seen, expatriate wives read Japanese newspapers and 
put their children into Japanese schools, in part to assure and reassure 
themselves their Japaneseness. The connection with Japanese society 
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ensures that even though they can't successfully adapt themselves to a 
foreign environment, they always have a home, a place to return to 
psychologically, even while they are in a foreign place. Of course, they may 
not be able to physically return to Japan as often as they like to, but at least, 
they can return emotionally through such connections to Japanese society. 
Thus, it is emotionally very upsetting for them to have these connections with 
Japanese society cut for any reason. One informant told me how she had felt 
when her husband quit his company in Japan after his stint as an expatriate 
and started his own business in Hong Kong. Her comment reflects how her 
life was directed toward Japan, and how "the expatriate position" symbolized 
the close tie with Japan in her eyes: 
When her husband quit his ex-company and started his own 
business in Hong Kong] I was depressed and I felt like a kite without 
a string. I think that Japanese people feel very secure when they 
belong to something. I felt very lonely when I realized 丨 had no longer 
had any belonging related to Japan....I don't want to go back to 
Japan so strongly now, but I miss the connection with Japan.丨 have 
my own natal family back in Japan, but it is not enough. 
These Japanese wives form a group which has the least chance to 
interact with non-Japanese in Hong Kong; the people in this group isolate 
themselves among Japanese in a similar situation. This may be partly 
attributed to their own personality and their lack of confidence in their 
language ability - not just Cantonese but also English. It also reflects the 
structure surrounding the life of Japanese expatriates, which separates them 
from further interaction with the Hong Kong community. Considering their 
situation, it is understandable that expatriates and their families think of their 
lives in Hong Kong from a short-term point of view. However, I should also 
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mention that there are expatriate Japanese couples who expand their 
relationship beyond the Japanese community through their hobbies. For 
example, one expatriate couple found a group of people who have the same 
interest (in their case, playing music instruments) and expanded their 
network of relationship outside the corporate life and the Japanese expatriate 
community. The wife told me that her husband had been one day asked by 
his colleague how he had found so many female friends outside the company, 
which seldom happens among Japanese male expatriates. 
On the level of identity, these Japanese don't show any oscillation 
between being Japanese and having an identity transcending Japaneseness. 
However, their identification as Japanese is the result of their conscious or 
unconscious efforts to establish themselves as Japanese in a foreign country. 
For them, being Japanese is a self-evident identity on the basis of their 
efforts to keep it self-evident. 
2. Cross-Cultural Marriage 
Neither the Hong Kong Immigration Department nor the Japanese 
Consulate has statistical data concerning marriages between Hong Kong 
Chinese and Japanese, so the exact number of the cross-cultural marriages 
among Japanese in Hong Kong is not available.^ However, in the process of 
looking for my informants,丨 met or was introduced to many more 
cross-culturally married Japanese women than Japanese men. This may be 
partly due to the relationship I have in Hong Kong which brought me more 
female informants, but it may be also because presumably more single 
2 For the vital statistics concerning marriage issued by the Ministry of Health, Labour and 
Welfare in Japan, see footnote 5; chapter 1. 
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Japanese women come to Hong Kong for study or work than Japanese men. 
I also have an impression that numerically more cross-culturally married 
Japanese women live in Hong Kong than Japanese men do. It I discuss this 
issue more in detail later; but here let me briefly suggest that this may be 
because usually a couple gives priority to the career of the husband, so that 
more Japanese women moved to Hong Kong rather than asking their 
husbands to come to Japan. 
Takeshita (2000) traces the history of cross-cultural marriage in 
Japan. Generally speaking, among Japanese, the desire for endogamy had 
been very strong. For example, after World War II, Japanese women 
marrying U.S. servicemen were despised for their act of disloyalty toward 
their country. However, as the Japanese economy has developed, people 
have come to be more familiar with foreign countries, and also the 
cross-cultural marriage of several Japanese celebrities including Ono Yoko 
and John Lennon improved the image of cross-cultural marriage among 
Japanese. As for the contemporary cross-cultural marriage among Japanese 
women, Yamashita investigated Japanese women marrying Balinese men in 
1995. He writes that these women marrying foreigners are "emigrants from 
Japan" who left to economically less developed Bali to seek another way of 
life (1999:150). Sakai wrote about Japanese women marrying British men in 
London saying that what these women expected from London was "freedom 
for individuals in the West" (2000). These two studies show that those 
Japanese women who crossed the sea did so for the sake of liberation from 
the Japanese social structure. Marriage to foreigners is not what they 
primarily sought, but seemed as one way to achieve their purpose of 
escaping Japan. 
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In this section, all of my cross-culturally married informants married 
Hong Kong Chinese (ethnically Chinese with the right of permanent 
residency in Hong Kong). Not all my informants found a spouse in the course 
of living in Hong Kong. Some Japanese came to Hong Kong at first for work 
or study and at that time they only sketchily planned to go back to Japan or 
move to another country after several years of staying in Hong Kong. Other 
Japanese met their spouses not in Hong Kong but in Japan or in other 
countries, and among them some had not thought of moving to Hong Kong 
even after marriage. In this chapter, I concentrate more on their life after 
marriage and see how they have dealt with their married life in Hong Kong 
and how their cross-cultural marriage and consequent living experience in a 
foreign country has reverberated into who they think they culturally are. 
Why They Live in Hong Kong 
The reasons why cross-culturally married Japanese eventually 
decided to live in Hong Kong vary from one informant to another. First, I was 
repeatedly told that it was much easier for Japanese to live in Hong Kong 
than foreigners, especially Asians, to live in Japan. The possible 
discrimination in Japan — whether visible or invisible - that their spouses 
might suffer discourages some of my informants from choosing Japan as a 
place to live. One woman who met her spouse in Japan said: 
In Hong Kong, people can't tell from my appearance where I came 
from. But when my husband had a part-time job at a pachinko parlor 
in Japan, he had to attach a name tag with a faked Japanese name. 
He was called "Yamada" by other colleagues. I don't understand why 
he had to have a Japanese name. Perhaps the purpose of the name 
tag is to hide the identity of illegal workers. But still, I don't think it's 
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necessary. 
Another informant who had met her husband in Japan and eventually 
decided to move to Hong Kong said: 
I guess it is easier for Japanese to live in Hong Kong than foreigners 
to live in Japan. In Japan, there are too many regulations for 
foreigners. If a foreigner wants to buy an apartment, real estate 
agencies get very tense and investigate him/her thoroughly, checking 
the reliability of the guarantor and so on. But in Hong Kong, it doesn't 
matter whether a tenant is a foreigner or not. In addition, if a 
foreigner goes shopping in Japan and he/she can't speak Japanese, 
he/she may be looked down upon. I think these things make life in 
Japan for a foreigner difficult. 
In Hong Kong, racial discrimination against particular groups of people such 
as Mainland Chinese, Filipinas and Indians clearly exists. However, as far as 
my informants are concerned, Japanese in Hong Kong are not discriminated 
against because of their ethnicity. And although Cantonese is the most widely 
spoken language in Hong Kong, English is also widely spoken. 
I have met two Japanese men living in Hong Kong who have Hong 
Kong Chinese wives. Both of them are concerned about gender 
discrimination as well as racial discrimination in Japan; although both of their 
wives speak Japanese, the career path of them may be doubly hindered if 
they go back to Japan because they are foreign and because they are 
women. One informant with a Hong Kong Chinese wife said: 
In the case of a Japanese man marrying a Hong Kong Chinese 
woman, we have to consider the social mobility of our wives, limited 
not only by their ethnicity but also by gender. I heard that if a 
Japanese man marries a foreigner, the chances of successful 
marriage are much greater when the couple lives in the wife's home 
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country. When the husband is Japanese and a couple decide to live 
in Japan, the lingering exclusive attitudes of Japanese society may 
get in the way. For example, because of discrimination, a foreign wife 
can't easily work in Japan. In Hong Kong she can work. A man can 
survive anywhere as long as he has a job, so can a woman. But in 
Japan, many things deter her from working outside. In Japan, people 
sometimes say that ”you should/should not do so and so, because 
you are a woman"[女(D < 甘f:]，which, I guess, really infuriates 
women. But nobody says the same thing to a man. 
The same point was raised in an article describing a round-table talk by 
Japanese men with Hong Kong Chinese wives (Weekly Hong Kong 27 April. 
2000). A Japanese expatriate who had a Hong Kong Chinese wife said he 
had no problem with his marital life in Hong Kong but he was more 
concerned about his wife's status in Japan once he was repatriated. 
Secondly, the Japanese cultural perspective on marriage leads many 
Japanese women to see it as more natural not to live in Japan once they get 
married to foreigners. Fukushima and Yoshitake argues: 
Before World War II, the civil law stipulated that the marriage as 'Upon 
marriage, a wife enters the family of her husband.' For example, a 
daughter of the Tanakas marries into the Yamamotos; that was the view 
toward marriage before the war....The Chinese character “ 嫁 
embodies ‘a wife marrying into her husband's family' (1994:6). 
In the Japanese language, upon marriage a man still commonly says "I get a 
wife" (yome wo morau 嫁左貰引 while a woman describes her marriage as "I 
marry into my husband's family" {totsugu 嫁 C). This idea is held by my 
3 "女” means woman and "家"means a house or household - ie. Under the Meiji civil law, 
marriage was regarded as a way to maintain the "ie", therefore, rather than the will of the 
people themselves who were going to get married, the endorsement by the head of the "/e" 
(the couple's fathers) was required (Takeshita 2000). Kondo argues that the idea of "ie" is 
still persistent in Japan and that "ie" not simply suggests biological relationships or jural ties 
but is a "corporate group established, at least ideally, in perpetuity, the overriding concern is 
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informants as well, and actually takes shape with their move to Hong Kong. 
One female Japanese informant said: 
I think I won't move from Hong Kong unless my husband suddenly 
suggests to move to, say, Canada after his retirement. For me, the 
most important thing in my life is to stay with my family and now my 
family consists of my husband and children. My mother is back in 
Japan but I have already left my natal family and married into my 
husband's family [_応離机T•嫁(二出丰 L/ccfcte]. Perhaps I will move 
to somewhere else for my family's sake, but I don't particularly want 
to go back to Japan. 
In the course of my research, I didn't come across any 
cross-culturally married person who said that they should have married a 
Japanese instead of a Hong Kong Chinese. It might be because of the way I 
asked questions or because interviews were all tape-recorded. However, 
apart from methodological issues, one of the reasons may be that all but one 
of the non-Japanese spouses of married informants (eleven in all) could 
speak or had learned Japanese before their marriage, although their fluency 
differs greatly. Except for one person whose husband speaks only Cantonese, 
most of them said that they talk with their spouse in a mixture of Cantonese 
and Japanese, English and Japanese, or a mixture of three languages. Some 
couples converse exclusively in Japanese. One informant said that her 
husband was so fluent in Japanese that from the beginning she didn't feel 
that she married a foreigner. Other informants said that they appreciated their 
spouses' understanding of Japanese culture and that they felt little cultural 
gap with their spouse. One informant whose husband had lived and worked 
in Japan for several years when they met each other said: 
how to ensure the continuity of the ie over time" (1990:124) (Italics in original). 
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My husband's character is very similar to that of Japanese. The first 
time I met him, I didn't feel that he was a totally different foreigner. 
His appearance is not so different from Japanese. Also, he was able 
to speak Japanese at that time. He grew up in one Southeast Asian 
country and I guess that the character of people over there and that 
of Japanese are very similar: both are very calm in nature, not so 
aggressive. I think my husband and I are very similar. 
Rather than highlighting differences between their husbands and themselves, 
they were inclined to emphasize to me the commonality between them and 
their spouse. This commonality is not only due to their spouses' knowledge 
about Japan and Japanese culture, but also because these cross-culturally 
married Japanese too have made efforts to understand more about their 
spouses' background and adapt to a new life in Hong Kong. For example, all 
cross-culturally married Japanese informants but one have learned 
Cantonese formally or informally to the level that now they can communicate 
with their spouse's family members in Cantonese. One informant said: 
In Hong Kong, some people speak English but others don't. If I were 
in Japan, I probably wouldn't study any foreign language. However, I 
moved to a foreign country, and I had to adapt to life here. So I 
thought it was reasonable for me to study Cantonese. 
Although they are constantly in touch with culturally different "others" at home, 
cross-culturally married Japanese of all the people I interviewed are the 
group who are least expressive of their Japanese identity vis-a-vis Hong 
Kong Chinese. This is partly because they evaluate their husbands as 
culturally not so different from themselves due to their husbands' knowledge 
of Japan and Japanese culture. Also this is because these Japanese try to 
accommodate inside themselves where they came from with where they are 
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now, so that they can fit within their Hong Kong life as a wife of Hong Kong 
Chinese and a part of Hong Kong society. One cross-culturally married 
woman who had come to Hong Kong with her husband six years ago said: 
At first, I missed Japan so much. I wanted Japanese friends and I 
didn't want to eat anything but Japanese food, and I even joined the 
Japanese Club. But as I interacted with other Japanese, I came to 
think that I didn't need to stick to "Japan" so much. I'm still Japanese 
but in Hong Kong I can find another type of friend and another way of 
life. Since then, I haven't clung to Japan so much. Also around that 
time, I started working outside and I found a new life. I realized that I 
could work in Hong Kong and establish my own life. 
Another cross-culturally married informant in her fifties said: 
Every cross-culturally married person must have thought at some 
point that he/she shouldn't have married a non-Japanese.... When I 
was young, I often wondered why things were not going as I had 
wanted in the relationship with my husband. But I think everyone has 
felt the same once he/she gets married to someone grown up in a 
different environment. At some point, I realized that I should know 
how to compromise. When I was young, I told myself I would never 
change my opinion. But this is not the right way. 
Rather than clinging to their Japanese identity and exploring ways to 
maintain it, people such as those try to transcend merely being Japanese in 
order to live in a foreign environment with a culturally different "other". 
Nonetheless, the sudden change of permanently living abroad upon 
marriage was felt as pressure by some informants. In such a circumstance, 
they needed help from their spouses - to be recognized and be treated as 
Japanese. One informant said: 
When I got married, my husband and I shared the apartment which 
was less than 500 square feet, with my brother-in-law. Soon after, I 
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got pregnant but the doctor said that this time would be a miscarriage. 
I was so depressed .... At that time, my husband was working at a 
Japanese multinational. He told the Japanese general manager 
about my situation and the general manager agreed that his wife 
would take care of me for a month at their apartment. ...My husband 
worried that I was all alone at our apartment during the day, and so 
he gave me a call very often. I thought that he did all of those things 
for me because I am Japanese. 
Another woman said: 
My husband worked at a non-Japanese company and I didn't know 
anyone in Hong Kong when I first came here. In the first year, I was 
very frustrated. All I knew in Hong Kong was my mother-in-law and 
brothers-in-law.... Gradually I came to know my neighborhood. Also, 
my husband introduced me to his friends whose wives are Japanese. 
On the one hand, these Japanese have to go through some difficulty 
and frustration to adjust themselves to a new environment in Hong Kong, but 
on the other hand, they also said that there were merits in getting married to 
a Hong Kong Chinese and living in Hong Kong. For example, some 
cross-culturally married Japanese women quit their job in Japan to come to 
Hong Kong. In Japan, it is difficult to find a full-time job again once a person 
has given up a first job for a personal reason, while in Hong Kong, where 
job-hopping is widely practiced, these Japanese can find a job and work 
again much more easily. Also in Hong Kong, they can hire a domestic helper 
to help take care of the household for an affordable price while this is almost 
impossible in Japan. In addition to the actual availability of domestic helpers, 
the image of the domestic helper is different between Japan and Hong Kong. 
Some of my informants who have actually hired a domestic helper mentioned 
that they dare not say in Japan that they hired a domestic helper in Hong 
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Kong, because hiring a domestic helper gave a wrong impression in Japan: a 
lazy wife with a rich husband. On the contrary, in Hong Kong, hiring a 
domestic helper is more widely practiced and accepted. One informant, who 
was hiring a domestic helper, said: 
I think Hong Kong has become more and more suitable for me. For 
example, if I want to work outside, my husband lets me do as I like. 
In Japan,丨 have to consider many things before I actually start 
working. Probably, I have to find a nursery school, and even though I 
find one, I always have to mind the time to pick my children up. At 
home I have to cook. But in Hong Kong, it is much easier to work 
outside. I have more freedom. Men and women are equal at work. I 
think I'm lucky that my husband is not Japanese. 
In addition to the social structure of Hong Kong, the above informant thought 
that the understanding and cooperation from her husband also enables her to 
be both a paid worker and a wife and mother. She assumed that this would 
be difficult if her husband were a Japanese, who might believe that women 
should be at home, and should not ask anyone else to help take care of the 
household. 
In this way, these Japanese are not so much expressive of their 
Japanese identity but are seeking for mutual understanding between them 
and their husbands beyond cultural differences. At the same time they are 
aware of social and cultural differences between Hong Kong and Japan, and 
sometimes consciously make use of such differences to ease their 
adaptation to a foreign environment and enjoy it. 
I also observed that the older my informants are, the more they are 
concerned about their life without their spouses in Hong Kong if their spouses 
were to die earlier; this concern seems to get them to realize the emotional 
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attachment they still have toward Japan inside themselves, and to reconsider 
where they ultimately belong culturally. Younger informants in their twenties 
and thirties whose children are still young and need their custody tend to 
think their home is Hong Kong; they didn't express an eagerness to go back 
to Japan. However, older informants in their forties and fifties came to rethink 
their relationship with Hong Kong and Japan. One informant in her fifties told 
me that, when she had left Japan thirty years ago, she had been so anxious 
to see the world outside Japan and became a flight attendant and settled in 
Hong Kong. However, although she had wanted to have an experience of 
living abroad, thirty years of absence from Japan was unintended and too 
long. She said: 
I don't think I want to stay in Hong Kong alone if my husband dies 
first. I will go back to Japan. Why should I hang on in Hong Kong by 
myself?....In Japan I can live comfortably without making any effort. 
In a foreign country, I am always exerting myself because of the 
language. Now my husband protects me so I don't need to worry. But 
without him, I'd have to do everything for myself....! want to go back 
to Japan, specifically, my home town.... I guess this is nostalgia. I 
think everyone misses his/her hometown, but many people can't go 
back because of marriage and so on. 
Another informant in her forties who had left Japan in her twenties said: 
I heard of a Japanese woman who had married a Hong Kong 
Chinese and lived in Hong Kong for a long time. She was very fluent 
both in Cantonese and English and she talked with her children in 
Cantonese. But after she grew senile, she suddenly couldn't speak 
any language but Japanese. By that time no one in her family could 
understand any Japanese words, and they couldn't communicate 
with her. Whenever I hear this kind of story, I think I had better go 
back to Japan once I get old and weak....I think everyone eventually 
returns to where he/she was born....As I get older, I miss what I ate 
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in my childhood and the peaceful environment of my hometown....! 
guess my spirit eventually will return where I was born. Japan is a 
part of me. 
Language is definitely a big concern for them to live in Hong Kong. But apart 
from this, the above informants have a different kind of sense of belonging to 
Japan from the one they have towards Hong Kong, which makes them long 
for their future return to Japan. From my research, I can't conclude whether 
this tendency whereby older people are tempted to return to Japan is a 
universally observed phenomenon or it is true only to this particular group of 
people. One possibility is that those in their forties and fifties grew up in a 
Japan in which going abroad was the privilege of a limited layer of society. 
They left Japan due to their interests in foreign countries, but at that time they 
lacked information or prior experience of going abroad as people nowadays 
enjoy. If the latter is the case, those now in their twenties and thirties who 
have already enjoyed easier access to foreign countries by traveling, 
studying and working abroad before they actually moved away from Japan, 
may not so desperately want to return to Japan when they grow older. An 
alternate hypothesis would be that as people grow older, they tend more and 
more to seek their homeland in various degrees. 
As for the mutual understanding my informants discussed between 
them and their spouses, their marriages may try to embody a cross-cultural 
ideal, or perhaps they particularly highlighted one happy aspect of their 
marriage while effacing the others in the setting of our interview. One most 
important variable in marriage, love - which my informants didn't mention 
during the interviews and which I can only guess from what they indirectly 
told me - must affect greatly how much they commit themselves to the Hong 
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Kong social environment. Overall, among cross-culturally married Japanese, 
their sense of being Japanese is consciously controlled by their identity as a 
wife of a Hong Kong Chinese, which results in the establishment of a life 
generally presupposing their future in Hong Kong with their families. 
As we have seen, cross-culturally married Japanese seem to frame 
their sense of belonging to Hong Kong with an eye on the presence of their 
family. However, while they may feel emotional attachment to Hong Kong, as 
they get older and their children become independent, some of them seem to 
lose a strong reason to be in Hong Kong and become more anxious to return 
to Japan, where they think they still culturally belong. 
Relationship with Relatives 
Many Japanese in this group mentioned how often their spouse's 
family members got together; they are also expected to participate in these 
gatherings. In some families, the members gather every Sunday for yumcha 
(飲茶)，4 while other families have dinner together about once a month or 
even less frequently. One of the biggest of these family events each year is 
the Chinese New Year. In Japan the New Year's Day is celebrated according 
to the Gregorian calendar, and therefore some informants said that they don't 
feel like celebrating the New Year on the Chinese New Year's Day (which is 
generally some day between the end of January and the beginning of 
February according to the lunar calendar). They understand that for Hong 
Kong Chinese this is a very important festival which people are looking 
4 Yumcha literally means "drinking tea". It is a type of Chinese cuisine in which people have 
some Chinese small dishes together with Chinese tea. It is a popular form of family dining 
among Hong Kong Chinese. See Tarn (1997) for more about yumcha as one axis of Hong 
Kong identity. 
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forward to. However, for some Japanese, this is an occasion at which they 
perceive that they are still not a full-fledged member of their Hong Kong 
Chinese family yet, and feel a sense of estrangement. One female informant 
who had studied and worked in Hong Kong for six years before she got 
married this year said: 
When I am with my husband's family,丨 want them to talk to me in 
Cantonese. But they use English to me instead. Sometimes they tell 
me only what they talked about afterwards but don't let me join in 
their conversation. I have a feeling of estrangement. Chinese attach 
great importance to their blood relation so I am always the last one to 
be attended to. For example, when one of the relatives gives out 
presents for all the relatives, I'm always the last one who receives a 
present. I think I should not complain about it. I just step back and get 
the last one. 
Another informant who has been married nine years said: 
On the Chinese New Year's Day... I feel a chill while I greet family 
members by saying “gung hei fast choih” [恭賀發財].5 All the 
relatives are supposed to get together on this day, so I can't ignore it. 
But actually I have few things to talk about with them....I know that 
many Japanese who married Hong Kong Chinese go back to Japan 
around this time. Probably, we all feel the same way, that there is no 
place for us inside the family during this period. 
Some cross-culturally married women attribute their difficulty in adaptation to 
their spouses' families to what they felt as an innate difference between Hong 
Kong Chinese and Japanese. One informant who had come to Hong Kong 
upon marriage and been in Hong Kong for 15 years said: 
I can't become Hong Kong Chinese...first of all, blood is different 
5 This literally means "wish you prosperity" and is roughly equivalent to "Happy New Year" in 
English as a greeting on the first day of the new year. 
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between Hong Kong Chinese and Japanese] ...there is a limitation 
beyond which I can't go [to become Hong Kong Chinese." 
With their own husband and children, these cross-culturally married 
Japanese in Hong Kong may have more room to negotiate their cultural 
identity as Japanese in their daily experience. For example, as for family 
language, cross-culturally married couples quite often use more than one 
language to communicate, and as for their children's education, which I will 
discuss later, couples may try to let their children learn both Japanese and 
Hong Kong Chinese cultures. On the other hand, with other family members 
-in-laws and relatives - cross-culturally married Japanese seem to feel that 
they cannot or should not refuse to conform to what other family members 
are accustomed to. Having said that, of course, there are Japanese wives of 
Hong Kong Chinese who enjoy an intimate relationship with their in-laws. For 
example, one informant who is an only daughter said that she enjoyed the 
constant family gatherings and a close relationship with five brothers and 
sisters of her husband. 
By asserting an innate difference between Hong Kong Chinese and 
Japanese, some Japanese informants in a Hong Kong Chinese family 
rationalize their feeling of estrangement which they have experienced their 
family members. I suspect that cross-culturally married Japanese women 
tend to attempt more eagerly to accept the way of their husband's family than 
cross-culturally married Japanese men in Hong Kong feel obliged to fit their 
wife's family. Behind this gender difference, the idea of marriage as marrying 
into the husband's family that I mentioned earlier may put more pressure on 
women than men to submit to the husband's family, since they feel that they 
have married into their husband's family. 
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Education of Children 
The education of their children also reflects these women's constant 
negotiation of their cultural identity as Japanese in a family of Hong Kong 
Chinese. There are different types of schools in Hong Kong in terms of 
language, but basically among my informants, the possible choices are 
Cantonese, English or Japanese schools. Among my informants' families, 
quite often more than one language is used at home. For example, a 
Japanese parent talks to children in Japanese while other family members 
use Cantonese. Or both parents talk to children in English while other 
relatives use Cantonese, and so on. Especially when children are still in 
primary school, parents want to help them study and also they have many 
occasions to meet with teachers and classmates' parents; when they choose 
a non-Japanese medium school, a competence in a particular language is 
essential. Unlike Japanese in the previous section, most of my informants in 
this section don't think that they will be based in Japan in the near future; 
therefore Japanese schools become less practical as a choice, considering 
the lack of universality of Japanese language. 
Apart from the practicality of language, how and what their children 
will study, especially whether to choose a Japanese school or not, is seen as 
the watershed of how much they can share the same cultural background 
with their children. Let me now discuss some cases of how they decide on a 
particular type of school and what they think about their decision. 
One informant chose an English school for her children. She married 
an overseas Chinese with permanent residency in Hong Kong. She, her 
husband and her children use mainly English among themselves, but she 
tries to speak to her children in Japanese more often and her husband has a 
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basic knowledge of Japanese. She learned Cantonese before and with her 
parents-in-law she speaks Cantonese. She said: 
Maybe a Japanese school would have been one of the options if 
there were a Japanese junior high and senior high school in Hong 
Kong. But there is no Japanese high school in Hong Kong and no 
Japanese junior high school on the Kowloon side. Considering the 
future of my child, I thought it would give him more opportunity if his 
first language is English, and speaks some Japanese, too. It seems 
that my husband has never thought of Japanese school as an option. 
He thought about a Cantonese school, but in that case 丨 would be in 
trouble because my Cantonese is not good enough to help with his 
homework. So, we settled on the English-language school. 
Another informant sends her children to a Cantonese school. Her husband is 
a self-employed Hong Kong Chinese and, like the informant above, she talks 
to her children more in Japanese. Her husband speaks only Cantonese. She 
said: 
I don't know whether we are going to move somewhere else in the 
future or not. But I guess we will be most likely in Hong Kong. 
Considering our situation, if my child studies in a Japanese school, 
he won't have friends with whom he can be friends with on a 
long-term basis. Many students in a Japanese school are expatriates' 
children, and therefore they come and go very frequently. A 
Cantonese school seemed a more natural choice. 
Although both of the above informants are able to speak English and 
Cantonese, it is Japanese in which they not only still convey their feelings 
most effectively but also which their own parents speak. They wish that their 
children could speak Japanese fluently and know more about Japan, but at 
the same time they realize that Japanese schooling has less practicality than 
Cantonese schooling in Hong Kong and less universality than English 
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schooling. Other than language, these Japanese miss chances in Japanese 
schools in which students have more chances to experience Japanese 
traditions and customs. For example, when I went to the sports day festival of 
one of Japanese elementary school in Hong Kong, students performed a 
Japanese folk dance. Parents who chose non-Japanese schooling may feel 
that they miss such cultural activities provided in Japanese schools; instead, 
they try to let their children experience Japanese culture informally on their 
own. One informant whose children studies in a Cantonese school said: 
I teach my children a basic knowledge of the Japanese language. 
And when they get older and have more time, I want them to live in 
Japan for one year or so. In this way, they will feel, although they 
may not understand entirely, what the country that their mother is 
from is like and what the people over there are like... To be frank with 
you, as a parent I wish I could talk with them about more things in 
Japanese. But my husband is Hong Kong Chinese and my in-laws 
speak Cantonese, so the priority is given to Cantonese. 
Another informant whose children are in an English-language school said: 
To teach her children Japanese] I let them try a Japanese 
correspondence course. But it seems they want to give up. They can 
learn hiragana [the Japanese cursive syllabary] but not Chinese 
characters....[About Japan] they know that the capital city is Tokyo 
and there are as many skyscrapers as in Hong Kong. But they don't 
know, for example, that people sometimes wear kimono in Japan. 
Whenever I go back to Japan with them once a year, I take them to, 
for example, Mt. Fuji and teach them that it is the highest mountain in 
Japan. Or I take them to a hot spring. I try to plan such occasions 
with them as much as I can. 
They are trying to balance what they think their children have to study to live 
in Hong Kong or beyond Hong Kong, and what they want their children to 
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know and share with them as children of a Japanese parent. 
Other than the language issue, in the Hong Kong context the 
historical background also affects their decisions on schooling. Hong Kong 
and Japan were once during World War II, the colonized and the colonizer. 
The scar which the Japanese invasion has left on people's mind in Hong 
Kong has from time to time come to the surface in the shape of 
anti-Japanese protests over, as we saw earlier, the compensation of 
occupation currency (Tsuda 1999) and the Diaoyu islands (Mathews 2001). 
All my informants but one said that they have never been blamed personally 
for Japanese war deeds by their relatives, even in one case where a family 
member was killed during the Japanese occupation. As one of my informant 
said, historical issues between countries are something beyond my 
informants' control as individuals. However, they can't ignore and avoid 
explaining these historical issues to their children in Hong Kong when they 
come across anti-Japanese protests or when they teach history to their 
children. One informant who sends her children to a Cantonese-language 
school said: 
My children will soon learn history in school, so I have already taught 
them in advance that Japan invaded Hong Kong. But at the same 
time I told them that if, after they learn history at school, they are 
bullied because their mother is Japanese, they have to tell me. If 
necessary, I will talk to the school. 
This history poses, for another person I interviewed, a chance to rethink what 
kind of education she wants for her children. This informant at first sent her 
child to a Cantonese-language school because "I married a Hong Kong 
Chinese." However, in spite of protests from her in-laws, she eventually 
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decided on a Japanese school. Her husband and children use both 
Cantonese and Japanese at home. She explained to me her reasoning: 
At first I put my child into the Cantonese school. In that school, there 
was another student, Taro, whose mother was Japanese. During the 
Diaoyu islands dispute, one demonstrator dived into the sea and died 
in protest against Japan....Since then, some Hong Kong students 
became very hostile toward Japanese, and Taro started being bullied 
by senior students. This bullying continued for a while. I realized that 
the relationship between countries could influence even the 
interactions among children, so 丨 decided to change the school. 
Around that time, Deng Xiaoping died. On TV, I saw children much 
smaller than my youngest child crying frantically and lamenting his 
death and I was frightened to see the result of communist education. 
Maybe in a communist society, that was a very natural reaction. But I 
didn't think I could tolerate it. Although the PRC government 
promised that Hong Kong will not change for 50 years, who knows 
whether it will keep its promise or not? The PRC government always 
warns foreign governments not to interfere in its internal politics. After 
all, Hong Kong is now a part of China and it can happen that Hong 
Kong becomes communist ten years from now. I want to prepare my 
children in the Japanese school so that they can go back to Japan 
anytime, if necessary. My husband said "Do as you like." 
In her case, although at first she thought that a non-Japanese medium was 
more suitable for her children, with the conflict over history before her eyes, 
she felt threatened that her Japanese origin might affect her children's 
relationship with their friends as well as cause her children to become 
educated in a way that she can't condone. 
The choice of the school in terms of language is greatly influenced by 
the family's language and their future plans: whether they seek to live in 
Hong Kong in the future or not. These Japanese parents are seeking for 
chances to teach their children their own cultural background and to leave 
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some cultural influence on their children: in this regard Japanese schooling is 
most desirable for them. But at the same time, they have to take into 
consideration the fact that one of their children's parents are non-Japanese 
and they are not likely to go and settle down in Japan in the future. For these 
reasons, many cross-culturally Japanese parents decided on non-Japanese 
schooling. When cross-culturally married Japanese choose a 
Cantonese-language school for their children, they may be concerned about 
the tension existing in Hong Kong towards Japanese and must make sure 
that their children will not be in trouble because they have a Japanese parent. 
As for those who chose a Japanese school for their children, it is not 
necessarily true that they have a stronger emotional attachment to Japan or 
are less happy about their life in Hong Kong than those who don't choose 
Japanese schools for their children. Nonetheless, they have perhaps 
considered that their cultural background may be in conflict with the 
education in other languages, and they prefer that their children be less 
culturally alien to them. In the cases of children in Japanese schools, 
secondary education (since there is no Japanese high school in Hong Kong) 
is a serious concern for parents. They don't think that their children can start 
learning in Chinese from the high school level, so the choices my informants 
presume they can take for their children's secondary school are: English 
language schools in Hong Kong or abroad, Japanese high schools in Japan, 
or the Japanese high school in Singapore. 
Cross-Cultural Marriage and the Japanese Community 
Japanese in this group almost unanimously said that although their 
spouses are non-Japanese, they have more Japanese friends than 
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non-Japanese friends. It is true that those who send their children to 
non-Japanese schools have more chances to interact with non-Japanese 
people than Japanese whose children go to Japanese schools, but even 
these people said that their friendships tend to last longer with other 
Japanese women with Hong Kong Chinese spouses. One reason for this is 
language. Even though most of the women are able to speak Cantonese or 
English fluently, they are not free from frustration in speaking in their second 
or third language. One informant who mostly use English with her families 
said: 
I still have difficulty in explaining intricate matters in English. Because 
of the language, I sometimes feel frustrated....So, it is important for 
me to have Japanese friends and from time to time enjoy 
conversation in Japanese. Otherwise I can't release my frustration. 
After all, I am not a native English speaker. 
As I have discussed, language is a key issue for Japanese in Hong Kong, 
very much affecting how they expand their relationships in a new 
environment. However, in the case of cross-culturally married Japanese, they 
have quite specific reasons aside from language why they prefer 
"cross-culturally married" Japanese as their friends. One informant said: 
I don't have any Hong Kong Chinese friends. All of my friends are 
Japanese. Once I met one cross-culturally married Japanese like me 
and then this relationship brought me another cross-culturally 
married Japanese. We have a lot to talk about. Say, when we talk 
about "our husbands", Japanese expatriate wives' husbands and our 
husbands are different. Even though my children go to the Japanese 
school, still, my concern about their education and that of Japanese 
expatriate wives are different. Among cross-culturally married 
Japanese, we share the same worries in our lives and we can 
understand each other better. 
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When this person said that she had more to share with other cross-culturally 
married Japanese, I realized that she felt more at home with cross-culturally 
married Japanese not simply because of the topic of conversation, but also 
because of her sensitiveness to differences in social position between 
Japanese wives of expatriates and Japanese wives of Hong Kong Chinese. 
She mentioned that she felt very tense when she met Japanese expatriate 
wives, because expatriate wives are all elites and are all well dressed; on the 
other hand, although she is Japanese, she belongs to the Hong Kong 
working class and her appearance is more casual compared to theirs. 
As I pointed out earlier, the expatriate life is very much shaped by the 
company. Expatriates came to Hong Kong, in a very broad sense, as part of 
"Japan Inc.，，and are expecting their repatriation to Japan sooner or later. 
Japan remains the center of their life throughout their transfer in Hong Kong. 
On the other hand, cross-culturally married Japanese moved to Hong Kong 
for their own reasons, with the understanding that they may not live in Japan 
again. Because of their difference over the depth of their linkage with 
Japanese society, many cross-culturally married women can't help feeling 
estranged from the Japanese community in Hong Kong, which consists 
mainly of expatriates. One informant who had been in Hong Kong for 15 
years said: 
I don't like those who are always bound by their position in the 
company. For example, among Japanese expatriates in Hong Kong 
there is something like a go® board on which everyone is placed and 
given a rank. For example at a party, the arrangement of seats is 
always fixed according to the size of the company and one's position 
6 A Japanese board game played with black and white stones. The surface of the board is, 
like a chessboard, divided into smaller squares. 
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inside the company. Japanese expatriates keep their position so 
constantly that this ranking affects even when two people bump into 
each other in the supermarket. I think Japanese expatriates are 
bound by the name of the company and they don't seek a life beyond 
this relationship created around their companies. I think it because 
they know that they are going back to Japan. 
Another informant who had lived in Hong Kong since 1989 said: 
When I first came to Hong Kong, Japan was in the midst of the 
bubble economy. At that time, expatriates were given huge housing 
allowances. Expatriates of Japanese banks and trading companies 
congregated in newly built fancy apartments with NHK receivers in 
upper-class residential areas. These people looked down upon other 
Japanese living in middle-class areas such as Tai Koo Shing 
because these areas were seen as a "village" for people in the 
manufacturing sector....[Among Japanese expatriates] the hierarchy 
exists such as the one we saw a long long time ago - the classes of 
warriors, farmers, artisans and tradesmen [士農工商.]People like me 
[with husbands who are not Japanese] have no place in this 
hierarchy. We are left out, but in fact, even those who are left out are 
divided [by Japanese expatriates] as to whether we married into a 
rich Hong Kong family or not. And depending on this classification, 
we are dealt with in different ways. 
By virtue of their longer living experience in Hong Kong, cross-culturally 
married Japanese are sometimes looked to for advice from newcomers, 
including expatriates; as Befu and Stalker write, long time sojourners such as 
cross-culturally married Japanese are considered "a valuable resource for 
the Japanese community abroad" because "they know the language and the 
contours of local society，，(1996:113). I from time to time joined a yumcha 
gathering of women whose children go to the same Japanese school. 
Regular participants include both Japanese wives of a Japanese husband 
and those of a Hong Kong Chinese husband. Usually, Japanese wives of 
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Hong Kong Chinese husbands have stayed in Hong Kong longer and are 
better informed about Hong Kong. They have local information only available 
in Cantonese newspapers and on TV, and know what to do or where to go on 
different occasions. From the observation of their interaction, it was obvious 
that normally Japanese women with a Hong Kong Chinese husband more 
actively lead others and give out various information. Newcomers are 
obviously looking forward to such information at yumcha and to some extent 
dependent on these people. 
Nonetheless, by marrying a foreigner, some of these Japanese with a 
Hong Kong Chinese husband feel that they do not fit into the hierarchical 
order which is transplanted from Japan to Hong Kong and is reflected in 
social relationships in the Japanese community. And this sense of not 
belonging to the Japanese community makes them feel they are located on 
the margin of the Japanese community 一 many feel that they are "left out of 
being Japanese." 
We have seen how one informant said she felt embarrassed that she 
couldn't be so finely dressed as Japanese expatriate wives. Another 
informant said that she was treated by Japanese expatriates differently from 
other Japanese (she exclaimed that "these Japanese expatriate wives 
change where to meet you — either Mandarin Oriental Hotel or McDonald's 一 
according to who you are and where you live!"). One Japanese woman who 
got married to a Hong Kong Chinese wrote a newspaper essay: 
One unforgettable thing is what Ooya Soichi^ said.... When he 
traveled to the US, he met many war brides over there. He visited a 
number of those who married American soldiers and crossed the sea 
1 The famous writer in Japan 
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after World War 11, After he had come back, he said "Those who got 
married to foreigners are all nuisances in Japanese society and I 
almost want to say thank you to the Americans for looking after 
them." He received applause for this comment. (Hong Kong Post 6 
November, 1990) 
Their sense that they are at the margin of the Japanese community may 
come not only from the fact that they are not expatriates, as are the majority 
of Japanese, but also from their feeling that they are looked down upon by 
other Japanese for not marrying a Japanese. 
Ben-Ari and Yong studied Japanese single women in Singapore 
(2000) and pointed out that they are doubly marginalized from both the local 
Singaporean community and from the Japanese expatriate community. The 
same point can be made about cross-culturally married Japanese in Hong 
Kong.丨 pointed out the issue of language as one of the reasons why 
cross-culturally married Japanese prefer to be with Japanese, but apart from 
this, they can't fully identify with many Japanese who expect a future 
repatriation to Japan, and thus feel marginalized. They also can't fully identify 
with the Hong Kong Chinese community, as we have discussed. One 
informant met her Hong Kong Chinese husband when both of them were 
students in Japan. After studying in Japan and getting a degree, her husband 
moved socially upward in Hong Kong and stopped hanging around with his 
old friends. She said: 
It's difficult to make friends with Hong Kong Chinese. Of course I 
want Hong Kong Chinese friends. But, you know, just as we can't be 
friendly with all Japanese in Japan, we can't be friendly with all Hong 
Kong Chinese in Hong Kong either. A person like me and my 
husband - once we stop belonging to a group, we can't belong 
anywhere anymore. There's a kind of camaraderie among those who 
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are on a border line and not belonging to anywhere.…For example, 
we have a lot to talk with someone who was born in China and 
moved to Hong Kong when he/she was a teenager, but I can't get 
along with someone who has been born and grown up in Hong Kong. 
Like the women studied by Ben-Ari and Yong, Japanese in this group 
"usually belong to, and draw support from, small circles of friends" (2000:109) 
comprising cross-culturally married Japanese. In part, they feel estranged 
from the Japanese expatriate community as well as from the Hong Kong 
Chinese community; but beyond this, they actively seek to distance 
themselves from both groups, to establish a small minority community in 
which they can pursue their “Japanese" identity and immerse themselves in 
the Hong Kong way of life at the same time. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have looked at two groups of Japanese: those with a 
Japanese spouse and those with a Hong Kong Chinese spouse. Japanese 
women with Japanese husbands are generally expecting their return to 
Japan in the foreseeable future. No matter how long they stay in Hong Kong, 
they tend not to develop a sense of belonging to Hong Kong and continue to 
look at themselves as foreigners in Hong Kong. Thus, although their current 
physical home is in Hong Kong, Japan is seen as their one and only cultural 
home. Japanese women with Hong Kong Chinese husbands are more keenly 
interested in adapting themselves to a Hong Kong way of life, while they 
restrain from emphasizing their Japanese identity. Nonetheless, from time to 
time they experience cultural friction inside themselves, both between 
themselves and Hong Kong Chinese, and between themselves and other 
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Japanese. From the point of view of cross-culturally married Japanese, Hong 
Kong Chinese may become less foreign, but on the other hand, Japanese in 
a different situation like expatriates, become, in a sense, more foreign. Living 
in Hong Kong as a part of a Hong Kong Chinese family makes 
cross-culturally married Japanese not someone other than Japanese; rather, 
it leads them to try to establish themselves in Hong Kong as someone 
transcending the bifurcation of Japanese and non-Japanese. On the other 
hand, from the point of view of wives of Japanese spouses, being Japanese 
and living in a foreign place are not compatible with each other. To be 
Japanese, they have to actively pursue the way of life in which their life back 
in Japan is seemingly realized in Hong Kong. 
It is true that people become more aware of their identity when they 
come across different people with whom they may feel they have to be 
differentiated from. However in this chapter, we have seen that Japanese 
wives of Japanese spouses who have less chances to actually mingle with 
Hong Kong Chinese are more keenly concerned about their Japanese 
identity than those who are constantly in touch with cultural "others" at home. 
For Japanese in Hong Kong, not only the presence of others but also the 
eagerness to go back to Japan once again seems to be an incentive to 
intensify their identification as Japanese. It indicates that, whether it is 
actually true or not, Japan is still regarded as a homogeneous society in 
which distinctiveness such as overseas experience should be repressed. 
These Japanese wives are clearly aware of this. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 
In each of the previous three chapters, we have looked at Japanese 
in Hong Kong and how, from different angles, they expressed their Japanese 
identity in relation to their life in Hong Kong: their working experience, their 
way of living, and their marriage and family. In this chapter, as a conclusion, I 
point out some patterns observed across previous chapters among my 
informants and discuss two manifestations of Japanese identity which have 
appeared in this research. I also analyze Japanese cultural identity with an 
eye on the influence of globalization and look into the future prospects of 
Japanese identity and Japanese overseas. To start with, I now briefly go over 
the previous three chapters. 
In Chapter 2，we looked at the working experiences of Japanese in 
Hong Kong. Japanese expatriates have both economic and political power in 
their company and are very committed to the headquarters back in Japan. 
Due to their commitment to their company and their consequent high position 
in the office, which also affects their human relationships outside the office, 
they tend to view themselves and are viewed as "typical Japanese" or as 
"representative of Japan," and firmly uphold their identity as Japanese. 
Locally-hired Japanese are more inclined to show oscillation of their 
identity because of their ambiguous position in the company, as a bridge 
between Japanese expatriates and Hong Kong Chinese local staff. Most 
local-hires are constantly reminded of their cultural origin as Japanese 
because of their job requirements, but at the same time they realize that 
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compared to Japanese expatriates they are seen as less Japanese because 
of their decision to independently come and work in Hong Kong. Especially, 
Japanese locally-hired women may enjoy a more gender-equal working 
environment by coming to Hong Kong. However, due to their job, they also 
realize that they can't fully escape from being involved with the lingering 
gender hierarchy among Japanese in Hong Kong and being treated as if they 
are at the margin of the Japanese community. 
In Chapter 3，we saw the ways of life of Japanese in Hong Kong. The 
first group of Japanese - those who spend their private time primarily with 
other Japanese in Hong Kong - anticipate that their sojourn in Hong Kong 
will be a short term and their future return to Japan. Thus, irrespective of the 
actual length of their sojourn in Hong Kong, these people tend to presume 
Hong Kong Chinese as culturally different "others," while strongly clinging to 
Japanese identity. These people have a strong sense of where they came 
from and where they are returning, and in Hong Kong they prepare 
themselves for their re-adaptation to Japanese society. They are thus not 
eager to expand their lives in a foreign place beyond the scope of their 
Japanese cultural identity. 
The second group of Japanese in Hong Kong - those who spend 
their free time with Hong Kong Chinese people - are in Hong Kong with the 
expectation that they can successfully integrate into Hong Kong society and 
can thus transcend their Japaneseness. Generally they find themselves 
enjoying life in Hong Kong more than they are used to in Japan, but at the 
same time their intimate relationship with Hong Kong Chinese conversely 
may bring them to rethink their identity as Japanese. While they are eager to 
understand the Cantonese language and the ways of thinking of Hong Kong 
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Chinese, their Japanese cultural background remains as something that 
separates them from Hong Kong Chinese. 
The third group of Japanese — those who have lived abroad in other 
countries aside from Japan and Hong Kong - are least expressive of their 
identity as Japanese vis-a-vis foreigners. Because of their overseas 
experience, they came to think that a part of themselves has been influenced 
and shaped by other cultures as well as by Japanese culture. They still 
regard themselves as Japanese. However, their sense of Japanese is less 
from their comparison with "others" or how other Japanese look at them than 
from their own personal history, whereby they were born and grew up in 
Japan and speak the Japanese language. Beyond this, they may consider 
that they share commonality with cultural "others" who are not Japanese, just 
as they are different from other Japanese who are from the same culture as 
they are. 
In Chapter 4, the lives of Japanese both in Japanese-Japanese 
marriage and cross-cultural marriage were explored. Japanese wives with a 
Japanese spouse generally have little chance to interact with Hong Kong 
people. This may be in part due to the fact that they are not allowed to work 
in Hong Kong by their husband's Japanese companies. This may also be 
because they are not confident enough in their language ability. But 
Japanese in this group feel strong Japaneseness inside themselves which 
they think isolates them from the local community. They expect that they are 
going back to Japan sooner or later, and look at their lives in Hong Kong from 
the perspective of a short-time sojourner. 
On the contrary, cross-culturally married Japanese wives tend to 
establish their lives in Hong Kong from a longer-term perspective. They may 
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set aside their cultural origin as Japanese to some extent and feel mutual 
commonality between themselves and their spouse; they are not very 
expressive of their Japanese identity when they talk about their family. Their 
idea of marriage as "a woman marrying into a man's family" may also 
encourage them to adapt to their new life in Hong Kong. On the other hand, 
they are also aware that their Japanese identity is still ineradicably inside 
themselves, maintaining a clear difference between themselves and Hong 
Kong Chinese. Furthermore, because of their marriage with a Hong Kong 
Chinese, they may feel that they are marginalized in the Japanese 
community and therefore downgraded among Japanese who have a position 
in Japanese society and are sure to go back to Japan in the near future. 
What is Japanese Cultural Identity? 
As we have seen, Japanese cultural identity is contextually 
constructed and elaborated; its meaning is attributed differently by different 
people. Thus, whether one refers to business culture, etiquette and manners, 
language, or passport as the focal point of one's Japanese cultural identity, 
these are all products of what people have learned or have been taught as 
they grew up in Japanese society and have experienced living abroad. 
Jenkins argues that anthropology seeks "to relativize notions about ethnicity 
and to resist the naturalization or the taking for granted of ethnic identity and 
nationalist ideology" (1997:15). This is also true in the study of cultural 
identity. In this thesis what I have explored is what each person considers as 
"Japaneseness" and how and why he/she has come to think so. 
In the social construction of Japanese identity explored in this 
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research, two different aspects of Japanese cultural identity seem to emerge: 
cultural identity regarded as a personal attribute and cultural identity based 
on people's imagination of the collective. 
First, there is Japanese identity regarded as a personal attribute: this 
is identity that one attributes to oneself because of one's own background. 
When people refer to their cultural identity from this aspect, they don't seek 
other Japanese to feel the same way, although when they refer to as their 
personal attribute is a socially constructed belief widely shared in Japanese 
society. Nonetheless, I call this Japanese identity based on culture a 
personal attribute because this aspect of Japanese identity doesn't need to 
be directly supported by how other how other Japanese look at a given 
person or what other Japanese think about a given person. Considering that 
all of my informants have been born and raised in Japan, have families and 
friends in Japan, feel easier and more confident in thinking and speaking 
Japanese and so on, all of my informants believe that they are undeniably 
Japanese, at least in these aforementioned aspects. For example, as we saw 
repeatedly in previous chapters, many informants realize their Japanese 
identity because of the uneasiness they feel toward other languages. 
Mathews (2000) discusses three different levels of one's identity: the 
"taken for granted", the "shikata ga nai (it can't be helped)" and the "cultural 
supermarket" level. The taken-for-granted level lies below the level of full 
consciousness, and conditions "how we comprehend self and world" through 
a particular language and set of social practices (2000:12) while the "shikata 
ga naf level is felt as "the social and institutional pressures upon the self that 
it can't fully resist" (2000:14). Finally on the cultural supermarket level, people 
believe that they can "freely pick and choose the ideas they want to live by" 
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(2000:15). What I refer to as the personal aspect of identity may be what 
used to be the "taken for granted" level of one's identity that is now realized 
as “shikata ga neti" by moving to a foreign place. Particular personal attributes 
such as one's family in Japan and the Japanese language, which Japanese 
just took for granted when they lived in Japan, convince them, now that they 
live in Hong Kong of their undeniable Japaneseness. Some of my informants 
talk about their families and friends in Japan, how they remember the scenic 
beauty in Japan and so on. These remembrances indicate where these 
people came from, but have little to do with whether they can successfully go 
back and adapt to Japanese society, which, as I discuss in the following is 
the main concern for those who expound more on the collective aspect of 
Japanese identity. 
In this research, I have frequently mentioned the importance of 
Japanese language for my informants' Japanese cultural identity. Since 
Japan is the only country which recognizes the Japanese language as its first 
language, the Japanese language powerfully evokes a sense of 
Japaneseness among Japanese people. Befu (2001a) has argued that some 
Nihonjinron assumes "the coterminousness of geography, race, language, 
and culture" (71); in this sense, the Japanese language frames a sense of 
Japaneseness into a racial and territorial identity. However, as for Japanese 
language as a part of identity based on the cultural identity of a personal 
attribute, Japanese language ability is highlighted not to affirm the 
exclusiveness of Japanese culture or prompt a sense of togetherness among 
Japanese people. Rather Japanese language ability simply represents one's 
cultural connection with Japan, irrespective of his/her actual commitment to 
take part in Japanese society or sense of oneness shared with other 
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Japanese. 
Some locally-hired Japanese were tired of the Japanese corporate 
structure and came to Hong Kong to escape from it. However, in Hong Kong 
while many of them might successfully elude the Japanese corporate 
structure and having to perform as an ideal Japanese corporate soldier within 
the structure, some of them believe that they can't overcome many other 
aspects of being Japanese, to leave Japan culturally as well as physically. 
This cultural identity of Japanese as a personal attribute is more often 
emphasized among those who are more emotionally attached to Hong Kong 
and less so to Japan. By maintaining their Japanese cultural identity as a 
personal attribute, they don't emphasize its exclusiveness or distinctiveness. 
Rather, they have come to realize their own Japanese cultural origin, which 
became clearer once they left Japan. Japanese identity realized in this way is 
compatible with the fact that they sometimes identify themselves not only as 
Japanese but also as more than Japanese, as we saw in cross-cultural 
married Japanese and those who previously studied in China before. 
These people may represent, what Sugimoto calls "people who 
cross borders" {ekkyou shugi 越境主義）’ who belong to more than two 
cultures, but keep a certain distance from each of them and oscillate between 
them (1993:90). As we have seen, the identification of those who detach 
themselves from the Japanese community is not limited to simply being 
Japanese or Hong Kong Chinese; rather, they create their own criteria of 
whom to identity with beyond existing cultural borders. While these people 
still identify themselves as Japanese because of their own background, they 
tend not to be concerned about what should or should not be done in order to 
return to Japanese society, but look for a way to live outside the reach of the 
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socially acknowledged model of Japanese. 
Secondly, there is Japanese identity based people's imagination of 
the collective, in another words, based on the "we Japanese" feeling. This 
"we Japanese" feeling shared among a given group of Japanese creates a 
consensus among them about how Japanese should be. For example, 
Japanese office workers talk about the unique Japanese business culture 
which can be understood and practiced only among Japanese. Those who 
subscribe to this idea struggle to become true practitioners of this 
Japaneseness: they need to behave according to this Japaneseness so that 
they can obtain the affirmation by other Japanese that they really are, indeed, 
Japanese. 
Unlike the former category of Japanese identity, this Japanese 
identity based on the collective imagination presupposes a group of other 
Japanese. This sense of oneness may be nurtured through the process of 
differentiation of "us" from cultural "others." This sense affirms one's 
belonging to a given group, be it a company or a group of friends, and 
involves the social expression of discourses of Japanese identity. For 
example, those who frequently get together with other Japanese in Hong 
Kong may be consciously or unconsciously performing the role of an ideal 
Japanese man or woman, supposing that all Japanese in a given circle share 
the same Japanese values and ways of thinking. 
Anderson (1983) has discussed the idea of "imagined community," 
and in fact, Japanese identity of this category involves the creation of the 
imagined community of Japan. For those who uphold Japanese identity of 
the collective imagination, their national identity and their cultural identity may 
seem consistent with each other, but actually these two are based on two 
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different things. In this imagined community of Japan, what is at stake is not 
so much one's citizenship in or loyalty towards Japan as one's relationship 
with other Japanese: the relationship with those who accept one as 
Japanese. Because this aspect of Japanese identity is the indication of one's 
relationships with other Japanese and their compatibility in Japanese society, 
it can't be just taken for granted but in fact, must be carefully managed. 
Hannerz (1990) has discussed transnational cultures, which "are in 
different ways extensions or transformations of the cultures of western 
Europe and North America." Because of this transnational culture "western 
Europeans and North Americans can encapsulate themselves culturally, and 
basically remain metropolitan locals" (1990:244-5). Despite living in 
cosmopolitan places across the globe, they may remain fully western 
European or North American. Those who emphasize Japanese cultural 
identity in a collective sense are, in Hannerz's sense, metropolitan locals as 
well. In expressing Japanese identity as a part of the collective entity, they 
surround themselves with things related to Japan and distance themselves 
from Hong Kong to sustain their sense of superiority as Japanese in a foreign 
place. This is especially possible for Japanese in Hong Kong because most 
Japanese in Hong Kong are affluent and Japan is highly appreciated as a 
country of advanced technology and desirable popular culture. On a micro 
level, moving into a new culture may evoke a sense of powerlessness. By 
clinging to Japanese identity collectively, they can overcome the powerless 
feeling of being a minority in a foreign place. Beyond this, some Japanese in 
Hong Kong use this sense of collective identity to aggressively exploit their 
status of being a minority from superior culture, as we have seen. 
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I have intended to show in this thesis how much people from the 
same country can differ so widely in their senses of cultural identity, and this 
is especially important when we consider the imagined homogeneity of Japan 
- t h e imagination that Japan is an island country with one race and this is 
what makes Japan such a peaceful and successful country. This imagination 
drives many in Japanese society to suppress diversity inside as well as reject 
diversity outside, in order to strengthen its sense of unity. Those who adhere 
to Japanese identity collectively seem to be more or less engaged in this 
process, as those who more focus on Japanese identity as a personal 
attribute are not. 
Globalization and Japanese Cultural Identity 
As globalization proceeds, we can feel that the world is shrinking and 
the range of our movement is widening. On the one hand, we are actively 
involved in this trend and enjoy its benefits, but on the other hand, the degree 
of influence and the speed of globalization is beyond individual control and 
we are inevitably affected by it. In a sense, the subject of this research is the 
various ways of coping with this flow of globalization, in the case of Japanese 
in Hong Kong. Living in another culture, Japanese in Hong Kong try to strike 
various degrees of balance between the demand of adapting to a foreign 
environment and that of keeping their culture of origin. The globalization 
experienced by Japanese in Hong Kong is what makes Hong Kong and 
Japan similar, especially in terms of material affluence: because of a large 
variety of Japanese products in the Hong Kong market, Japanese may feel 
little difference from Hong Kong Chinese in terms of their way of life. But at 
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the same time, apparently deep-rooted differences between Japanese and 
Hong Kong Chinese may be also discovered by living and working side by 
side, for example business customs or the view toward World War II. 
As I pointed out previously, two different aspects of Japanese cultural 
identity may be observed: Japanese identity based on people's imagination 
of the collective and Japanese identity regarded as a personal attribute. 
When Japanese people expound on their Japanese cultural identity of the 
collective imagination, it seems that opportunities to explore the outside world 
enabled by globalization ironically let them realize more differences lying 
between themselves and cultural "others” rather than removing cultural 
barriers, and strengthen their cultural identity as Japanese. For example, 
Japanese wives with a Japanese husband explained that their sense of 
alienation from the local community must be caused by their cultural origin as 
Japanese. "Only Japanese people can truly understand each other," they 
sometimes said; thus their collective cultural origin as Japanese rather than 
each of their own individual personalities is highlighted. Befu writes 
(2001b:15): 
Their attachment to Japan is enhanced in a foreign environment, 
where language is different and communication difficult, where 
customs are different and expectations unmet, where anxiety 
accompanies every move, where cherished values are not honored 
and alternative values are upheld. In such circumstances, Japanese 
away from their familiar and accustomed surroundings are likely to 
become frustrated and nostalgic for their homeland. 
The way these people tackle such frustration and nostalgia for homeland -
emphasizing the collective aspect of Japanese identity - may be felt to 
alleviate their pain of adaptation to a foreign culture. They are now away from 
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Japan, but their life is actually not separated from Japan; rather they still posit 
Japan as the center, and they seek to once again go back to Japan and 
function as on-track Japanese in the office, in the neighborhood, among 
friends, and so on. Of course, this doesn't mean they are necessarily 
unaware of negative aspects of Japanese society, such as its rigid corporate 
structure, its gender discrimination, and so on, which those who feel they 
escaped from Japan expound upon as reasons why they left Japan. However, 
their feeling that they want to succeed in Japan or ultimately belong to 
nowhere else but Japan is so strong that the demerits of living in Japanese 
society may be accepted. 
Backed by Japanese wealth, these people may seem to actively 
make use of their Japanese identity to flourish in a foreign country, but at the 
same time, they are powerlessly obedient to the structure of Japanese 
society by doing so. They can always go back to Japan physically, but in a 
cultural sense they are mindful that Japanese society may not accept them 
unless they are continuously committed to Japan culturally 
Those who express their Japaneseness more as one's personal 
attribute, such as the Japanese language, their place of birth, the location of 
their family and so on are those who tend to come to Hong Kong to escape 
from Japanese society As earlier noted these people acknowledge their 
Japaneseness but do not seek to see themselves as members of a 
Japanese collectivity Rather than accommodating themselves to Japanese 
society they chose to leave it and find a place where they can be released 
from It These people are more likely to be those who have to some extent 
achieved cultural detachment from Japan For example it is inevitable for 
cross-culturally married Japanese to establish a new life and a new identity in 
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Hong Kong transcending being Japanese to form their own cross-cultural 
family. To be sure, their life spent in Japan remains a part of who they think 
they are, and the Japanese language is still their first language; but at the 
same time, their identity as "a part of a Hong Kong Chinese family" now 
occupies a large part of their life, and they are not keen on exploring their 
feeling of oneness with other Japanese as opposed to outsiders. 
In Japan people may be less inclined to define the contents of 
Japanese identity, but in a foreign environment like Hong Kong, they are 
stimulated to define what "Japanese" is vis-a-vis culturally different others. 
On the one hand, some people collectively pursue the meaning of "how 
Japanese should be" and they argue their point of view on the basis of their 
conformity with the social structure in Japan. On the other hand, some 
people don't share this feeling of oneness as "we Japanese" with other 
Japanese, and while immersing themselves into another culture they may 
experience the oscillation of their cultural identity. 
In this thesis, I categorized my informants into some categories, 
compare different groups and discuss differences. However, as I have 
pointed out, not all of them are neatly categorized. Rather every one of my 
informants has different notions toward his/her identity and has contradictions 
and ambiguity within him/herself. Thus, although I have discussed two 
different way of expressing Japanese identity — that of the collective 
imagination and that of a personal attribute - , people interchangeably 
assume Japanese identity with a different content upon the situation rather 
than always sticking to one of these. Nonetheless, it is accurate to say that 
some people are more inclined to believe that their Japanese identity 
represents their oneness with other Japanese while others don't. In this 
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sense, Japanese identity I explored in this thesis indicates the collision of an 
insular culture with globalization in all its forms. 
Japanese Identity and Japan in the Future 
Let me now discuss how Japanese identity may change in the future, 
with an eye on the ongoing restructuring of Japanese society. 
One possibility is that, in accordance with the restructuring of 
Japanese companies in Japan and the expansion of business globally, 
responsibility in Japanese companies in Hong Kong will be shared more 
clearly between Japanese staff and Hong Kong Chinese staff. Accordingly, 
the number of Japanese expatriates may perhaps decrease. In our interviews, 
expatriate informants emphasized the importance of having Japanese staff 
(especially as the management staff) in Hong Kong for business with other 
Japanese in Hong Kong or beyond Hong Kong, but at the same time they 
hinted at the significance of hiring local staff or sharing more responsibility 
with local staff for the sake of their business expansion into the 
non-Japanese market. One expatriate working in the financial sector said that 
his company hired Hong Kong Chinese specifically dealing with the Hong 
Kong market while others are working with Japanese clients. Another 
expatriate said: 
We have some communication problem with Hong Kong Chinese 
staff....We have more than 100 Hong Kong Chinese staff....I think we 
need several Hong Kong Chinese staff in higher positions so that 
they can control other Hong Kong Chinese staff for us....Ideally, in 
the future we hire a Hong Kong Chinese manager or director to be 
responsible for Hong Kong Chinese staff and we Japanese control 
this manager/director. 
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The structure we saw in Chapter 2 - the segregated management between 
Japanese and Hong Kong Chinese - may still remain, but it seems that the 
proportion of responsibility Japanese share with Hong Kong Chinese may 
become gradually more flexible in some companies. Of course, depending on 
the kind of company, the degree of change varies. If a given company deals 
with Japanese clients only, the change may be slow, while in a company like 
the above informants' which hires more and more Hong Kong Chinese staff 
or aggressively seeks to expand its business into the local market, the needs 
of local staff may be more strongly realized. Thus, in industries where 
Japanese deal with other Japanese, the number of Japanese expatriates will 
remain high and Japanese expatriates may keep claiming their own 
importance in a foreign place because of Japanese cultural distinctiveness. 
However in other industries where the percentage of the local business 
increases and Japanese transfer not only technological skills but also higher 
positions to local people, Japanese expatriates may need another 
justification if they want to keep occupying their privileged positions. 
As I mentioned in Chapter 2，younger expatriate informants are keen 
on acquiring some kind of special skills, seeking career advancement by 
changing their companies against the gloomy Japanese economic situation. 
One expatriate in her early thirties said that she wanted to become an expert 
in her field and, if another company in the same industry would offer her a 
better chance, she would move because she had not so much loyalty toward 
the current company. Many others felt as she did. This change in Japanese 
people's career ideal, which is frequently mentioned as dividing not only 
Japanese from Hong Kong Chinese but also Japanese expatriate from 
Japanese local-hires - the model of typical Japanese sticking to one 
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company may lose its basis. For Japanese people who want to work abroad, 
differentiating themselves from local people is a necessary step to find a job. 
Other than vocational skills, familiarity with Japanese language and with 
Japanese business culture will remain important; depending on the Japanese 
economy, being Japanese may still bring them a job. For that matter, 
Japaneseness may continue to be strongly realized by Japanese local-hires; 
however, considering the above possible changes, working as a local-hire in 
a foreign place some time in one's life may be viewed less as a strange 
choice in pursuing one's career. 
Further changes in gender relationships in Japanese society will 
have an influence on how the cultural identity of Japanese are formulated. As 
we saw, the male-oriented Japanese business environment affects how 
Japanese women decide to leave Japan and pursue their career in Hong 
Kong as local-hires. As more and more women are hired and promoted as 
executives, they may one day find that they don't need to go abroad to 
pursue their career path anymore; instead, they can expect to become an 
expatriate if they seek to go overseas (of course, even now there are some 
female expatriates, but, needless to say, compared with male expatriates the 
number is very small). On the other hand, as I observed, since some women 
not only want to work abroad but seek experience of living in a particular 
foreign place, the flow of Japanese women who independently go abroad 
may remain. As the number of female executives and female expatriates can 
compare favorably with that of male executives and male expatriates, the 
existing idea of gender relationship of men as expatriates vis-a-vis women as 
either local-hires or housewives may be gradually attenuated. 
In a Hong Kong context, as we saw, the presence of Japanese 
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culture in Hong Kong is remarkable now. Hong Kong Chinese people not only 
watch Japanese dramas or listen to Japanese songs, but also, as a recent 
Japanese local newspaper in Hong Kong roughly estimates, currently at least 
10,000 Hong Kong Chinese are studying Japanese (Weekly Hong Kong, May 
30，2002).丨 think from my experience of living in Hong Kong for almost three 
years that more Hong Kong people are interested in me because I am 
Japanese, which I guess would not have happened as often if I were from 
Korea or Thailand. One informant, a long-time resident of Hong Kong 
recalled that thirty years ago she carefully hid her Japanese identity for fear 
of rubbing the nerves of Hong Kong Chinese the wrong way. She has felt a 
big change in how Japan is viewed in Hong Kong; now Japanese people 
don't particularly need to be sensitive about speaking Japanese in public 
spaces in Hong Kong. 
As we saw in the previous chapters, in addition to technological 
advancement, this popularity of Japanese culture has led some Japanese in 
Hong Kong to feel a sense of superiority. If products made in Japan can keep 
attracting the Hong Kong market, this may continue. But if this popularity of 
Japanese culture is temporary and will soon be replaced by other alternatives 
such as Korean culture, the meaning of being Japanese in Hong Kong may 
once again shift. 
Hong Kong is quite often compared its competitiveness as a 
business hub with Singapore or Shanghai. Depending on how much 
business chances Hong Kong can offer, whether English will remain widely 
used as an official language and whether Mandarin will become dominant will 
affect what kind of Japanese will come to Hong Kong in the future. Now Hong 
Kong attracts both Japanese English speakers and Japanese Chinese 
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speakers. As I explored in Chapter 3，Hong Kong is perceived as 
westernized Asia by English speakers and as a thriving Chinese city by 
Chinese speakers, and each group of people construct their Japanese 
identity in different ways in accordance with their views toward Hong Kong. In 
this sense, what kind of role Hong Kong will play in the world economy in the 
future will influence why Japanese want to come to Hong Kong and how they 
forge and maintain their Japanese identity in this future Hong Kong setting. 
Japanese people will continue to be reminded of their Japanese 
identity in a foreign place because of their emotional attachment to Japan, 
the Japanese language, cultural frictions in the office or with foreigner friends 
and so on. However, the meaning people attribute to their Japanese identity 
may be changing in different contexts and in different times. For example, 
Sakai writes that in London Japanese expatriates "admired and longed for 
the Western world as more civilized and more progressive, but, on the other 
hand, they continued to claim their own cultural superiority and constructed 
their identity in order to be competitive with the Western economy and their 
Western counterparts" (2000:178). Or in Singapore, Chua writes that "cultural 
'influence' of Japan or the Japanese on Singaporeans, via consumerism, is 
far less than [their] economic power would suggest" (2000:136). In this 
Singapore context, Japanese people may construct their Japanese identity 
differently from in a Hong Kong context where Japanese cultural products are 
highly appreciated. Ben-Ari, discussing Japanese expatriates in Singapore, 
notes that "On a micro level...'Japan' is constantly created and recreated 
through the minute, everyday activities of expatriate managers who must 
make sense of, and act upon, the reality within which they live" (2000:59). 
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Many Japanese people in Hong Kong looked for a job to make use of the 
Japanese language, hold emotional attachment to Japan to different degrees, 
enjoy Japanese TV dramas and newspapers and so on, and in this regard, 
prospective Japanese overseas will similarly realize their Japanese identity. 
However, the meaning of Japanese identity and the processes of how 
Japanese identity is constructed and expressed depend on the social and 
cultural contexts in each different era. 
Each one of us belongs to a country. We grow up and are educated 
in a way that each government stipulates. As a consequence, we in the world 
speak different languages, remember different histories and see 
contemporary events from different perspectives. Each one of us has 
national identity as the result of this molding by the nation (or in some cases 
our resistance to such molding); as Gellner argues "A man must have a 
nationality as he must have a nose and two ears" (1983). In this sense, 
people are greatly influenced by the social structure and who they think they 
are is shaped and reshaped within this structure. At the same time, however, 
in the contemporary world, with its expanding mobility and increasing 
information, we realize that there are different ways of life and perhaps a 
possibility that we may live in a different way from others of our own cultural 
origins. People throughout the affluent world are now facing the question of 
how to deal with the existing structure and values instilled on them by their 
own societies, on the one hand, and a new possibility which leads their life 
beyond the existing structure of their societies on the other hand. 
Japanese overseas are consciously or unconsciously concerned 
about how to strike a balance between their cultural origin and different 
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cultures they may experience in the world as a whole. As we see, their 
underlying assumption is that their cultural home, Japan, will not accept 
foreign novelty; thus, many are convinced that they have to be very careful in 
navigating their life overseas, in positioning their prospective future identity 
as Japanese or as more than Japanese. 
As globalization proceeds, we can travel to virtually everywhere on 
earth, and we have more options in terms of what we want to do in our lives. 
However, what appears from this research is that the geographical expansion 
of our movement doesn't always involve cultural expansion. The amount of 
information people get about cultural difference is accumulated by people as 
knowledge, but sometimes it just remains as knowledge and people isolate 
themselves from foreign others and stick to the world they are already 
familiar with. Those who emphasize their Japanese identity may espouse the 
idea of Japanese culture and its exclusivity. Those who try to expand their 
world in the midst of the wave of globalization may feel awkward about their 
Japanese identity, the widely accepted meaning of which is too rigid for them 
to be associated with. As this thesis has demonstrated in the context of Hong 
Kong, being a part of the globalizing world on the one hand, and being 
Japanese on the other hand are alternatives that may be still hard to 
reconcile for many Japanese overseas. 
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1. The Statistics of Japanese in Hong Kong (Oct. 1, 2000) 
Grouping Subject Family Subtotal 
M F M F M F Total 
Employee of a private company 1609 2,672 6,410 11,782 8,019 19,801 
and his/he「families | 
Journalist and his/her families 48 10 18 37 66 47 113 
Other professional and his/her 233 1 2 1 59 1 2 6 297 247 544 
families 
Student, academic and his/her ^^ 脱 Q 2 I 68 186 254 
families 
Employee of the government and 40 28 174 147 214 361 
his/her families 
Others 26 668 295 337 321 1,005 1,326 
Total 9,603 2,613 3,078 7,105 12,681 9,718 22,399 
Permanent Resident 151 374 525 
Total 12,832 10,092 22,924 
The Courtesy of the Consulate General of Japan 
2. Visitor Arrivals to Hong Kong by Country/Territory of Residence 
(http://www. info.gov. hk/censtatd/eng/hkstat/hkinf/transport/t「ansport—index. html) 
' 000 
Country/Territory of residence 1995 1999 2000 
The mainland of China 2,243 3,206 3,786 
Taiwan 1,761 2,063 2,386 
South East Asia 1,264 1,339 1,539 
Japan 1,691 1,174 1,382 
Europe 1,137 1,021 1,069 
USA 749 859 966 
Australia and New Zealand 330 ^ 411 
Canada 175 226 253 
i 1 I 
Others i 850 1,084 | 1,267 
Total i 10,200 11,328 13,059 
The number of Japanese tourists to Hong Kong reached its peak in 1996 (2,383,000) and 
dropped since then to 1,369,000 in 1997 and 945,000 in 1998 (Tsuda 1999). 
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3. Trade by Main Country/Territory 
(http://www.info.gov.hk/censtatd/eng/hkstat/hkinf/ext_trade_index.html) 
billion (HKD) 
Type of trade/Main country/ 
Territory 1995 1999 2000 
Imports 1,491.1 1,329.7 1,658.0 
The mainland China 539.5 607.5 715.0 
Japan 221.3 162.7 199.0 
Taiwan 129.3 100.4 124.2 
USA 115.1 ^ 112.8 
Republic of Korea 80.6 
Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation 1,260.2 1,200.7 1,436.9 
European Union 160.4 127.2 144.3 
Re-Exports 1,112.5 1,178.4 1,391.7 
The mainland China 384.0 399.2 488.8 
USA 231.0 269.4 311.0 
Japan Z^J 6 7 ^ 82.1 
United Kingdom 4 5 ^ 52.4 
Germany ^ 50.6 
Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation 845.3 899.0 1,078.9 
European Union 160.7 184.1 206.9 
4. A comparison of apartment rents between those with a housing allowance 
and those without one (Weekly Hong Kong 1999 Oct. 14) 
% in each group 
Apartment Rent A B C D 
Less than 10,000 HKD 100.0 
Less than 20,000 HKD ^ ^ 
Less than 30,000 HKD 22.4 18.1 M 
Less than 40,000 HKD ± 0 
Less than 50,000 HKD 12^ 
More than 50,001 HKD 5.2 4.0 
A: Families with a housing allowance 
B: Families with no housing allowance 
C: Singles with a housing allowance 
D: Singles with no housing allowance 
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